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Abstract

Quantum computers promise to extend the domain of the computable, performing calcula-

tions thought to be intractable on any classical device. Rapid experimental and technological

progress suggests that this promise could soon be realized. However, these first quantum
computers will inevitably be both small, faulty, and expensive, demanding implementations

of quantum algorithms which are compact, fast, and error-resistant. As the complexity of

realizable quantum computers accelerates toward the threshold of quantum supremacy, their

capacity to demonstrate a meaningful quantum advantage when applied to real-world tasks

depends on the high-performance design, implementation, and analysis of quantum circuits.

The first half of the thesis is devoted to Shor's factoring algorithm, seeking to determine

the most efficient quantum circuit implementation of a quantum modular multiplier. Three

such implementations are introduced which outperform the best known exact reversible
modular multiplier circuits for most practical problem sizes. Reformulated in the framework

of quantum Fourier transform (QFT) based arithmetic, two of these circuits are further

shown to reduce modular multiplication to a constant number of QFT-like circuits, which

can then parallelized to a linear-depth circuit with just 2n + O(log n) qubits. Motivated
by this deconstruction, the final result in this portion is an algorithm for a 'SIMD QFT'
- demonstrating that the parallel QFT can be efficiently implemented on a topologically-
limited distributed ion-trap architecture with just a single global shuttling instruction.

The second half of this thesis focuses on quantum signal processing (QSP), specifically as

applied to quantum Hamiltonian simulation. Hamiltonian simulation promises to be one of

the first practical applications for which a near-term device could demonstrate an advantage

over all classical systems. We use high-performance classical tools to construct, optimize, and

simulate quantum circuits subject to realistic error models in order to empirically determine

the maximum tolerable error rate for a meaningful Hamiltonian simulation experiment on

a near-term quantum computer. By exploiting symmetry inherent to the QSP circuit, we

demonstrate that their capacity for quantum simulation can be increased by at least two

orders of magnitude if errors are systematic and unitary. This portion concludes with a

thorough description of the classical simulation software used for the this analysis.
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Title: Senior Staff Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Quantum mechanical computers

Mechanical computing devices date back to antiquity [FBM+06]. By 1837, Charles Bab-

bage's proposed but unrealized Analytical Engine would have been the first universally

programmable digital computer, a concept that itself wouldn't be formalized until Alan Tur-

ing's notion of computational completeness was published a century later [Tur37]. Within

a decade of his result the first Turing-complete electronic computers had been established.

From there, digital computers gradually evolved from a few thousand electromechanical

relays to nearly ten billion transistors in off-the-shelf microchips.

So far the quantum computer has followed an analogous trajectory. While the axioms

of quantum mechanics established early in the 20th century, their application to computing

was established when Yuri Manin in 1980 [Man80] (and Feynman in 1982 [Fey82]) noticed

that quantum systems could hypothetically perform certain tasks (namely the simulation of

other quantum systems) more efficiently than was known to be possible classical computer.

By 1985 David Deutsch had established the notion of a universal quantum computer [Deu85],

and in 1994 Peter Shor's algorithms for polynomial-time prime factorization and discrete

logarithms on such a device [Sho94] extended the notion of quantum advantage to real,

useful tasks beyond the more intuitive application to quantum simulation. Today, real

quantum computers have been demonstrated using a number of physical technologies [GC97,
WMI+97, PJT+05, PMO09, RDN+12 and applied to important computational tasks such as

factoring' 15 [VSB+00, LBC+12, MNM+16. Recent experimental achievements [DMLF+16,

SXL+17, BSK+17, ZPWH+17, WLYZ18, IBM19] suggest that a device may soon be realized

demonstrating quantum supremacy, or surpassing the capabilities of the best classical device.

But such technological progress only matters if we can apply it to useful quantum algo-

rithms. The early quantum computers will necessarily be small, imprecise, noisy, and expen-

Iit's 3 x 5
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sive. In order to demonstrate a quantum advantage on such a device, we will need implemen-

tations of quantum algorithms which are compact (requiring few qubits), resource-efficient

(in terms of physical operations), fast (in relation to the device's rate of decoherence), and

error-resistant. Reducing even constant factors and prefactors in the circuit complexity of

quantum algorithm implementations is essential in maximizing the hardware's capacity to

produce useful results. The overhead of implementing logical qubits and quantum error

correction further multiplies these factors. Real quantum computers are inevitably plagued

by both stochastic noise (resulting from imperfect isolation between physical qubits and

their environment) and systematic inaccuracies (due to the finite precision of real control

hardware). By decreasing the number of gates, error sensitivity, or execution time relative to

the qubits' coherence time, we also reduce the circuit's reliance on error correction and code

concatenation and thereby decrease the multiplicative burden incurred for fault-tolerance.

1.1.1 The factoring algorithm

Often the bottleneck of complex quantum algorithms is the (reversible) implementation of

common classical procedures and arithmetic operations. In the case of Shor's factoring algo-

rithm [Sho94], the complexity of factoring a large semiprime integer N = pq is driven almost

entirely by that of reversible modular multiplication. The key to the factoring algorithm

is that, given a randomly selected integer 0 < a < N with period r modulo N (that is,

ar =1 mod N), then with decent likelihood one of gcd(ar/ 2  1, N) is a nontrivial factor

of N (where gcdo can be efficiently computed using Euclid's algorithm). Factoring is then

reduced to an application of order-finding, and the heart of the quantum factoring algorithm

is a quantum order-finding routine which can determine r in polynomial time2

The order-finding algorithm requires first generating a superposition of all powers {ak I
0 < k < 22n} (where n = [log 2 N] is the number of bits required to represent N). This can

implemented as a quantum circuit in two steps: (1) placing a control register in a superpo-

sition of values 10) through 22n - 1), and (2) applying a controlled-modular-exponentiation

operator,
22n -1 22n-1

1k) |1) MODEXP >E1k) ak mod N). (1.1)
k=O k=O

The superposition of the control register is easy constructed with 2n Hadamard (H) gates.

Controlled modular exponentiation can be implemented by repeated squaring: noting that,

k o N)k0  2' N k1 (22n -1 kn-
ak = a2 mod N (a mod N -- . a mod N) (mod N), (1.2)

where k0 .. .k2,- are the bits of k, we can implement MoDExP as sequence of 2n controlled

2 The order-finding algorithm is in turn a special case of the quantum phase-estimation algorithm,
which itself can be generalized to the hidden abelian subgroup problem
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modular multipliers controlled by each bit of the control register 1k). Given the state in

eq. (1.1), we can apply an inverse quantum Fourier transform (QFTt) to the control register

and measure it in order to extract r, as shown in fig. 1-1. The measured state will be an

integer s, such that s/ 2 2n ~ c/r for some integer c. The 2n bits of the control register

makes this approximation close enough that r can be efficiently determined using continued

fractions.

s2n-1

|o)__2n QFTt

H SO

0..01)

Figure 1-1: Order-finding algorithm at the heart of Shor's algorithm

Finally, it turns out that we can replace the entire control register with a single qubit fGN95J.

Given that we are measuring the state of the register immediately following the QFTt, the

controlled rotations that compose the transform can be controlled classically by the mea-

sured values of the qubits in the register, as shown in fig. 1-2. As a result, the complexity

of the order-finding routine is driven entirely by the modular exponentiation step, i.e. that

of 2n controlled modular multipliers.

IO)H~3 H oI) sH 1i jO)H ZS H 5210) Ho 8 1) 2,0si 10) 3

Figure 1-2: Order-finding algorithm with semi-classical QFTt. Each Z rotation depends on all the
previously measured control bits. Note the reversed multiplier ordering

Part I of this thesis is devoted to the factoring algorithm (and associated problems),

asking the question what resources are required for the most efficient implementation of

Shor's factoring algorithm? Or, equivalently, how efficiently can we implement reversible

modular multiplication on a quantum computer?
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1.1.2 Hamiltonian simulation

Integer factorization for non-special semiprime numbers as large as 768 bits has been demon-

strated classically [KAF+10]. Any implementation of quantum factoring on this scale would

further depend critically on fault tolerance and quantum error correction, making it an espe-

cially difficult application for the inevitably small and noisy near-term quantum computers.

Useful instances of quantum Hamiltonian simulation, by contrast, can be constructed to

demonstrate a quantum advantage with well under 100 qubits.

Many-body quantum systems as small as 50 qubits exhibit dynamics which are pro-

hibitively complex to model on classical systems3 [BIS+18]. The goal of quantum Hamil-

tonian simulation is to instead model the Schrddinger evolution of such a system using a

laboratory-accessible set of qubits and quantum gates. That is, given an n-qubit Hamil-

tonian A(t) E C2 'x2", quantum Hamiltonian simulation aims to approximate the unitary

evolution according to the Schr5dinger equation,

i9t 10(t)) = A(t) 10(t)) , (1.3)

or in the case of time-independent A(t) = A,

10(t)) = ei'At 14'o) = Ee-"" IA)(AI) 1'00) ,(1.4)

where A = EA A JA)(AI is the spectral decomposition of A and 10o) is an initial state.

Efficient quantum algorithms for Hamiltonian simulation have been formulated for many

categories and classes of quantum systems [Llo96, ATS03, Sze04, AGDLHG05, BACS07,

ChilO, LC16, LC17] 4 . Many of these formulations can be subsumed into instances of

quantum signal processing (QSP) [LC171, a more general quantum algorithm for approx-

imating a broader class of propagators with the form ZX f(A) IA)(AI given a Hamiltonian

A = ZA A IA)(AI (which itself can be generalized to broader class of quantum singular value

transformation algorithms [GSHW18]).

Applied to Hamiltonian simulation, QSP offers a protocol for modeling an n-qubit quan-

tum system with optimal circuit depth and just n + O(log n) qubits prior to error correction.

With quantum computers on the scale of 100 qubits seemingly imminent, but those with

sufficient resources to implement error-correcting codes still many years away, the part II of

3 Recent work has demonstrated successful classical simulations of quantum circuits containing
56 [PGN+17] and 64 [CZX+18] qubits, but the depth of the simulated circuits may have been insuf-
ficient to demonstrate the universality of the approach. Nonetheless, the 50-qubit benchmark will
certainly have to be amended as classical computing hardware and simulation technology improve.
The key point is that classical simulation complexity increases exponentially with additional qubits,
so that such a boundary will always exist

4 Fascinatingly, using the algorithm proposed in [AGDLHG05], quantum simulation is reduced
to an instance of the phase-estimation protocol at the heart of the factoring algorithm
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this thesis focuses on the question how much error can I tolerate on a small, noisy quantum

computer and still meaningfully simulate a 50-qubit Hamiltonian without quantum error-

correction?

1.2 Building quantum programs

So far, realizations of real quantum algorithms have been small enough that they can more

or less be implemented by hand-for example, factoring a four-bit number requires just five

qubits and a comparable number of gates (depending on the level of pre-compilation em-

ployed [MNM+16I), which can then be mapped directly to a sequence of physical operations

to apply in hardware or verify via low-level physical simulation [Wan12]. As the complexity

of real quantum devices expands toward the boundary of quantum supremacy, we will need

a correspondingly sophisticated toolbox of scalable software and algorithmic primitives to

(1) translate abstract quantum algorithms to explicit quantum circuit constructions, (2)

determine and optimize their resource requirements, and (3) predict and verify their perfor-

mance. Much of this thesis depends critically on the development and refinement of these

classical tools.

In one direction, these tools are essential for building and refining efficient circuit imple-

mentations of quantum algorithms so as to maximize the hardware's capacity to produce

useful results. High-performance tools for (classical) simulation further enable us to verify

and optimize circuits so as to minimize their susceptibility to particular errors. Simultane-

ously, tools for designing and verifying quantum circuits provide invaluable feedback in the

development of real hardware. Classical processors are not designed to perform arbitrary

data manipulations in a single step, but rather to perform a hardwired universal (that is,

Turing-complete) subset of possible operations really really well-a notion which is becom-

ing even stronger as the mobile device industry drives the rapid development of reduced

instruction set computers (RISC) [Pat17]. Real quantum hardware design and analysis will

similarly prioritize particular routines and applications. By identifying key sets of algorith-

mic primitives for the high-performance circuit implementation of likely applications, we can

vastly simplify hardware design and prioritize the optimization of a reduced set of physical

operations. Careful resource analysis and performance verification of those applications is

essential in determining which tasks to elevate and where to invest physical resources.

1.2.1 Design

Classical scalability is made possible by the concept of abstraction. Abstraction is the cor-

nerstone of classical computer engineering and software design, allowing a firmware devel-

oper or hardware programmer to work independently of the underlying circuit or gate-level

implementation, a software developer to work without worrying about the underlying the
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hardware design or memory architecture, and a modern web developer to work independently

of platform or specific implementation of the TCP/IP stack. By reducing complex appli-

cations to an robust set of abstract building blocks, each layer in the abstraction hierarchy

can be designed, optimized, and maintained independently. And while as a software design

methodology abstraction is commonly associated with a performance penalty, by focusing

implementation on a narrow set of algorithmic building blocks and primitive routines it can

vastly simplify hardware design and enable the prioritized investment and optimization of

particular resources.

Abstraction is just as fundamental to scalability on a quantum computer. The imple-

mentation quantum algorithm might be described with a similar hierarchy, simplistically

outlined in fig. 1-3 and described below. The translation of a quantum algorithm to its

physical implementation then requires converting the circuit through representations at each

step in the hierarchy. High-performance implementation further requires optimization and

verification across every layer of the abstraction hierarchy.

A lgorith m Algorithmic

e.g. primitives Logical Primitive Pulse

factoring, adder, QFT Gates Gates sequence
search... fanout...

Figure 1-3: Simple abstraction hierarchy and build process of a quantum algorithm

algorithm -+ algorithmic primitives

A generic quantum algorithm can generally be expressed in terms of common algorithmic

primitives or reversible logic constructions, such as circuits for reversible binary addition

or the quantum Fourier transform (QFT). In the factoring example, this would typically

amount to constructing modular multipliers from generic quantum addition circuits (the

approach taken in chapter 2) or QFTs (as is done in chapter 3). For small circuits, this

might be done by hand, either diagrammatically or through informal pseudocode which can

be translated to a low-level gate sequence directly. However, this translation process can

quickly becomes impractical for larger circuits. It is an interesting open question as to how

to best represent quantum algorithms in code at this level. Though many are still in their

infancy, in recent years there has been some interest in developing useful tools, languages,

and DSLs for expressing quantum circuits at a higher level, such as the Haskell-embedded

Quipper language [GLR+13] (used in chapter 6 of this thesis), ScaffCC [JPK+14], and

OpenQASM [CBSG17]

At this level, optimization happens in terms of the algorithmic implementation itself.
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In the case of factoring, this primarily involves optimizing the implementation of quantum

modular multiplication (though the reduction of the QFT register to a single qubit could

also be described as a high-level optimization). A number of optimized quantum modular

multiplier implementations have been introduced in the literature [Zal98, Bea02, VMI05,

KPdF06, Kut06, PS13, PG14], with various tradeoffs in terms of qubit cost, gate count, and

execution time. Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis introduce three new implementations based

on different classical multiplication techniques, which improve upon previous results under

a broad set of design constraints without significantly trading off qubit cost. The multipliers

described in chapter 2 all use a generic quantum circuit for binary addition as their principle

building block, while in chapter 3 they are each rebuilt using the QFT.

algorithmic primitives -+ logical gates

Given an algorithm expressed in terms of basic primitives, we can create a logical circuit by

mapping each primitive to its gate-level implementation. Optimal implementations may be

chosen from a library of options-for example, given a circuit for quantum modular multipli-

cation expressed in terms of primitive adders, unique adder implementations can be chosen

from those introduced in references [VBE96, Gos98, DraOO, CDKM04, DKRS06, HRS17]

and appendix A.1. This approach is demonstrated in chapter 4, which compares various

circuit constructions of the higher-level multiplication procedures introduced in chapters 2

and 3 in order to determine their most efficient implementations in terms of gate count or

circuit depth (execution time).

At this stage we can also use auxiliary techniques like peephole optimization or schedul-

ing to optimize the gate-level circuit. Peephole optimization looks at a narrow sliding subset

of the circuit in order to merge, simplify, or annihilate gates. This technique is used in chap-

ter 6 to minimize the gate count of faulty simulation circuits. Scheduling, or commuting and

organizing gates into time steps, is necessary to take advantage of gate-level parallelization.

The circuit depth estimates in chapter 4 make use of an automated scheduling program in

order to account for parallelization within certain addition circuits and the massive paral-

lelization defining the QFT-based reformulations.

Circuits at this point are usually expressed in quantum assembly (QASM) 5 . Some of the

higher-level quantum languages (such as Quipper [GLR+13]) contain tools to automatically

invoke components like adders, however these generally appear somewhat opaque or poorly

configurable-there seems to be an opening for the development of a tool which contains a

fuller or more extensible variety of implementation choices, configurations, or optimizations

of any given primitive.

'Some exception exist-for example Quipper has a unique circuit representation (which we end
up converting to QASM with custom software in chapter 6), while many implementations have there
own idiosyncratic versions of QASM
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logical gates -* primitive gates

Because quantum states are fragile and quantum computers are analog, noise-prone ma-

chines, large implementations of quantum algorithms require quantum error correction

(QEC) to pump entropy back out of the coherent system. In this case "logical qubits" are

encoded in robust stabilizer states of multiple qubits, which can be queried and corrected

without sacrificing the coherence of the logical state (provided errors are independent and

occur at a sufficiently small rate for the given code) [NC02]. We then need to translate the

logical gates in the circuit (which act on logical qubits) to primitive gates acting on physical

qubits, as well as insert the necessary syndrome measurements and correction gates. (With

no error correction, the mapping from logical gates to primitive gates is one-to-one.)

The simplest logical gate implementation is when we can execute them transversally, or

applied identically to every physical qubit in the code. Unfortunately, it is impossible to

implement a universal gate set on a stabilizer code with transversal gates [EK09], requiring

us to implement some subset of gates via a technique like magic-state distillation [BK05] or

nontransversal gates [YTC16].

primitive gates -+ pulse sequence

Finally, the gate-level circuit needs to be converted to a hardware-specific sequence of oper-

ations to be applied to physical qubits.

The way primitive gates are realized in hardware depends entirely on the technology.

Quantum computers have been realized with qubits generated from nuclear spins (facili-

tated via nuclear magnetic resonance, or NMR) [VSB+00, trapped ions [WMI+971, electron

spin states [PJT+05], photon states [PMO09J, and solid-state semiconductors [RDN+121;
each having its own control methodology. For example: the typical way to implement en-

tangling gates on trapped ions in a linear trap is currently to use global Molmer-Sorenson

pulses [MS98], which can entangle every bit in the trap via their shared motional state.

Executing a single CNOT gate on such a trap requires an additional sequence of addressed

pulses or shuttling operations to isolate the target and control qubits.

In addition to mapping primitive gates to physical pulses, this compilation process re-

quires a (potentially complicated) scheduling and routing procedure. As with classical pro-

cessing networks, real quantum computing architectures generally have some topological

structure. In the linear ion trap example, the capacity of a single trap is generally limited to

~ 10 ions [Monl1J, requiring a network of interconnects facilitated via shuttling or optical

couplings [AHJ+12] in order to achieve arbitrary entangling operations.

There has been a great deal of research establishing error-resistant composite pulse se-

quences, which increase the time required to implement a primitive gate but can arbitrarily

improve its accuracy (or resistance to systematic errors) [Wim94, BHC04, LYC14]. There
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has also been some effort to generate hardware-specific tools to find and compile efficient

pulse sequences to implement primitive gates [MMN+161, or to select from sequences which

perform the same operation but exhibit different noise characteristics [Wan12]. Chapter 5

of this thesis deals with an example of the routing problem, demonstrating (when com-

bined with the Fourier multiplication techniques in chapter 3) that global single-instruction-

multiple-data (SIMD) shuttling operations between adjacent linear ion traps are sufficient

for implementing the order-finding algorithm with no added network overhead.

1.2.2 Verification

Classically simulating quantum circuits is inherently difficult. It is made even more difficult

in the presence of imperfect gates and noise, which can both complicate the gate model

and expand the state space that needs to be simulated-either by increasing the memory

required to represent the occupied Hilbert space (in the case of coherent, unitary errors), or

by broadening the classical distribution of outcomes (in the case of stochastic noise).

Quantum computer simulators can take a number of forms. At the lowest level, a phys-

ical simulation models physical hardware directly, for example by numerically integrating

Shr6dinger's equation according to an applied pulse sequence. This kind of simulation can

be invaluable for developing hardware or generating pulse sequences [Wan12], but rapidly

becomes computationally prohibitive. To extend the analysis to larger circuits, we can con-

struct generic noise models (either theoretically, through experimental measurements, or

physical simulations of individual gates or circuit elements) and simulate the faulty circuit

at the primitive gate level. This is the approach taken in part II of this thesis: chapter 7

dealing with the simulator construction explicitly, and chapter 6 applying it to empirically

predict and optimize the performance of faulty Hamiltonian simulation circuits implemented

without error correction.

1.3 Outline

The remainder of this thesis is structured in two parts, both aimed at the interface between

the abstract theory of quantum algorithms and their physical realization. Part I is devoted to

determining the most efficient instantiation of the quantum factoring algorithm, and as such

focuses on circuit design and resource analysis. Starting with the decomposition of factoring

into controlled modular multiplication, we consider optimized circuit implementations at

the algorithmic (chapters 2 and 3), primitive (chapter 4), and physical (chapter 5) layers of

abstraction:

Chapter 2 lays out a set of high-performance reversible modular multipliers derived

from three different classical techniques: (1) traditional integer division, (2) Montgomery
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residue arithmetic [Mon85], and (3) Barrett reduction [Bar87]. The multiplication tech-

niques introduced are localized to the highest level of the abstraction hierarchy, being

expressed in terms of generic circuits for binary quantum addition. Each multiplier com-

putes an exact result for all binary input values, while minimizing qubit usage and main-

taining the asymptotic resource complexity of a single (non-modular) integer multiplier-

improving upon the best known exact reversible modular multipliers for most input sizes

(prior to the asymptotic dominance of the Sch6nhage-Strassen multiplier for very very

large inputs [Zal981)

Chapter 3 reformulates the three multipliers introduced in chapter 2 in terms of a dif-

ferent algorithmic primitive: the QFT. Using the uniquely quantum mechanical frame-

work of quantum Fourier arithmetic [DraOO], the Barrett and Montgomery multipliers

are shown to be reduce modular multiplication to a constant number of quantum Fourier

transforms (or QFT-like circuits), which can then parallelized to a linear-depth circuit

of rotation gates with just 2n + O(log n) qubits and n 2 + O(n log n) gates (or 2n2 for

in-place modular multiplication)

Chapter 4 implements the techniques in chapters 2 and 3 at the next level in the

abstraction hierarchy, using various primitives for reversible binary addition and rotation

gate decomposition in order to perform an empirical comparative resource analysis of

explicit modular multiplication circuits generated for input sizes up to n = 2048. The

analysis includes two different resource cost models: a "primitive gate" model in which

each gate type is considered to be implemented directly with unit cost, and a "logical

gate" model incorporating estimated costs of implementing different gates in the context

of an error-correcting code. The Fourier-basis multipliers are shown to be competitive

even in a Fault-tolerant application

Chapter 5 finally considers the low-level implementation of the QFT primitive, demon-

strating that it can be parallelized on a distributed-chain ion trap architecture with only

SIMD shuttling operations without adding any overhead in terms of execution time, po-

tentially offering a massive hardware simplification applicable to the implementation of

the entire factoring algorithm

Part II aims to empirically determine the error tolerance of near-term implementations

of Hamiltonian simulation via quantum signal processing. A major focus of this part is

therefore on the task of classical simulation and verification:

Chapter 6 utilizes high-performance tools for circuit construction and classical simu-

lation in order to model circuits for Hamiltonian simulation using quantum signal pro-

cessing (QSP) implemented with faulty sets of gates. Using various software tools to

study and optimize the QSP circuit at each level of its implementation, QSP is shown to
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be configurable so as to resist the accumulation of coherent gate errors. Extrapolating

generated models to a hypothetical n = 50 implementation, we predict the best-possible

capacity of a near-term quantum computer to simulate Hamiltonian evolution without

error correction

Chapter 7 further describes the classical simulation techniques we used in chapter 6 to

model faulty quantum circuits. In particular, we demonstrate how an extended stabilizer-

basis simulation (cf. [AG04], section VII) can be efficiently parallelized using the vector-

tree parallelization architecture introduced in 1OD98], and how the latter can be con-

figured to take advantage of the structure of particular algorithms to minimize runtime

and memory usage

1.4 Contributions of others

Kevin Obenland's assistance and contribution was invaluable throughout this thesis, par-

ticularly in terms of the Barrett multiplication circuit in chapter 2, the circuit construction

and scheduling software and the prefix-ripple adder used in chapter 4, and the simulation

software used in chapters 6 and 7. Amira Eltony contributed to the SIMD QFT proposal in

chapter 5, some of which appears in [Elt15]. The designs of the Montgomery and division-

based binary multipliers and the three Fourier-basis multiplier implementations were my

own.
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Part I

What is the most efficient

implementation of quantum

factoring?
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Chapter 2

High performance quantum modular

multipliers1

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Efficient Modular Multiplication Implementations

Circuits implementing reversible modular arithmetic operations are of significant contempo-

rary interest due to their prevalence in important quantum algorithms [Sho94l. Resource-

efficient implementation of these operations is critical to their eventual implementation on

a quantum computer. In this chapter, we describe three novel techniques which asymp-

totically reduce the resources required for exact, reversible modular multiplication to those

necessary for non-modular integer multiplication. Existing proposals for efficient reversible

modular multipliers largely fall in one of two categories: (1) the composition of reversible

modular adders, each comprising the equivalent of three reversible non-modular adders; or

(2) approximated division, in which reversible modular reduction is simplified by allowing

the return of an incorrect output for some subset of input values [Zal98, Kut06]. Compared

to those in the first category, our circuits achieve a factor-of-three reduction in asymp-

totic gate count and circuit depth while requiring only O(log n) additional qubits. They

perform comparably to those in the second category, but without employing arithmetical

approximations-regardless of the impact of such approximations on the overall fidelity of

quantum algorithms, our constructions demonstrate that accuracy need not be sacrificed in

order to obtain an efficient modular multiplication circuit.

'Distribution Statement: A. Approved for public release - distribution is unlimited

This material is based upon work supported by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research
and Engineering under Air Force Contract No. FA8721-05-C-0002 and/or FA8702-15-D-0001. Any
opinions, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the au-
thor(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research
and Engineering.
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Classically, large-integer modular multiplication is a critical component of cryptographic

functions such as the RSA public-key encryption system [RSA78]. The standard strategy

for modular multiplication is to first calculate the integer product of the input values, and

then reduce the result via division. However, due to the inefficiency of integer division

on most processors, systems implementing extensive modular arithmetic typically employ

specialized methods to eliminate the division requirement of modular reduction. In partic-

ular, Montgomery residue arithmetic [Mon85] and Barrett reduction [Bar87] are commonly

used techniques in applications requiring many reductions under the same modulus. In the

Montgomery method, the problem is converted to an "N-residue" representation in which

modulo-N reduction instead requires calculations under an easier modulus (e.g. a power

of two). Barrett reduction takes advantage of the constant modulus by pre-computing a

fixed-point reduction factor once, so that individual reductions can be computed using only

multiplication and bit-shift operations.

In this work, we describe three novel reversible modular multipliers, employing (1) a

new implementation of the standard division-based reduction procedure, as well efficient

reversible adaptations of (2) classical Montgomery multiplication and (3) Barrett reduc-

tion. Our designs principally comprise common abstract circuit primitives, such as re-

versible adders and subtracters, enabling their implementation within various architectural

and arithmetical models. We discuss the relative trade-offs of various implementation meth-

ods for each modular multiplication strategy, and perform a detailed resource analysis of

each.

2.1.2 Prior Modular Multiplication Implementations

The, first quantum circuits for modular multiplication were developed as part of a typical

arithmetical hierarchy IBCDP96, VBE96, FDH041,

(Integer Adder) -+ (Modular Adder) -+ (Modular Multiplier),

in which a quantum modular multiplier is constructed from a sequence of modular adders,

which in turn consist of multiple integer addition steps. The complexity of modular multi-

plication is then driven by the complexity of reversible implementations of integer addition.

The first quantum integer addition circuits were based on the classical ripple-carry adder,

which has circuit depth that is linear in the bit-width of its addends [VBE96, CDKM04]. The

circuit depth and total size of modular multiplication using the ripple-carry adder is 0(n2 )
for n-bit inputs. Logarithmic-depth addition circuits were subsequently proposed [DKRS06]

that reduce the depth of modular multiplication to 0(n log 2 n), with the total number of

gates remaining 0(n2 )

Quantum adders that operate in the quantum Fourier transform basis [DraOO] have also
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been used to implement modular addition, multiplication, and exponentiation. By moving

integer addition to the Fourier basis, Beauregard [Bea02] presented a modular multiplication

circuit that has depth O(n2 ) and total circuit count O(n3), but requires fewer qubits than

previously described circuits. However, Fourier-basis arithmetic employs arbitrarily angled

rotation gates, which may require more resources to implement on typical architectures than

the reversible AND (i.e. TOFFOLI) gates required by the other adders. For this reason, it is

difficult to do a direct comparison of Fourier-basis and binary circuits.

Using Fourier-basis addition, Kutin has devised a unique and efficient procedure for

approximate quantum modular multiplication with linear algorithmic depth and a linear

number of qubits [Kut06]. This circuit uses an approximate multiplication technique intro-

duced by Zalka [Zal98], which requires uncertain assumptions regarding the distribution of

systematic errors. The argument is made that these errors do not lead to an appreciable

level of error.

An exact, linear-width quantum modular multiplication procedure was proposed by

Pavlidis and Gizopoulos [PG14]. By applying Fourier-basis arithmetic to construct ex-

act reversible constructions of a large array of arithmetic operations, they introduce a novel

quantum Granlund-Montgomery division procedure enabling exact quantum modular mul-

tiplication with linear depth and linear width. Still, the leading terms in this construction

remain prohibitive, requiring 9n qubits, 800n 2 total quantum gates, and a parallelized depth

of 1000n rotation gates, with almost 90% of these costs devoted to the division procedure.

As in classical systems [Wal64], a trade-off exists between algorithmic depth and width.

Allowing a super-linear supply of ancillary qubits, various procedures for sub-linear time

quantum multiplication have been introduced. Gossett's carry-save multiplier achieves log-

arithmic depth but requires O(n2 ) qubits [Gos98. Similarly, modular exponentiation can

be performed by arranging the component multipliers in a logarithmic-depth binary-tree

structure at the cost of a quadratic circuit width [VMI05]. Combining these models with

constant-depth teleportation-based fan-out, Pham and Svore have introduced a 2D nearest-

neighbor carry-save architecture allowing modular exponentiation in 0(log2 (n)) depth with

0(n') qubits [PS13].

Classically, multipliers exploiting the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and convolution the-

orem have long dominated in asymptotic depth [K062, SS71, F69]. Accordingly, the fastest

known quantum multipliers are direct applications of these constructions [Za198, KPdF06].

However, a signature of both classical and quantum convolution-based multipliers is a pro-

hibitive initial cost-for example, Zalka's quantum Sch6nhage-Strassen multiplier [Za198] has

an asymptotic depth of ~ 2no .

While this effort was underway, impressive work by Roetteler et. al. [RNSL17] demon-

strated a quantum circuit for exact Montgomery multiplication which reduces by half the

number of additions required for a standard shift-and-add modular multiplier, at the expense
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of 2n additional ancilla qubits. Our Montgomery multiplication implementation avoids this

trade-off while further reducing the required number of full-precision additions to a third

that of the shift-and-add multiplier.

We summarize these results in tables 2.1 and 2.2. Because of the difficulty of making

side-by-side comparisons between Fourier-basis and binary circuits, we have separated the

two and characterized each in terms of their principle operation (TOFFOLI gates in the case

of binary arithmetic, total controlled-rotations in the Fourier case). The characteristics

for binary modular multipliers utilizing modular adders are determined from the particular

adders employed, assuming three adds per modular addition and 2n modular adds per

modular multiplication. All other circuits are presented as reported in the reference. We

will discuss the various trade-offs that exist, and where our proposed circuits fall among

these, in chapter 4.

Proposal Architecture Qubits Gatest Deptht

*Cuccaro et. al. [CDKM04] Modular Addition (Ripple-Carry) 3n 12n 2  12n 2

*Draper et. al. [DKRS06] Modular Addition (Prefix) 5n 60n 2  24n log 2 r

Zalka [Zal98] Sch6nhage-Strassen (FFT) 24.. .96n 2 16n 216no.2

Pham-Svore [PS13] Carry-Save (nearest-neighbor) 16n2  384n2 log 2 n 56 log 2 n

Exact Division (Ripple) 3n 4n2  4n 2

Montgomery Reduction (Ripple) 3n 4n2  4n 2

. Barrett Reduction (Ripple) 3n 4n2  4 2
This work

Exact Division (Prefix) 5n 20n2  8n log 2 n
Montgomery Reduction (Prefix) 5n 20n2  8n log 2 n
Barrett Reduction (Prefix) 5n 20n 2  8n log 2 n

*Reference proposes adder only. We assume 3 adders per modular add, or 6n per multiply

tTotal gate counts and depths provided in TOFFOLI gates

Table 2.1: Resource comparison of in-place quantum modular multipliers constructed with binary
arithmetic. Only the leading order term is shown for each count.

2.1.3 Outline of this chapter

The remainder of the paper is organized into 6 sections and one appendix. In the next section

(section 2.2) we provide background required by all the circuit constructions described in

this chapter. We also use these constructions to describe the most common implementation

of modular multiplication, building up the multiplier as a sequence of modular adders. In

section 2.3 we describe the first of our modular multiplication circuits; a circuit that uses

a new implementation of the standard division technique. In section 2.4 we describe a

circuit that uses the Montgomery reduction technique and in section 2.5 we describe the

implementation of a modular multiplier based on Barrett reduction. Details related to the
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Proposal Architecture Qubits Gates (i)t Gates (2 )t Deptht

Beauregard [Bea02] Modular Addition 2n 4n2 O(n3 log n) 8n 2

Kutin [Kut06 f Approximate Division 3n 3n2 2n2  6n

Approximate (nearest-neighbor) 3n 5n2  4n 2  11n

Pavlidis [PG14] Granlund-Montgomery Division 9n 800n 2  ~ 2502 1000n

Exact Division 2n 2n2 log 2 n 2n2  8n log 2 n

chapter 3 Montgomery Reduction 2n 5n2  2n2  14n

Barrett Reduction 2n 5n 2  2n2  14n

ITotal gate counts and depths in arbitrarily-angled controlled-rotations.

Table 2.2: Resource comparison of Fourier-basis in-place quantum modular multipliers. Gate counts
are reported in two ways: (1) the total number of rotations assuming infinite-precision control, and

(2) the number of gates after removing those with exponentially-small rotation angles [BEST96].
Only the leading order term is shown for each count.

integer adders and multiplier circuits used for resource estimates, including several new

implementations, can be found in appendix A.

2.2 Quantum Modular Multiplication

In this section we describe the basic methods and circuits that are used to construct quantum

modular multipliers. We also describe the standard circuit that is most often used for

quantum modular multiplication, which performs the modular multiplication using modular

adders. This circuit will provide the baseline of comparison for our new methods.

Most quantum algorithms require "quantum-classical" modular multipliers, in which one

multiplier input is a fixed classical parameter. The circuits introduced in this chapter are

therefore described in this form. We will also describe the modifications required to im-

plement full "quantum-quantum" modular multipliers. These circuits would be useful, for

example, in the quantum circuit for elliptic curves [PZ03].

In the quantum-classical case, our goal is described by the quantum operation,

ly), -- + IXy mod N), (2.1)

where X is a classically-determined multiplicand, n A [log 2 Ni is the number of bits required

to hold the modulus N, and we have used subscripts to indicate the size of the requisite

quantum registers (ignoring any intermediate ancilla qubits). In the quantum-quantum case,

x is held in an additional quantum register, which is preserved through the operation:

x), ly), -- Ixy mod N), ly),. (2.2)

In general, we will reserve uppercase variable names for constant classical parameters.
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2.2.1 Modular Multiplication

A non-modular quantum multiplier can be constructed using the techniques of grade-school

arithmetic: we compute and accumulate a sequence of partial products. In binary arithmetic,

each partial product is computed by multiplying a single bit of the multiplier y by the shifted

multiplicand 2kX, so that the product yX is computed by accumulating Ek yA(2kX) for

each bit yk of y. A binary quantum multiplier therefore consists of a sequence of quantum

additions, controlled by the bits of a quantum input Iy).
A modular multiplier can be constructed by combining the steps of non-modular multipli-

cation and integer division operators, where the modular product is returned as a remainder

from the latter. In general, an information-preserving divider will compute both quotient

and remainder terms. For reversible modular modular reduction, we therefore must take

additional steps to uncompute the quotient. Applying Bennett's technique for constructing

reversible circuits from classical operations [Ben73], in which we pseudo-copy the result into

an ancilla register and reverse the entire computation, we implement,

10) y) 10) IXY) y) 10)
|q) jXy - qN) |y) 10)

1q) jXy - qN) ly) IXy - qN)

jXy) Iy) IXy - qN)

10) ly) jXy - qN) , (2.3)

where |Xy - qN) = |Xy mod N). Unfortunately, the above computation is not very re-

source efficient. In addition to requiring additional ancilla registers to store results during

the uncomputation, both the multiplication and division components of the modular mul-

tiplier must be implemented twice: once to compute the result, and again in reverse to

uncompute and clear the ancilla space.

Due to the complexity of reversible division-based modular reduction, early modular

multipliers were instead constructed with reductions embedded within the multiplication,

one after each addition of a partial product [BCDP96, VBE96, Bea02, VMI05]. If we classi-

cally reduce each partial product modulo N prior to its addition, then at most one value of

N needs to be subtracted with each step. We can therefore equivalently implement reversible

circuits for modular addition, so that no garbage is left after any step of the multiplier. The

disadvantage of this approach is that each reversible modular addition requires multiple

integer adders, increasing the overhead of the modular multiplier linearly by this factor. In

fig. 2-1 we illustrate the two methods for modular multiplication: using modular adders, or

using an integer multiplication followed by a division step.

The circuits introduced in this chapter derive from the first, division-style reduction
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Figure 2-1: A 4-bit quantum modular multiplier that multiplies a quantum register by a classical
constant. We either reduce modulo N after every addition (red blocks), or once for the entire
multiplier (blue block). In both cases the multiplier consists of n conditional additions of n-bit
constants.

strategy. We are able to construct modular multipliers with a single integer multiplication

step and a division step whose size and depth is logarithmic in the size of the inputs. While

quantum circuits for modular multiplication have previously been developed employing this

reduction style [Zal98, Kut06, PG141, the efficient reversible implementation of the modular

reduction stage in this construction has remained a bottleneck. In the case. of [Zal98, Kut06J,

approximations are used that deterministically introduce errors for some inputs, which are

argued to have an insignificant impact on the error rate of the circuit. In [PG14], a precise

division-style reduction circuit is introduced. However, the overhead of their circuit is similar

to the compute, copy, uncompute approach described above.

2.2.2 In-place Modular Multiplication

The operation shown in eq. (2.1) is an example of an in-place operation, where one of the

input registers is overwritten by the output. To construct an in-place modular multiplier

we can use the standard method that utilizes the reverse of the inverse function. For ex-

ample, the out-of-place quantum-classical modular multiplier performs the transformation:

ly) 10) -- Iy) IX * y mod N). The inverse function with the modular product as input per-

forms the transformation: IX * y mod N) 0) -+ IX * y mod N) Iy). Both these functions

produce the same output and therefore we can chain them as:

Iy) 10) ) ly)| Xy mod N) sw^'> IXy mod N) ly) ( IXY mod N) 10). (2.4)

For the quantum-classical multiplier the inverse of the modular multiplication by X is a

modular multiplication by X-1 mod N. Since X is classical this inverse can be calculated

offline using the extended Euclidean algorithm. The in-place modular multiplier is then just
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two out-of-place multipliers.

2.2.3 Controlled Modular Multiplication

For most applications of the modular multiplier we will need to condition its operation on

an external control qubit. There are three main ways that this can be done. The first way is

to add the external control to all gates in the circuit. This adds significant overhead to the

circuit and require every gate to share a common control qubit, either sequentializing the

circuit or forcing a pseudo-copy of the control to a set of ancillas to allow gates to execute

in parallel.

The second technique is to incorporate the global control into the individual controls

already required by each adder in the multiplier. For each addition we can use a TOFFOLI

gate to combine the external control with its local control in the input register (i.e., bit y

from fig. 2-1) onto an ancilla bit, and then use this bit to control the adder.

A related and third way to control arbitrary quantum operations is to shift the input

state into a subspace of the overall computational Hilbert space that is returned to its

initial state after the operation. This methodology generally requires an additional qubit

register serving as an auxiliary "quantum cache" [ZRK+11]; however, in the case of in-place

quantum multiplication, we can bypass this requirement at the cost of O(n) additional

FREDKIN [FT821 (controlled-SWAP) gates. For the out-of-place multiplier, if the quantum

input register |y) is zero, we expect the output of the multiplication by it to be zero regardless

of X. The multiplications by X and X 1 will therefore have the same output. Further,

because we implement multiplication using controlled additions into an ancilla register, if

y)= 10) the value in the accumulation register is left unchanged. We can therefore swap the

input into the accumulation register, so that we compute,

ly) 10) SWAP X0) ly) ). (2.5)

The fact that the additions are done modulo N does not matter because, for y < N, no

reductions are ever required. If we then lift the subsequent SWAP step of Eq. (2.4), the two

out-of-place multiplications will cancel one another and ly) will be returned at the end of

the operation:

Iy) S) WAP |0) ly) >IO)Iy) (no SwAP) 0) y) > y 10) ly) SWAP 1

(2.6)

In total, we require three sets of FREDKIN gates for this implementation of the controlled

multiplier: two negatively-controlled sets to'swap the input register into and out of the

"cache" register, and an additional positively-controlled set to control the SWAP at the center

of Eq. (2.4). Each can be implemented with one TOFFOLI gate and two CNOT gates per bit.
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|y) +X -X -N msb -N -X msb X -y+x mod N)

10) ED 10)

Figure 2-2: A controlled Modular quantum-classical adder constructed from 3 integer adders.
Adders with thick lines on the right side indicate forward out-of-place additions and adders with
thick lines on the left side are the corresponding reverse functions. A pair of these two comprise a
full in-place adder. The msb function extracts the most significant bit from the register.

2.2.4 Modular Addition

There is an established method for constructing a reversible modular adder out of reversible

integer adders. The method that we describe is a slight modification to those described

in [BCDP96] [FDH04]. This method requires 3 in-place integer adders for an in-place modular

quantum-classical or quantum-quantum addition. A circuit for this adder is shown in fig. 2-2.

The circuit is for a quantum-classical modular adder. To make this a full quantum-quantum

adder we would replace the additions involving X with full quantum integer additions. We

have broken each integer adder into forward and reverse sections. An in-place adder requires

both sections; therefore the modular adder is comparable in complexity to three in-place

adders. Note, this adder is controlled by a single external qubit 1p) as would be required if

we use it as part of a multiplier.

Both input values to the modular adder are assumed to be reduced, i.e. < N. The

modular adder works by first adding X in-place to the second quantum register containing

y. We then subtract N out-of-place. If X + y > N, indicating that a reduction is necessary,

then the result of this subtraction will be positive, otherwise it is negative. For two's

complement addition a negative result will have the most-significant-bit (msb) set and this

can be used as a control to the reverse segment of the subtraction to either overwrite the

input or reverse the action of the forward subtraction. However, we must copy the msb in

order to control the reverse subtraction and this produces a bit of garbage. Other than this

bit of garbage, we have the result of the modular addition in the y register. To clear the

garbage bit, we subtract X from the result and note that if we performed the reduction in

the second step we now have X + y - N - X = y - N < 0 in the register and if we did not

perform the reduction we have X + y - X = y > 0 in the register. Therefore we can use the

sign of this subtraction to clear the garbage bit. We then uncompute the subtraction of X

to complete the modular addition.
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Figure 2-3: A 4-bit quantum multiplier constructed from a sequence of controlled additions

2.2.5 Quantum-Quantum Modular Multiplication

A full quantum-quantum multiplier (fig. 2-3) computes the product Ixy) from to quan-

tum input values Ix) and ly). As in the case of the quantum-classical multiplier, the

quantum-quantum multiplier consists of a sequence of controlled additions into an accumu-

lation product register. If we use modular adders in the quantum-quantum multipliers then

the resulting product will be reduced modulo N. Otherwise an additional reduction step

will be required.

As discussed previously, each reduced partial product is of the form yi(2'x) mod N. For

the quantum-classical modular multiplier we can calculate 2'X mod N off-line; however, for

the full quantum-quantum multiplier Ix) is a quantum value and therefore 2'x mod N must

be calculated with a quantum circuit. Each addition in the multiplier uses a value that is

twice the previous value, therefore we just need to shift the value by one position for each

addition. A circuit that performs a shift and reduce is shown in fig. 2-4. The circuit shifts

the input forward by one position by relabeling the input and inserting a zero at position 0.

Since this produces a value < 2N at most one reduction is required. We can perform this

reduction by subtracting N and checking to see if the result is negative. If it is, we reverse the

subtraction, otherwise we complete the in-place subtraction. We can clear the comparison

bit by noting that since N is always chosen to be odd, and the pre-reduced shifted value

is even, the output value is only odd when we have done a reduction. Therefore, the least

significant bit can be use to clear the comparison bit.

For the quantum-classical modular multiplier, we were able to classically pre-compute

the modular inverse X-- mod N required for the reversed step. In the quantum-quantum

case, we instead require the inverse of a quantum value, requiring a reversible modular

inversion routine. Reversible inversion circuits employing the extended Euclidean algorithm

have been demonstrated [PZ031; however, their cost is much higher than that of a single

modular multiplication, and incorporating them is beyond the scope of this work. We

will therefore describe and determine resources for only the out-of-place implementation of

quantum-quantum modular multipliers.
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P0 -10)

IX) -N -- 1 2x mod N)

10) E 0)

Figure 2-4: Modular shift and reduce circuit. Shown here for a 4-qubit register. The input value
is shifted one position by relabeling the inputs and inserting a zero value at the LSB. At most one
reduction of N is required, and after this reduction the most significant bit is cleared, which replaces
the input ancilla used at the LSB.

2.3 Quantum Modular Multiplication with Division

Our first implementation of a quantum modular multiplier is the most straightforward:

after an initial multiplication, we implement a reversible division operation comprising trial

subtractions and controlled re-additions. Standalone modular reduction being irreversible,

we first define a quantum division operator,

It)nm -QDIV(N)+ It div N)m It mod N)n = lq)m It - qN)n, (2.7)

where It)n+m is the (n + m)-bit result of the initial multiplication, and (div) indicates

integer division such that (t div N) = t/NJ = q is the computed quotient.

Classically, modular reduction is constructed from a division operation by simply dis-

carding the quotient and preserving the remainder. In the reversible case, the quotient must

instead be uncomputed, exacerbating the computational discrepancy between multiplication

and division and sourcing the principal bottleneck in typical quantum implementations of

modular multiplication. Here, we utilize information present in both the input and output

registers of the out-of-place modular multiplier in order to clear 1q)m while circumvent-

ing a full Bennett-style reverse computation. The depth of the Q-DIV operator is then

poly-logarithmic in n, so that the out-of-place modular multiplication operation,

IO)n+m Is)n -+ It)n+m )n Q-DIV(N) q)m It mod N)n Ix)n -+ 10)m It mod N)n jx)n

(2.8)

is asymptotically dominated by the initial computation of It).

2.3.1 Multiplication Stage

We first must compute a state It) such that t is congruent to the non-modular product X *y.

For the purpose of modulo-N multiplication, we can reduce partial products prior to their
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accumulation, replacing (Xy) with,

n-1

tA y, (2kX mod N), (2.9)
k=O

such that t Xy (mod N) and is bound by t < nN. We then require at most n + m =

[log2 (Nn)] = n + [log 2 n] bits to hold It)n+m, so that the initial multiplication stage,

I0)n+m IY)n Q-MAC(XIN)' r n+m Yn -2.0

consists of n in-place, width-(n + m) quantum adders, conditioned on the bits of ky),.

2.3.2 Division Stage

Using It)n+m as the input to the quantum division operation, we require at most m 1 [log2 nl
bits for the quotient register Iq)m. We compute the quotient bitwise, beginning with its

MSB, qm-. After unconditionally subtracting 2m-N, the sign bit (MSB) of the register

indicates whether the input t < 2m-N. Using the sign to condition the in-place re-addition

of 2ml-N onto the remaining bits of the register, we return its modulo-(2m-lN) reduction.

We are left with the single sign bit indicating that the subtraction was undone, that is, that

qm-1 = 0. After inverting the sign, we have therefore performed the operation,

It)n+m - Iqm-i) It - qm-12m-1N) _ = q-) Ift mod (2m-1N))n+m, (2.11)

where the resulting value in the accumulator is bound by 2"mN, requiring only the (n +

m - 1) LSBs of the register and allowing qm- to be preserved in the MSB location.

We iterate this process for k = m - 1, ... , 0, each time reducing the register modulo-2kN

and computing the bit qk of Iq)m. After the final (k = 0) reduction, we have constructed

Iq)m over the m MSBs of the input register, while leaving the remainder It mod N)n in

the remaining n bits. The complete Q-DIV(N) operation is shown as a quantum circuit in

fig. 2-5.

As described in appendix A.2, an in-place quantum adder generally comprises a pair

of out-of-place adders. In the select-undo quantum adder construction introduced in the

appendix, control is efficiently added to the in-place adder through the second adder in

the pair, which selectively undoes the addition performed by the primary adder. In this

structure, we require a control qubit only for the second adder. We can use the select-

undo adder to merge the trial subtractions and subsequent conditional re-additions of the

division circuit, performing the trial subtractions out-of-place and using the sign (MSB) of

the difference to conditionally undo the result. As each subtraction by 2kN affects only the

bits more significant than k, the division operator comprises in total m in-place, n-qubit
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t div N) = q)m

t mod N) =It - qN)nI + I +

k m-1 k m-2 k=0

Figure 2-5: Quantum division operation described in section 2.3.2. At each step k, we perform a
trial subtraction and conditional re-addition of 2kN, computing one (inverted) bit of the quotient q
while reducing the input state modulo-(2kN). The subtraction and re-addition of each stage can be
merged into a single in-place quantum select-undo adder. (see appendix A.2 for details)

select-undo adders. Assuming logarithmic-depth prefix adders (appendix A.1), the overall

depth of this stage is 0(mlog n) = 9(log2 n), with O(n log n) total quantum gates.

Notably, the division stage constructed here assumes nothing of the initial multiplicands

used to construct t, taking only the state It) and the classical modulus as inputs. This stage

is therefore independent of whether we are implementing a quantum-classical or quantum-

quantum modular multiplier.

2.3.3 Uncomputation Stage

We now must uncompute the quotient register. Unlike the division stage, this requires the

incorporation of the individual multiplicands or partial products used in the calculation of

It). However, we can avoid the complete reversal of the steps computing Iq)m by utilizing

information contained in both the input Iy)n and output It mod N)n registers.

Our strategy requires that we first multiply the quotient register by the modulus in-place:

|q)m Q MU() qN),, , (2.12)

where modulo-2 m reduction is implicit in the size of the m-bit register. As described in

appendix A.3, for odd N we can reversibly multiply q * N (mod 2') in-place, with m - 1

quantum adders of sizes 1, ... , m - 1.

We then add the m LSBs of It mod N) to the quotient register,

|qN)m -+ |qN + (t mod N))m = IqN + (t - qN))m = It)m, (2.13)

leaving us with the result computed in the initial multiplication stage, truncated to its m

LSBs. We can clear It) by a reverse of the multiplication stage, truncating all operations to

their first m bits.
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Though we now require only m-bit addition, our use of reduced partial products in com-

puting It) requires that we perform n total additions each controlled by a bit of ly)". Given

logarithmic-depth quantum adders, the depth of this stage would then be 0(n log log n),

dominating the O(log2 n) depth of the Q-DIV operation. We therefore make use of the

work bits necessary for the multiplication and division stage adders to parallelize the nar-

rower adders required of the uncomputation stage.

Dividing the O(n) work bits into 0(n/m) = O(n/ log n) separate accumulation registers,

we can distribute and sum the n addends in groups of O(m). The independent accumulators

can then be combined with 0(log(n/m)) = O(m) quantum-quantum adders in a binary tree

structure in order to compute the complete sum It)m. After using the result to clear the

quotient register, we must uncompute the individual accumulators by reversing the paral-

lelized adds. The overall depth of this procedure is then 0(m log m) = 0(log n log log n),

no longer dominating the O(log2 n)-depth division stage.

jq),+ 10)),..

+~m} It mod N){ It mod N),

Multiplication Division Uncwrnputation

Figure 2-6: Out-of-place modular multiplier constructed from the Q-DIV(N) operation. The final
sequence of subtractions in the uncomputation stage is shown in series, but can be parallelized across
work qubits in order to minimize the depth of this stage.

2.4 Quantum Montgomery Multiplication

Montgomery residue arithmetic [Mon85] is a technique for efficient multi-precision modu-

lar arithmetic, ubiquitous in applications such as hardware cryptography [MV096. In the

Montgomery framework, integers are mapped to a residue representation in which multi-

plication modulo N requires calculations under a computationally friendly auxiliary radix

R. While the initial mapping of inputs to the Montgomery representation is not free, the

constant overhead is quickly overcome by the efficiency of Montgomery multiplication when

multiple calculations are required.

In our application, the advantage of moving to a power-of-two modulus is in flipping the

reduction stage. While the Q-DIV procedure outlined in section 2.3 consists of quantum

additions conditioned on the most significant bits of the product register, the corresponding

Montgomery operator requires only the least significant bits. This rearrangement has par-
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ticularly profound advantages in the application of quantum Fourier-basis arithmetic. As

in section 2.3, we are able to reduce the asymptotic complexity of quantum modular multi-

plication to that of a single non-modular multiplication. Remarkably, it turns out that the

overhead incurred in mapping to and from the Montgomery representation can be relegated

entirely to classical precomputation, making our construction immediately advantageous in

terms of quantum overhead.

2.4.1 Classical Montgomery Residue Arithmetic

Montgomery residue arithmetic provides an efficient computational framework for extended

modular arithmetic under a fixed modulus N. Given an auxiliary radix R = b' such that

gcd(b, N) = 1, we define the unique N-residue representation of an integer X E ZN,

X' XR mod N. (2.14)

The N-residues {x' 1 0 < x < N} form a complete residue system such that x represents the

residue class containing xR-1 mod N. Distributivity ensures the usual addition, subtraction,

and negation operations behave normally in this representation:

(x y)' _ x' y' (mod N) (2.15)

However, the N-residue representation of the product xy is,

(xy)' = (xR)(yR)R-1 _ x'y'R-1 (mod N). (2.16)

Multiplication in the N-residue representation therefore differs from the standard case, re-

quiring the incorporation of the additional factor of R- 1 (mod N). The new operation is

known as the Montgomery product [Mon85],

MONPRO(x', y' I N, R) x 'y'R 1 mod N. (2.17)

We can now perform modulo-N arithmetic in the N-residue system. After initially map-

ping input values to their respective residue representations, we proceed with calculations as

in the standard case, but with each modulo-N multiplication mapped to the corresponding

Montgomery product. The result of each operation acting on N-residues is then also an

N-residue, and so extended arithmetic can be performed within the residue system without

further conversion steps until we finally map results back to their standard ZN representa-

tions.
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Montgomery Reduction

Mirroring standard modular multiplication, the Montgomery product can be decomposed

into a non-modular multiplication and a Montgomery reduction,

REDC(t I N, bm ) 4 tb-m mod N, (2.18)

where bm = R is the chosen auxiliary radix. Given gcd(N, b) = 1, REDC(t I N, bm ) provides

a unique representation of t mod N. It can be efficiently computed from t < bmN due to

the identity,

tb- m = (t - uN)/bm  (mod N), (2.19)

where,

u 4 tN' mod bm , (2.20)

such that, for co-prime N and b, u uniquely solves,

t - uN = 0 (mod bm ), (2.21)

ensuring that (t - uN) is divisible by bm. 2

The right hand side of eq. (2.19) is bound by -N < (t - uN)/bm < t/bm , such that its

maximal value decreases toward zero for increasing m. Taking m > [loge(t/N)1, this limit

becomes,

-N < (t - uN)/bm < N, (2.22)

enabling the computation of Montgomery residue tR 1 = (t - uN)/bm (mod N) with a

single comparison and corrective addition. We refer to this term as the m-digit Montgomery

estimate of t,
MONEsT(t I N, bm ) 4 (t - uN)/bm , (2.23)

and subdivide Montgomery reduction into independent estimation and correction stages (as

in table 2.3).

Choosing b = 2, the division by b m in eq. (2.23) becomes computationally trivial in binary

architectures. Due to eq. (2.21), we can then compute the estimate while circumventing the

explicit calculation of u. Re-expressing eq. (2.21) as a multiply-accumulate operation,

m-1
t - uN = t - 7 2kukN E 0 (mod 2r), (2.24)

k=O

2 Note that in the above we have deviated slightly from the typical construction (for example,
as presented in [Mon851), in which the estimate is bound by the range [0,2N). By rearranging
signs slightly, we have shifted the bounds to the (-N, N) range presented, which will serve to (very
slightly) simplify the quantum construction we introduce below.
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we find that each subtraction of 2kukN is the final operation affecting the kth bit of the

accumulator, and therefore must clear that bit. Beginning with the LSB (k = 0), we can

therefore ignore Uk and simply subtract 2kN if bit k of the accumulator needs to be cleared.

That is, each bit Uk of u is equivalently the kth bit of the accumulator immediately prior to

the corresponding conditional subtraction of 2kukN.

As each step ultimately clears a new bit of the accumulator, we can also right-shift the

register by a single bit without loss of information. As described in table 2.3, lines 2-6, after

m such iterations we have computed the Montgomery estimate (t - uN)/2m, requiring only

the m conditional subtractions necessary to compute (-uN) and m computationally trivial

right-shifts, and sidestepping the full-register comparison operations required of standard

modular reduction. Combined with a single modulo-N correction (lines 7-9, in which we

finally add N if the estimate is negative), we have constructed the binary algorithm for

Montgomery reduction presented in table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Classical Montgomery reduction algorithm, REDC(t N, 2')

Input: Modulus N, integers t, m s.t. t < N2"
Output: S = t2- mod N, u = -tN- 1 mod 2"

1: S - t
2: fork <- O to m-1 do > Estimation stage
3: Uk- S mod 2
4: S <-S-ukN -N
5: S -S/2
6: end for

7: if S < 0 then > Correction stage
8: S +- S + N
9: end if

10: return S

2.4.2 Quantum Montgomery Reduction

Given the initial construction of It)n+m outlined in section 2.3.1, we now introduce a re-

versible Montgomery reduction operator in imitation of the Q-DIV operator defined in

eq. (2.7),

10) It)n+m Q-REDC(N,2") ,t2-m mod N)< ItN-1 mod 2m+l)mi, (2.25)

While the Montgomery reduction (t2-m mod N) is not unique for an unknown t > N, the

Q-REDC(N, 2") operation is bijective iff t < 2'+1N and gcd(N, 2) = 1 by the Chinese

remainder theorem.
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As in the classical procedure, we split the quantum Montgomery reduction operation

into distinct estimation and correction stages. Mirroring section 2.3, we will then couple

the Q-REDC operator the standard initial multiplication stage (computing It)) and a final

uncomputation stage (clearing ItM- 1 mod 2 m+1)) in order to construct a quantum Mont-

gomery multiplication operator, Q-MONPRO.

Estimation Stage

We first compute the Montgomery estimate, (t - uN)/2m. Because this alone is not a

unique representation of t, we preserve the m bits of u that naturally fall out of the classical

estimation procedure, arriving at the bijective mapping,

10) It)n+m -+ I(t - uN)/2mr)n+1 l')m (2.26)

By eq. (2.22), we require n + 1 bits to represent the estimate state I(t - uN)/2n)n+1,

necessitating a single ancillary bit in addition to the n + m bits holding t < nN.

We proceed as in table 2.3. Prior to the kth iteration of the estimation stage, the LSB of

the accumulation register is equivalently the kth bit of u, or Uk (table 2.3, line 3). Classically,

Uk is then used to condition the subtraction of N, so as to clear the LSB of the accumulator

(line 4). This represents a two-to-one operation, necessitating the creation of a garbage bit

in the reversible case. However, after each iteration, we know also that the newly cleared

LSB will be immediately shifted out (line 5); we can therefore consider only the effect of

subtraction on the remaining bits of the register. The subtraction occurs only when the

accumulator is odd (and N is odd by design), so no borrow will be generated by the first bit

of the subtraction. It is then equivalent to subtract [N/2j (N - 1)/2 from the truncated

register, conditioned on the LSB iso) = Uk):

IS)W = Is_1-...si)w_ iIso) = ILS/2J)-,_ luk) - I[S/2] -U - LN/2J])_l u). (2.27)

In this way, we avoid accumulating new ancilla bits with each reduction step. Iterating

through k = 0, ... , m-1, we compute the Montgomery estimate (t-uN)/2m with n controlled

subtractions. The garbage information created in this sequence is simply the m bits of u,

which are computed in the place of the m least significant bits of the input state It)n+m-

As shown in fig. 2-7, the sequence of in-place subtractions mirrors that of the division

case (section 2.3, fig. 2-5), but with adders controlled by the least significant bits of the

product register. Both reduction procedures have the same depth (in quantum adders)-while

Montgomery reduction sidesteps the trial subtractions required in the Q-DIV operation, the

implementation of controlled, in-place quantum adders requires a pair of out-of-place adders

identical to the paired adders of the division operation.
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10) t10L+M

___________ tN-
1 

mod 2m) IU)m

k=0 k=1 k=m-1

Figure 2-7: Estimation stage of the quantum Montgomery reduction algorithm (section 2.4.2),
Q-MONEST(N, 2m). Note the parallel to the division-based procedure (fig. 2-5); where the latter
computes the quotient q with trial subtractions and re-additions conditioned on the MSBs of the
accumulation register, Montgomery reduction allows for the computation of u from the LSBs of the
register.

Correction Stage

The second piece of the classical Montgomery reduction algorithm is a single modulo-N

correction (table 2.3, lines 7-9). For -N < (t - uN)/2' < N, this correction requires a

single controlled addition of N conditioned on the sign of the estimate. Labeling the sign

bit Is ), we perform,

I(t - uN)/2m )n+1 -+ 1s+) I(t - uN)/2' + s -N)n, (2.28)

where by eq. (2.19) the final term is equivalently t2- m mod N)n.

We are now left with the sign bit Is ) as garbage. For odd N, the conditional addition

of N must change the LSB of the register. Defining the LSBs before and after the modular

reduction,

Pe (t2- m mod N) mod 2, (2.29)

seD (t - uN)/2m mod 2, (2.30)

we therefore find s+ D p@ = sE. By negating the sign bit Is ), conditional on [pe), with a

single CNOT gate (as in fig. 2-8), we return it to the pre-addition LSB Ise).

We can then re-express,

s@ = (t - uN)/2m = (ii - u)/2m  (mod 2). (2.31)

where,

ii tN-' mod 2m+1, (2.32)

descends from an (m + 1)-bit Montgomery estimate (t - iiN)/2m+l. In this form, Ise) can
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be concatenated with ju)m and equivalently described,

Ise) lu)m = I2'se + u)m+i = |I)m+i tN 1 mod 2") , (2.33)

completing the Q-REDC(N, 2"n) operation introduced in eq. (2.25).

(t - uN)/2m )n+ 1 jt2
Figure 2-8: Quantum circuit demonstrating the correction stage of a quantum Montgomery reduc-
tion algorithm (section 2.4.2), assuming -N < (t - uN)/2"n < N.

2.4.3 Uncomputation

In order to construct a quantum Montgomery multiplier from the Q-REDC(N, 2"') operator,

we must finally uncompute the auxiliary output state Iii)m+, mirroring the uncomputation

of the quotient in section 2.3. Given the partial products composing t, we can express i,

n-1

tN-1 - y, (2kX mod N)N1 (mod 2n+1). (2.34)
k=O

We can therefore classically precompute the classical addends ((2kX mod N)N- 1 mod 2 mn+1)

for k = 0, ... , n - 1, and use n controlled (m + 1)-bit subtractions, conditioned on the bits

of fy)n, to clear the register. Identically to section 2.3.3, the narrow register enables paral-

lelization of the quantum adders to an overall depth of O(log2 n).

2.4.4 Modular Multiplication via Quantum Montgomery Reduction

In the case of quantum-classical multiplication, we can use the quantum Montgomery mul-

tiplier developed here to compute a product where the quantum register remains in the

standard representation. Observing the Montgomery product of an N-residue X' and a

value y in standard representation,

MONPRO(X', y I N, R) = (XR mod N)yR- 1 mod N = Xy mod N, (2.35)

we find the modular product Xy mod N returned in standard representation. Classically,

this would represent a disadvantage for most operations: we now need to remap the result

to an N-residue representation for subsequent calculations. In the quantum-classical case,
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Xy2-XY mod N),

IOnn++n+n+
It)n7~+nI

+

IY)n{ }IY)n

Multiplication Reduction Uncomputation

Figure 2-9: Out-of-place quantum Montgomery multiplier Q-MONPRO(t I N, 2m), comprising the
initial computation of It)n+m, estimation (section 2.4.2) and correction (section 2.4.2) stages of
Q-REDC(N, 2m), and a final uncomputation of Iii)n.

however, we can precompute the residue of the classical multiplicand off-line, and use it to

compute the residue,
n-1

t' yk (2 kX' mod N), (2.36)
k=O

from ly) identically to the usual product lt)n+m. Applying Q-REDC(N, 2m) to It')n+m,

we compute the modular product IXy mod N)n in standard representation while relegating

conversion overhead of Montgomery multiplication to classical precalculation.

Montgomery Multiplication with Two Quantum Inputs

We can also define a quantum Montgomery multiplier taking as input two n-bit quantum

values. This requires adapting the initial multiply so that it accepts two quantum inputs,

from which we can compute It)n+m with n quantum shift-and-reduce operations, as defined

in section 2.2. The Q-REDC(N, 2m) algorithm described in section 2.4.2 acts only on It)n+m

and is independent of the individual multiplicands, and therefore goes unchanged. However,

the final uncomputation of [f)m+1 requires some modification: we can no longer precompute

the addends {(2kx mod N)N-1 mod 2m+1, k = 0, ... , n}. Instead, noting eq. (2.21), we

perform an in-place multiplication of Iii)m+1 by the classical value N (requiring m = [log 2 n]

adders). We are then left with the truncated product It) m+1, which we can clear by reversing

the n adders of the initial multiplication (but truncated to m+1 bits). The reversed sequence
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will further undo the shift of Ix), in the initial multiply:

I0 )n"m+ Ix)" IY)n Q-MAC 1), It)n+m 12'x mod N), ly),

Q-REDC(N m ) xy2- mod N),, )m+ 112'x mod N), Iy),
Q-MUL(N) xy2-m mod N), It)m+, 12'x mod N), Iy),

QMACt xy2-m mod N). 0 )m+1 12'x mod N), ly),. (2.37)

2.5 Quantum Barrett Multiplication

For classical modular arithmetic the Barrett reduction [Bar87] is beneficial because, for re-

peated reductions using the same modulus, it reduces the number of divisions by that mod-

ulus and replaces them with simpler multiply and shift operations. The standard method

to reduce the number t modulo N would be to calculate q = t/Ni and then calculate

the reduced value as: t - qN. The main idea behind the Barrett reduction is to calculate

a fixed-point fractional factor representing the division by the modulus and then use this

factor many times. The only divisions involving t can be picked to be constant powers of

the machine word size and therefore can be implemented with shifts. Because of limited

precision of the fixed-point factor, the Barrett reduction may not reduce t completely to a

value < N. However, we can set the precision of the factor so that at most one additional

subtraction by N is required. Because of this we can view the Barrett reduction as an

approximate reduction technique.

With our quantum circuit we implement all operations on qubits using binary fixed-

point logic. Therefore, shift operations by a power of 2 just redefine the fixed-point in

our calculation. Additionally, the fixed-point fractional factor is a fixed classical value and

can be pre-calculated offline. The quantum circuit to calculate q is reduced to a quantum

multiplication by a classical value. As is the case for the classical Barrett reduction, the

quantum circuit calculates an approximate reduction factor, and we will want to carefully

set the width of each of the individual operations in the reduction to bound the error and

reduce the total number of gates required. Completing the reduction is one of the challenges

in constructing a reversible circuit for it, and is one of the main differences between our

implementation and that from [Zal98]. We show how to perform a complete reduction,

whereas in [Zal981 they allow the case of a partial reduction and argue that doing so has an

insignificant impact on the fidelity of the circuit.
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2.5.1 The Barrett Reduction

The Barrett reduction [Bar87] of an arbitrary number t is defined as,

REDC(t I N) t - 4N mod N, (2.38)

where

S= bk-1 bk+1 # [ (2.39)

and the modN involves at most one subtraction of N because the parameters b and k can

be picked to ensure that REDC(t) < 2N. Typically b is picked to be a small power of 2

and k must be picked so that bk-1 < N < bk. The only operation involving the value t

is a multiplication. If b is picked to be a power of two then the factors of bk- 1 and bk+1

appearing in the denominators can be implemented as binary shifts, via redefinition of the

fixed-point binary number.

For our multiplier the value to be reduced is t = Xy. Further, we pick k based on the

value N, and we pick b = 2, therefore k is just the bit-width of N, which we will denote as

n. The value Xy is calculated as the sum over i as: Z yi(2'X mod N). Because the shifted

value is reduced before adding to the running sum, the total number of bits required for

the product is n + log2 (n). In the calculation of 4 we only use the most significant bits of

Xy and p. To understand the impact of truncation it it useful to look at the full-precision

quotient q, defined as:

Xy 1 (22n

_2n-- 2n+1 N), (2.40)

where v corresponds to the shifted p and because 2 n-1 < N < 2n we have 1/2 < v < 1. We

can now write q to separate the calculated values from the truncated ones,

q [ -Y X (/ + vt)j (2.41)

where & denotes the retained approximate value, and at is the truncated portion of a value.

Separating the computed terms from the truncated ones we have:

q X - (Xy)tv Xy=t + (Xy) Xyut
= 2 -1 2 -1+ 2 n-J[4 2X-- 22-1 I (2.42)

If we bound the truncated terms to be less than 2 then only a single extra adjustment will be

required. We could use the upper bits of Xy to calculate q, however, it will be useful for our

quantum implementation to have an independent Xy therefore we would like to minimize

the width of this calculation. If we use the nk upper bits of each term in the sum then we
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can bound the first truncated term as:

(Xy)tv 2"tI 2 1og2 (nt) 2 nt

2n- 2n-1 2n-1 (2.43)

Where nt = n - n is the number of bits truncated from each term, and we have taken

the upper bound of v = 1. If we pick nt such that: log2 (n) + nt < n - 1 then the error

term will be < 1. This implies that each term must be nr = log 2 (n) + 1 bits, and the total

approximate sum of n values will require 2log 2 (n) + 1 bits.

For the second truncated term, if we use n, bits for v we can bound this term as,

Xyvt n2f2--lv 2 1o 2(n)+n-n, (

2n1 2- 21 .(2.44)

We then need to pick n, > log 2 (n) + 1 to ensure that this term is less than 1. The resulting

bit widths for Xy and v result in an 2 log2 (n) +2 by log 2 (n) + 1 bit multiplication to calculate

4. We can truncate the Xy values used to calculate 4 to log 2 (n) + 1 bits and therefore we

need a register of length 2log 2 (n) + 2 to hold q.

2.5.2 Quantum Modular Multiplier with Barrett Reduction

In table 2.4 we describe the algorithm to compute the modular product of two numbers

using the Barrett reduction described in the previous section. A quantum circuit to calculate

the out-of-place modular product of either a quantum register with a classical constant or

two quantum registers can be constructed directly from this algorithm. In the following

discussion we will just describe the case of a quantum product with a classical constant. We

will return to the implications of a full quantum multiply in section 2.5.2.

The Barrett multiplier uses one input register, one output register, two work registers,

and one single qubit flag. The out-of-place multiplier performs the following operation:

IY) IO)n+m 10)2m 10)2m 10)1 -- + ly) IyX mod N) 10)10) 10) . (m = log2 (n) + 1) (2.45)

In Steps 1 and 2 of the algorithm we calculate the full and approximate products and produce

the state

Iy) IXY) Xy) 10)10). (2.46)

The full product (Xy) requires O(n2 ) basic gates and constitutes the majority of the op-

erations in the entire circuit. Calculating an approximate product eliminates the need to

re-compute the full product later when we need to clear the reduction factor 4. In Steps 3

and 4 of the algorithm we calculate the approximate reduction factor and use it to reduce
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Table 2.4: BARPRO(X, y IN)

Input: Modulus N, integers X, y < N
Output: Integer P = yX mod N

1: S <- Xy
2: Xy +- app(Xy)

3: 4 <- Xy2
4: S <- S -- N
5: if S > N then
6: S <- S - N
7: adj <- 1
8: end if
9: S +- S + 4N

10: if S[n+1og 2(n):n1og 2(n)] - Xy < 0 then
11: adj <-- adj D 1e
12: end if
13: S <- S - - N
14: 4 +- 0
15: Xy +- 0

the full product in-place producing the state:

> calculate the full product

> calculate an approximate product

> calculate the approximate reduction factor
> reduce S s.t. S < 2N

> reduce by N if required
> reduction produces one bit of garbage

> S = Xy - adjN

> clear adjustment flag

> reset to modular product
> reverse 3 to clear_4

> reverse 2 to clear Xy

(2.47)

As discussed above, the state reduced using q may be greater than N and therefore one

more reduction by N may be required. We perform this reduction, however, doing so results

in a one-bit flag indicating whether the additional reduction was required. At this point we

have the following state:

|y) |Xy mod N) IXy) |4) Jadj). (2.48)

and we have the reduced product, however, we have two registers with garbage and the

one-bit adjustment flag that need to be cleared. The two registers, containing Xy and 4,
can be cleared simply by reversing steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm, however the adjustment

bit must be cleared in some other way. If we add back 4N to P then this register contains

IXy - adjN). If we subtract Xy from this register we obtain I(Xy)t - adjN). But in

Eq. (2.43) we bounded the truncation term (Xy)t < 2-1 < N and therefore if (Xy)t -

adjN < 0 this indicates that an adjustment has occurred. This fact can be used to clear

the adjustment bit. We also note that we only need to compute the high-order bits for the

addition done in step 9 of the algorithm.

From Eq. (2.45) we see that the out-of-place modular multiplication of a quantum register

by a constant requires 2n + 5m + = 2n +5 10g 2 (n) +6 total qubits. This is compared to the

2n qubits required by the standard method that utilizes modular adders. The additional

overhead of 5 log 2 (n) + 6 is small for realistic sized multipliers.
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Table 2.5: Full-width and log-width adders required by the steps of table 2.4. The n adders of
width n + log 2 (n) required to calculate the full product dominate the required resources

Adder counts
Step width n + log 2 (n) I width log 2 (n)

1 n
2 2n
3 4log 2 (n)
4 310g 2 (n)
6 1
9 31og2 (n)

13 310g2 (n)
14 4log2(n)
15 2n

Total I n + 91og2 (n) + 1 4n + 81og 2 (n)

In table 2.5 we show the overhead in terms of the size and total number of addition

operations required per step in table 2.4. For comparison the standard modular addition

based adder would require 3n adders each of width n. The total number of gates is linear

in the number and width of the adders, therefore, the product of the adder-width times

the number of adders gives to first-order the number of gates required. For the Barrett

multiplier this product is: n2 + 14n log 2 (n) + n + 17(log 2 (n)) 2 + log 2 (n), compared to the

standard multiplier with 3nn = 3n 2 . For realistic sized multipliers the n 2 term dominates

for both adders and the Barrett multiplier provides close to a factor of 3 fewer gates than the

standard method. The circuit depth of the multipliers will depend on the implementation

of the adders used as well as how the individual steps of the multiplier overlap.

Quantum Barrett Multiplication with Two Quantum Inputs

The Barrett reduction method can be extended to a full-quantum multiplier, i.e., one where

both inputs are contained in quantum registers. For this adder we can either add the shifted

terms 2'x directly or reduce them modulo N before adding them. Since x is a quantum

value, reducing them would require the shift and reduce circuit described in section 2.2.5,
but the operation of the Barrett reduction is the same as the case when one input is classical.

If we assume that the accumulated shifts must be reversed at the end of the multiplier then

2n shifts are required per out-of-place multiplication. Therefore the full-quantum Barrett

Multiplier requires 3n additions compared to the 3n + 2n = 5n additions that would be

required by the corresponding standard quantum-quantum modular multiplier. Adding the

shifted terms directly would eliminate the 2n reduction steps, but would require a 2n - bit

product register and would require higher precision in the Barrett reduction. As in the

case of the standard modular multiplier, constructing an in-place full-quantum multiplier

would require calculating a multiplicative inverse, which would dominate the total cost of
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the multiplier.

2.6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented three novel techniques for high-performance quantum modular multi-

plication, adapting fast classical frameworks for division, Montgomery residue arithmetic,

and Barrett reduction to efficient reversible procedures. Our techniques are independent

of the lower-level implementation of binary quantum addition, and therefore can make use

of any current or future quantum addition implementations. As an illustration of this we

have constructed and numerically analyzed quantum circuits resulting from three different

binary adder implementations. Each modular multiplication technique implements exact,

out-of-place modular multiplication with the asymptotic depth and complexity of a single

non-modular multiplication, representing a factor of three improvement over the standard

quantum modular multiplication technique comprising repeated modular addition. The

added gate count and ancilla requirements of our constructions is only ((log n). The asymp-

totic depth and gate count of exact, in-place, controlled modular multiplication (comprising

two out-of-place modular multipliers and 3n controlled-shift gates) is therefore that of 2n

quantum adders, comparable to that previously achieved with inexact binary multipliers

[Zal98] and improving the 6n adders required of the typical modular-addition approach.

In this work, we have primarily discussed circuits for quantum-classical modular multi-

plication, where one of the two input multiplicands is a classical value known at "compile

time." Certain important quantum applications, such as the breaking of elliptic-curve cryp-

tographic keys [PZ03], instead require the implementation of in-place, quantum-quantum

modular multiplication. In the circuits we have presented, only the initial MULTIPLICATION

and final UNCOMPUTATION accumulators depend on the individual input multiplicands,

while the REDUCTION stage differentiating each circuit acts only on the computed prod-

uct register. An out-of-place quantum-quantum modular multiplier is then easily derived

by adapting these accumulators to a second quantum input, as described in section 2.2.

However, in order to construct an in-place modular multiplier from this operator, we now

require the multiplicative modular inverse of a quantum input state. Reversible circuits im-

plementing the extended Euclidean algorithm have been demonstrated but overwhelmingly

dominate the complexity of the operation [PZ03]. A circuit for Montgomery inversion is

shown in [RNSL17. We have shown in the context of modular multiplication that with

the adaptation of numerical or representational techniques we can mitigate the overhead of

reversible reduction operations. As Euclid's algorithm predominately comprising the sequen-

tial calculation of quotients and remainders, the techniques applied here present a similar

and potentially significant opportunity for improving the implementation of this operation

and corresponding class of problems.
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Finally, the modular multipliers we have introduced are not limited to the arithmetic

techniques discussed in this chapter. For example, the techniques for inexact computa-

tion [Zal98, Kut06], fast large-number multiplication [Za1981, or parallel arithmetic over a

superlinear number of qubits [Gos98, VMI05, PS13] could be applied independently to our

proposed frameworks. Similarly, the techniques could be extended to different domains; for

example, implementations of both Barrett and Montgomery reduction over the Galois field

GF(2') (critical to elliptic curve cryptography) are well-known classically.
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Chapter 3

Modular Multiplication with

Quantum Fourier Arithmetic

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes how the Modular multipliers introduced in chapter 2 can be refor-

mulated around an entirely different algorithmic primitive: the quantum Fourier transform

(QFT). The regular structure of the QFT enables massive parallelization and topological

simplification, which will motivate the SIMD architecture in chapter 5.

3.1.1 Outline of this chapter

The first section of this chapter introduces the key definitions and quantum operators which

generate the framework of quantum Fourier-basis arithmetic. In the remaining sections, we

reconstruct the multipliers introduced in chapter 2 using this operations framework: first for

the division-based multiplier in section 3.3, then the Montgomery multiplier in section 3.4,

and finally for Barrett reduction in section 3.5.

3.2 Arithmetic in Fourier Transform Basis

The elimination of division from the modular reduction step in the Barrett and Montgomery

modular multiplier constructions makes them uniquely amenable to arithmetic in the quan-

tum Fourier number basis. In the Fourier basis, number states are represented by applying

a QFT to their binary state,

n-1

ly)"' QF T y)n = cos CSy)10) + sin 1),(3.1)
n k=O 2
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where we have commuted and dropped phases and Hadamard gates from the QFT def-

inition (see section 3.2.1 for details). Arithmetic in this representation circumvents the

ancillary work qubits and data dependencies required by the carry bits needed for binary-

basis arithmetic, absorbing these bits into the continuous state of each qubit. Fourier-basis

addition is decomposed into independent, commutable rotations acting on each qubit in the

register independently, enabling large-scale parallelization of arithmetical operations with

minimal ancilla and on a variety of computational topologies (e.g. a nearest-neighbor archi-

tecture) [CWOO, MN98, PS13].

The bottleneck of quantum Fourier-basis arithmetic is in the implementation of quantum

control. The continuous state y~r/ 2 k)1 of the kth qubit of a Fourier-basis register ly)""

contains information about the bit y as well each bit Yj<k less significant than Yk. In order

to condition a quantum operation on Yk, we therefore require a k-bit QFTt in order to extract

the single bit as a Z-eigenstate. Quantum Fourier arithmetic is generally characterized by

these repeated transformations to and from the Fourier basis.

This limitation introduces a significant computation discrepancy between quantum Fourier-

basis multiplication and division. Each reduction step composing a typical division operation

comprises a trial subtraction followed by a controlled re-addition conditioned on the sign

bit (MSB) of the difference. For a quantum register in Fourier representation, each such

comparison requires a full-register QFTt in order to extract the sign as a binary state,

and subsequent QFT to return the rest of the register to the Fourier basis prior to the

re-addition. In addition to the overhead of the QFTs themselves, each transform acts as

a computational barrier point, inhibiting the parallelization of sequential adders. A single

modular adder constructed as in section 2.2.4 then requires two QFTt-QFT pairs (for the

two embedded comparisons), totaling 4n full-register QFT-like operations for an out-of-place

quantum modular multiplier constructed from Fourier modular adders [Dra0O, Bea021.

3.2.1 Fourier Number Representation

Central to quantum Fourier-basis arithmetic is the Fourier number state representation,

presented in eq. (3.1). If we define the single-qubit state,

1a)"" cos(oir/2) 10) - sin(air/2) 11) = N(air) 10), (3.2)

where Rk(a) = e-ia/ 2 represents a single-qubit y-axis rotation, the Fourier representation

of an n-bit number y is equivalent to the product state,

n-1

y). (3.3)
k=0
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Note that this differs from the typical QFT definition (cf. [NC02]), which produces the trans-

formation ly), nF' )2 1  dijyr/2n Ii),. The latter can be recovered as QFT' =

Hft@S$@"(QFT)Stfo@Hon where S and H indicate single-qubit phase and Hadamard gates

and QFT' is the standard definition and QFT (no prime) is our idiosyncratic formulation.

3.2.2 Fourier-Basis Summation

Uncontrolled, in-place addition of a classical parameter X to a n-bit quantum Fourier register

My' requires n unconditional Ry-rotations,

n-i

ly+X)n=® Y9X2
k=O
n-1

= R 2 1 2
k=O

where 2kn-1 fa [ (Ak ] X y)7 (3.4)
.k=0OY 

1

where N) (a) Iy) indicates a Ny(a) rotation of the kth qubit of Iy)n.

Controlled Fourier addition of a classical parameter then requires conditioning each of

these rotation gates on a single control qubit, inhibiting the parallelization of a standalone

adder. Instead, the commutability of the Fourier rotations (and lack of carries to propagate)

admits large-scale parallelization for multiple additions. In particular, as in appendix A.3

we can construct an out-of-place multiply-accumulate operator,

|z 4y) -M AC(X) |) 35

with each bit of a binary input register Iy)n controlling the Fourier-basis addition of a

classical value to a Fourier-basis accumulation register. The rotations required by this sum

can be rearranged and executed in parallel, with a total depth of at most max(w, n) gates.

The addition of a computational-basis register ly) to a Fourier-basis register Ix)',

lx)n 1y)n ---+ ly + x)n' 1y),, (3.6)

requires constructing the N?(k) (yir/2k) rotations bitwise, performing the set of conditional

rotations k)( 2 I 1y/ 2 k) for each bit yj of y)n. Equivalently, the quantum-quantum Fourier-

basis adder is simply a special case of the Fourier multiply-accumulate operation, for which

the multiplier is one.

Finally, observing eq. (3.4), the addition of a classical value X < 2n will involve asymp-

totically small rotations on bits more significant than k - [log 2 X]. As in [BMS+11], these
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operations can therefore be truncated to ((log nX) gates with negligible loss of, or possibly

improved, fidelity.

3.2.3 In-place Fourier-Basis Multiplication

Given a binary input state ly)7 , we can also perform an in-place multiply using Fourier-basis

adders. Observing the kth bit of the Fourier state IXy)' (again assuming odd X),

2k -Ayk + 2kXR (2 k k ) , (3.7)
k j<k 2k j<k

we find the binary input bit Iyk), rotated by the less significant qubits in the register. Again

beginning with the MSB, we perform in-place additions of X/2 controlled by each bit Yk of

the input Iy) and acting on the more significant bits of the register. The resulting state is

the Fourier representation of the product:

1 -MUL(X) IXy)n. (3.8)

The quantum Fourier transform, ly) -+ y)*, is then the special case 4D-MUL(1). Crucially,

the P-MUL(X) can be parallelized identically to the standalone QFT, with a depth of

2n + 0(1) on a variety of computational topologies [CWoO, MN98, PS13].

3.2.4 Rotation gate decomposition

The gate counts presented in this chapter include arbitrary-angle controlled rotation gates.

We can (and in the context of fault-tolerant implementation will likely need to) decompose

each into the sequence of two CNOT gates and two unconditional rotations depicted in fig. 3-

1. As shown, the unconditional Ry/(a/2) rotation in the decomposed gate commutes with

the remainder of the operation, as well as adjacent single-qubit and controlled rotations

targeting that qubit. We can therefore collect and merge these commuting gates into a

single unconditional rotation per qubit, as shown in fig. 3-2. We therefore expect that each

controlled rotation has an amortized cost of one rotation gate in addition to the two CNOT

gates.

Rh, (a)F _ i? ,iF _ ,g ,g

Figure 3-1: Decomposition of the CR..(a) controlled rotation gate into CNOTs and single-qubit ro-
tations. Because the control qubit is not active during the single-qubit rotations, this decomposition
also allows for greater parallelization than a composite two-qubit gate of the same latency.
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Ry-a2 (..) - i(-(5/2) - R (/2+ -6 /2)

Figure 3-2: The outer rotation gate of the decomposed CR, gates (fig. 3-1) can be commuted
through adjacent gates, and combined into a single rotation per qubit. This freed control qubit
enables further parallelization of adjacent gates, taking advantage of the low latency of the CNOT
gate relative to the rotation.

3.3 Quantum Fourier Division

The utility of Fourier-basis arithmetic for quantum modular multiplication can be im-

proved by separating the component multiplication and division stages. As described in

section 2.3.1, the initial multiplication stage comprises only controlled additions to an ac-

cumulation register. It can therefore be implemented with parallelized Fourier adders such

that from a binary input state ly), we accumulate the Fourier-basis state It)"'+m,

-- MAC(XIN) + t 39|0)n+m IY)n ; tn+m IY)n ,(.)

with a total parallelized depth of (n + m) controlled rotation gates.

The quantum division operator (Q-DIV) defined in section 2.3 consists of m = [log 2 n]

reduction steps. Using Fourier-basis arithmetic, each trial subtraction must be followed by

n-bit QFTt and QFT operations in order to extract the resulting sign bit. After m steps,

the remainder (t mod N) is held in Fourier representation, while the quotient, computed by

inverting the m extracted sign qubits, is constructed in binary:

-qIV(N) I m t mod N)4. (3.10)

In order to construct the in-place modular multiplier described in section 2.2.2, both outputs

of the out-of-place operator must share the same representation. We therefore apply one

more n-bit QFTt to the remainder It mod N)"), leaving both it and the input ly)" in binary

representation.

We finally uncompute the quotient register as in section 2.3.3:

fq)m P-MUL(N)> IqN)m I |qN + (t mod N)) = t) -+ I0)m . (3.11)

Using the <D-MUL(N) operator defined in section 3.2.3, we first multiply the register by N

(modulo-2m) in-place, while simultaneously transforming the result to its Fourier represen-

tation. We then can add the remainder and uncompute the resulting It)* register with a

combined (n + m) width-m Fourier adders, controlled by the m LSBs of the output regis-
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It)n+ m
H

Iq~m

+ rZ4 H :
+~ +

k=m-1 k=0

Figure 3-3: c-DIV(N) circuit, incorporating the intermediate QFTI and QFT operators required
to extract the sign after each trial subtraction. The quotient, constructed by inverting the extracted
sign bits, is computed in binary representation, while the remainder is output in the Fourier basis.

ter and all n bits of Iy)n. The gates composing the Fourier uncomputation stage can be

overlapped with gates in either the D-DIV(N) operation or the final QFTt.

3.3.1 Analysis

The circuit dimensions of the out-of-place modular multiplier constructed from the Q-DIV

operation are broken down in table 3.1. The total two-qubit gate count of the multiplier is,

#(gates) = n2 m + 3n2 /2 + 3nm - n/2 + m2 /2 - m/2, (3.12)

parallelized to a depth of,

4nm + 2n + 0(m). (3.13)

Though a significant speedup over Fourier modular multiplication via modular addition [DraOO,

Bea02], the overall depth scales as 0(n log n), offering no speedup over the binary-basis mul-

tiplier constructed with logarithmic-depth adders. However, we require no work qubits for

the Fourier adders, so that the total operator requires only the (2n + m) qubits required to

hold It)n+m alongside the input state jy)n. The in-place-multiplier doubles the gate count

and depth requirements, and adding a quantum control add 0(n) gates.

Table 3.1: Total two-qubit gates and parallelized depth of an n-bit out-of-place Fourier modular
multiplier constructed from the 4-DIV(N) operator (where m = [log 2 ni).

Stage Adds QFTs Width Gates Depth

Multiplication n 0 n+m n2 + nm n+m
Division (4-DIV) m 2m n n2 m + nm 4nm
Output QFTt 0 1 n (n2 - n)/2 2n
Uncompute: Iq)m -+ IqN)' m - 1 0 1, ... , m - 1 (n 2 - n)/2 2m t

-- |t)& -D M 0 m m2 M t

1+I0)m n 0 m nm n t

tExecuted in parallel with 4-DIV and output QFTI
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The gate count of the D-DIV-multiplier can be further reduced if we bound the precision

of the controlled rotations comprising each QFT. By eliminating rotations by angles below

a determined threshold, the number of gates required for an n-bit QFT is decreased from

n2 /2 to O(n log n), while overall fidelity, of a noisy circuit, is likely improved [BEST96].

Applying this optimization to the QFTs embedded in the 4'-DIV operation, the total gate

count of the multiplier becomes,

#(gates, bound precision) = n2 + 09(n log2 n), (3.14)

where the magnitude of the second-order term is determined by the desired precision and

fidelity of physical operations. In this case, the asymptotic gate count of the modular

multiplier is dominated by the n2 gates of the initial multiplication. Unfortunately, this

optimization does not change the depth of the QFT or the overall modular multiplier.

3.4 Quantum Fourier Montgomery Multiplication

Beginning with the Fourier state It) +m+I (where we extend Fourier-basis multiply described

in section 3.3 to incorporate the single ancilla necessary to hold the MSB of the quantum

Montgomery estimate), we can reconstruct the quantum Montgomery reduction operator

using Fourier-basis arithmetic. The bottleneck of the 1-DIV circuit was in the extraction

of the sign bit after each trial subtraction, necessitating n-bit QFTt and QFT operations

due to the dependency of the MSB on the less significant bits of the Fourier register. The

Montgomery reduction algorithm sidesteps the requirement of trial subtraction, instead

requiring additions controlled by the LSBs of the register.

3.4.1 Estimation Stage

As in the binary case, the Fourier Montgomery estimation stage is constructed from con-

trolled Fourier subtractions and implicit right-shifts. For integral t, the LSB Ito)' of the

Fourier state It)n+m+ (k = 0 term in eq. (3.1)) is equivalent (up to phase) to that of its

binary representation. We use this bit to condition a subtraction of N from the register,

ignoring the irreversible component of the subtraction affecting the control qubit. In the

continuous Fourier representation, this is equivalent to subtracting the half-integer (N/2)

from the truncated register,

It),*+m+i =|t/2)+m Ito) -> I(t/2) - to - (N/2))("+m Ito), (3.15)

where Ito) is then equivalently the LSB uo of |u)m.

By design, the subtraction occurs only when t is odd (to = 1), so that the difference is

always an integer. The LSB of the truncated Fourier-basis state can therefore be used to
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condition the next subtraction of (N/2) from the remaining bits of the register. As shown in

the first stage of fig. 3-4, after m such iterations we are left with the Montgomery estimate

in Fourier representation, while simultaneously extracting the m bits of lu)m in binary:

4)-MONEST(N, 2m)I t),+m+i 1 (t - uN)/2mn+ 1 U)m. (3.16)

Remarkably, we have thus far required no extra transformations.

3.4.2 Correction Stage

Unfortunately, the quantum Montgomery reduction procedure does require a single modular

reduction. In the correction stage, we add N to the estimate if it is negative, requiring a

single (n + 1)-bit QFTt to extract the sign bit of the register, followed by an n-bit QFT

to return the remaining bits of to their Fourier representation. As demonstrated in fig. 3-4,

the binary sign bit is then used to control the addition of N, after which it is conditionally

flipped by the LSB of the result and concatenated with lu)m to form Iii)m+ identically

to the binary case. Combined with the estimation stage, we have constructed the Fourier

Montgomery reduction operator,

|t),' i <D-REDC(N,2)) t2m mod N) tN- mod 2m+1)+, (3.17)

where the reduction is returned in Fourier representation, and the garbage state Ii!)m+ in

binary.

We can then concatenate the QFTt operation with the Fourier adders comprising the

preceding estimation stage. The resulting sequence of controlled rotations is identical in

structure to that of a single QFTt over all n + m + 1 qubits, and can likewise be parallelized

to a depth of 2(n +,m) - 1. Similarly, the controlled addition of N can be concatenated with

the preceding QFT and parallelized as an (n + 1)-qubit QFT to depth 2n - 1 controlled

rotation gates.

3.4.3 Uncomputation Stage

As in the case of the <D-DIV(N) procedure, in order to construct an in-place quantum Mont-

gomery multiplier from the 4-REDC(N, 2m) operator, we require a final n-bit QFTt on the

output so that it is returned in binary along with the input state Iy)n. Simultaneously, we

uncompute the Ifi)m+1 register. After transforming the register to its Fourier representation

with an (m + 1)-bit QFT, we can replicate the sequence of subtractions in the binary proce-

dure (section 2.4.3) with n controlled Fourier adders, each truncated to (m + 1) bits. Being

independent of the output state, the n-gate depth of this uncomputation is dominated by

the (2n - 3)-gate depth of the concurrent QFTt, fixing the total depth of this stage to the
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}k mod N)',

Estimation Extract |s+) Correction

Figure 3-4: ob-REDC(N, 2") circuit, with the requisite QFTt and QFT operators in order to
extract the sign bit Is ). The estimation stage (-N/2) adders and QFTt can then be sequenced
like a single QFTt over n + m + 1 qubits.

latter.

3.4.4 Analysis

Circuit characteristics of the out-of-place Fourier Montgomery multiplier are broken down

by stage in table 3.2. In total, we require,

#(gates) = 5n2 /2 + 3nm - n/2 + m2 /2 - m/2, (3.18)

parallelized to a depth of,

7n + O(m). (3.19)

Comparing the Montgomery circuit to the division-based circuit we see than the depth of

the division circuit is higher by a factor of m. This is a result of the extra QFTs required

in the reduction portion of the division circuit. As with the <P-DIV operator, if we bound

the precision of the rotation gates composing each QFT, the total gate count is reduced to

n2 + O(nm), asymptotically equivalent to that of just the initial multiplication stage.

3.5 Quantum Fourier Barrett reduction

Like Montgomery reduction, the benefit of Barrett reduction in the classical case is in the

replacement of division with integer multiplication (table 2.4). The quantum Barrett re-

duction procedure is therefore similarly well-suited for arithmetic in the quantum Fourier

basis.

As in the division and Montgomery reduction based multiplication procedures, we begin

with Fourier calculation of It)',+m (table 2.4, step 1). In the Barrett case, we also accumulate

the approximate product Xy (step 2) with a simultaneous <D-MAC(X I N) operation. The
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approximate product is then used to compute 4 (step 3), requiring its transformation to

binary representation prior its Fourier-basis multiplication by P. Similarly, 4 is used as

a quantum multiplicand in steps 4, 9 and 13, and so must be transformed to its binary

representation prior to use in these steps.

The quantum Barrett reduction procedure requires two comparison operations (table 2.4,

steps 5 and 10), requiring the usual QFTI and QFT operations in order to extract sign

bits. However, while the first requires full-register transformations, the second comparison

is limited to just the most significant bits of the accumulation register (the number of bits

required is equal to the size of 4). After a full-register QFTt to extract the sign, we therefore

only need to transform these MSBs of the register to the Fourier basis for the re-addition of

Xy and subtraction of qN (steps 10 and 13). We finally transform these bits back to their

binary representation so that both the output and input states of the modular multiplier

are binary.

The final uncomputation of 4 and Xy (steps 14 and 15) requires the reversal of their

initial computations and transformations. As in the uncomputation stages of the 1-DIV and

D-REDC operations, the Fourier uncomputation of Xy is requires subtractions controlled

by each bit of the input state, and therefore maintains the initial multiplication's depth of n

controlled rotations. Combined with the three full-register QFTs required for comparisons,

the overall Fourier Barrett multiplication operation has a depth of 7n + 0(m) controlled

rotation gates, identical in leading order to the Montgomery reduction operator. As with

both D-DIV and P-REDC, if we bound the precision of the component QFTs, the total

leading-order gate count is just that of the initial multiplier.

3.6 Conclusion

A unique advantage of the modular multipliers introduced in this work is their particu-

lar amenability to quantum Fourier-basis arithmetic. All three proposed circuits require

Table 3.2: Total two-qubit gates and parallelized depth of an n-bit out-of-place Fourier Montgomery
multiplier (where m = [log 2 n]).

Stage Adds QFTs Width Gates Depth

Multiplication: n 0 n + m n2 + nm n + m
Estimation: m 0 n + {m, ... ,1} nm + (m2 +m)/2 2n + 2m
Correction QFTt: 0 1 n + 1 (n2 + n)/2

QFT: 0 1 n (n 2 - n)/2 2n
Add N: 1 0 n n 2

Output transform: 0 1 n (n2 - n)/2
Uncompute QFTt: 0 1 m + 1 (m2 + m)/2 2nt

t 0: n 0 m nm

TUncomputation steps executed in parallel with output QFTt
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Figure 3-5: Barrett multiplication circuit using Fourier arithmetic. The numbers in the figure
correspond to the steps of table 2.4.

only 2n + O(log n) qubits when implemented with Fourier-basis operations, asymptotically

matching the low ancilla requirements of Beauregard's Fourier-basis modular-addition-based

multiplier [Bea02]. Both the Barrett and Montgomery reduction techniques circumvent the

need for repeated comparison operations, and therefore the corresponding QFT and QFTt

circuits, which dominate the depth and complexity in the modular addition approach, are not

required. Taking advantage of the gate parallelization afforded by Fourier-basis arithmetic,

both circuits can then be constructed with an asymptotic depth of 14n two-qubit gates.

This compares favorably with the 10OOn-gate latency of the fastest prior exact Fourier-basis

modular multiplier [PG14], and is comparable to the 12n-gate latency of the fastest inexact

circuit [Kut06]. Crucially, both prior circuits also expand the ancilla cost of Beauregard's

circuit, asymptotically requiring 9n and 3n qubits, respectively.
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Chapter 4

Modular multiplier resource analysis

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present a detailed resource analysis of the modular multiplier designs

introduced in chapters 2 and 3, alongside that of the standard modular-adder approach

(section 2.2). We focus our analysis on the quantum-classical modular multiplier (where one

input is a classical parameter); as described in section 2.2.5, in-place multiplication with

two quantum inputs would require a circuit to calculate the multiplicative inverse of one of

the inputs, and this inverse circuit would dominate the resources of the multiplier. If the

particular details of this analysis are not of interest, a summary important takeaways can

be found in section 4.6.

We explicitly generate circuits for each multiplier design with various sizes, different

classical constants, and different classical moduli. We utilize the four adders discussed

in the appendix: the Fourier basis adder [DraOOI, the logarithmic-depth prefix (or carry-

lookahead) adder [DKRS06], the linear-depth majority ripple adder [CDKM04], and the

rippled prefix adder defined in appendix A.1. Details related to each of the adders used in

these constructions can be found in appendix A. Resource analysis is performed assuming

two different hardware models: the first treating all gates equally, and the second accounting

for the relative complexity of each gate in the context of a fault-tolerant logical circuit using

quantum error-correcting codes. With each model, we determine an overall circuit size, or

combined cost of all gates, and depth, or total latency of the circuit allowing for unbounded

parallelization. We do not include locality constraints in our hardware models. The impact

of locality is primarily dependent on the particular architecture and the addition technique

employed, with roughly the same impact on each multiplier design.
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4.1.1 Outline of this chapter

We begin by describing the methodology we use throughout this chapter in section 4.2.

In section 4.3, we apply this methodology to compare quantum circuits for binary and

Fourier-basis addition, which form primary algorithmic primitives composing the modular

multipliers introduced in chapters 2 and 3. We use these primitives in section 4.4 to build

and compare subcircuits implementing the different modular multiplier stages in order to

determine and characterize the optimal constructions of each element. Finally, in section 4.5

we use the optimized subcomponents to characterize and contrast each of our modular

multiplication circuits as well as optimized binary and Fourier-basis implementations of

the well-known modular-addition-based multiplier, and in section 4.6 we summarize the

key results and takeaways. Additional details about the arithmetical circuits used in this

analysis can be found in appendix A.

4.2 Evaluation Methodology

For each evaluation, we construct a full quantum circuit consisting of gates from a set

natural to the adder that is being used. For example, the Fourier basis adders predominantly

require CRY controlled rotation gates, while all circuits utilize X gates, with zero, one, or

two controls. We use a C++ program to generate each circuit. The program can generate

sequences of arbitrary size, to a practical limit. The user specifies the classical modulus and

multiplicand, which are folded into the circuit to produce an optimized circuit unique to

those classical inputs. Circuit depth for each hardware model is determined by then running

the generated circuit through a scheduler, which places gates into parallel time slots based on

the specified latency of each gate in that model. The scheduler reorders gates according to

standard commutation rules: gates that do not share any qubits can be trivially reordered,

and two gates that do share qubits can be reordered if they both commute either with the

Pauli Z operator or the Pauli X operator. Finally, each circuit is verified for a variety of

input values with a separate gate-level simulation program.

Our resource evaluations assume two different hardware models. In the first model (which

we will label "equal-latency"), all gates, including controlled arbitrary angled rotation gates,

have the same latency. This provides a useful characterization of our circuits, and comparison

to other circuits in the literature. However, it is not realistic for architectures that implement

limited gate sets. The second model ("fault-tolerant") is motivated by the gates that are

typically available on logical qubits implemented using a quantum error correction code.

For standard Calderbank-Steane-Shor (CSS) codes [Ste96], Clifford gates such as CNOT and

H are easy to implement whereas gates such as t and TOFFOLI require the use of more

complicated circuitry and potentially the use of magic-state distillation, which can be costly.

For this reason we assign a cost of 10 to the T gate and a cost of 40 to the TOFFOLI gate.
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In order to construct controlled rotation gates fault-tolerantly we decompose each into

CNOT gates and unconditional rotations as described in section 3.2.4. We therefore expect

that, in the fault-tolerant model, each decomposed controlled rotation has an amortized cost

of one rotation gate in addition to the two CNOT gates. Additionally, as shown in fig. 3-2,
the control qubit of the decomposed gate is only involved in the CNOT operations; given the

low latency of CNOTs relative to rotation gates in this model, the latter can be be further

parallelized between the CNOTs of adjacent gates sharing a control qubit.

Arbitrary single-qubit rotations cannot be implemented directly on CSS codes, and in-

stead must be approximated with sequences from the finite set of available gates. A sequence

of t and H gates approximating a single-qubit rotation to an accuracy E can be constructed

with 3 log 2 (1/c) steps, where each step contains an H gate and a t gate raised to an integer

power [RS14]. Noting that the complexity of implementing a tk gate on a CSS code should

be no more than that of a single t gate, we assume that the cost of each (HTk) step is the

same as that of one H gate and one t gate.

The necessary accuracy c for fault-tolerance is a function of the total number of rotation

gates in the multiplier. To first order, the Barrett and Montgomery multipliers require 2n2

CRY rotations, each of which can be implemented using two CNOT gates and one effective

single qubit rotation. We therefore choose c 1/(2n 2 ), requiring 3 10g2 (2n2 ) = 6 10g 2 (n) + 3

steps to approximate the single-qubit rotation. Incorporating the costs of T and H gates

determined above, we estimate a total cost of 6610g 2 (n) + 33 per rotation, or 66log 2 (n) + 35

for the CRY gate in fig. 3-1. The cost of each gate in the two hardware models is summarized

in table 4.1.

Given the finite precision with which we are approximating rotation gates, it is also

reasonable to explicitly limit the precision of the controlled rotation gates we can imple-

ment. In particular, we can drop rotations with an angle 02 ~ c, as these are sufficiently

well approximated by the identity operation. This simplification can dramatically reduce

Table 4.1: Unit costs of gates for two hardware models. The first "Equal latency" model assumes
the same latency for all gates. The second, "Fault-tolerant" model enforces gate-dependent latencies,
representing a rough cost in primitive gates available to an error-correcting code. See the text for a
description of the cost of the single-qubit Ry(a) and controlled CR(a) rotation gates.

Hardware Model
Gate Equal-latency Fault-tolerant

CNOT 1 1

ft 1 1

T 1 10
TOFFOLI 1 40

PAULI 1 1
R(a) 1 661og2 (n) + 33

CRy(a) 1 ~ 66log2 (n) + 35
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the overall gate count, while in the presence of decoherence possibly improving operator

fidelity [BEST96J. For example, the set of rotation gates required by the QFT is described

by {0 = 7r/ 2k I k = 1, ... rn}, and so can be truncated after k ~ log n + 2 as described

in [BEST96]. We use this approximation in the analysis of all Fourier-basis circuits.

For each analysis, we construct sequences with increasing input register widths 8 < n <
2048. To avoid pathological cases, for a given n we generate and average the behavior of

eight unique quantum circuits, with (when applicable) classical moduli 2n-1 < N < 2n and

multiplicands 0 < X < N randomly selected from uniform distributions. We expect a slight

reduction in circuit size from the worst case due to this randomization; for example, each

binary adder contains a number of gates conditioned on the bits of the classical addend, half

of which can be expected to be eliminated for a randomly chosen addend (with negligible

variance for large n).

4.3 Adder Comparison

We first evaluate the different quantum addition techniques we will use to benchmark our

modular multipliers. In fig. 4-1, we show the results of simulations of each of the adders using

the two hardware models described above. Each circuit is generated to perform in-place,

controlled quantum-classical addition, with a quantum input register size 0 < n < 2048

randomly chosen from a logarithmic distribution. In the equal-latency model (i.e. assuming

all gates are equivalent), we see the expected logarithmic scaling of the prefix adder depth,

and linear scaling of the ripple-carry and prefix-ripple constructions. As in [CDKM04],

asymptotic latency of the ripple-carry adder is - 2.0n. The prefix-ripple circuit improves

upon the ripple-carry, approaching a depth of ~ 1.On in our data set, but doubles the total

number of gates required. This observed depth matches what we would expect for a circuit

dominated by one TOFFOLI gate per two bits (where both the forward and reverse circuits

required for the in-place operation contribute n/2). The Fourier-basis adder simply consists

of n controlled rotation gates in this model, and afford no parallelization due to the due to

the shared control qubit.

The latencies of the three binary adders are dominated by TOFFOLI gates, and so are

increased proportionally in the fault-tolerant model. However, the total gate count of the

prefix adder, having a greater overall proportion of TOFFOLI gates, is increased more sig-

nificantly than the ripple and prefix-ripple circuits. The decomposition of rotation gates

required in the case of Fourier-basis addition in this model results in O(n log n) total gates,

dominating the linear sizes of the binary adders. However, the latency of the fault-tolerant

Fourier-basis adder is only increased by a factor of two at large n. As described above,

the logarithmic-depth single-qubit rotations can be parallelized such that the asymptotic

latency is dominated by the 2n CNOT gates sharing a control qubit. Below n < 652, the
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latency of two single qubit rotations is greater than 2n and so must dominate the circuit

depth. This transition is clearly visible in the Fault-tolerant latency plot of fig. 4-1. The

depth of the Fourier-basis adder is comparable to the logarithmic-depth prefix adder prior

to the dominance of the 2n CNOTs, and consistently below that of the ripple-carry and

prefix-ripple adders.

Quantum addition circuits
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Figure 4-1: Resources required for standalone quantum adder implementations. The details of the

adders are described in the Appendix. The depth is the latency of the parallelized circuit and the

size is the total number of gates in the circuit. The inflection point in the depth of the fault-tolerant

Fourier-basis adder is where the 2n CNOT gates from the adder's control qubit begin to dominate

the logarithmic-depth fault-tolerant rotations. Logarithmic depth could be preserved by fanning out

the control, at the cost of an additional - n-qubit register, but this is unnecessary in any of our

constructions.

4.4 Modular Multiplier Components

The quantum division, Montgomery multiplication, and Barrett reduction circuits intro-

duced in the preceding sections share a common high-level three-stage structure, diagrammed

in fig. 4-2. The initial MULTIPLICATION stage, identical in the three designs, consists of n

controlled adders arranged as an (n + log2 n)-qubit quantum accumulator. The goal of each
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Figure 4-2: Generalized three-stage structure of our three proposed out-of-place modular multipli-
ers, where m ~ log 2 n. The size of each circuit is asymptotically dominated by the initial n-addition
MULTIPLICATION stage, with the REDUCTION stage requiring only O(log n) adders, and the UNCOM-
PUTATION stage adders only spanning 0(log n) qubits. As in section 2.2.2, the in-place multiplier
then requires the structure to be repeated in reverse.

design has been to reduce the overall complexity of quantum modular multiplication to that

of this step. We therefore begin by generating circuits for the MULTIPLICATION operation in

isolation with each of the quantum addition techniques outlined above. The sizes and depths

of the generated circuits are displayed in fig. 4-3. Observing these results in comparison to

fig. 4-1, in each case the total gate count predictably approaches that of n isolated adders.

When constructed with any of three binary addition circuits, the overall circuit latency of

the multiplier is increased by the same factor, indicating that the scheduler did not find sig-

nificant opportunity to parallelize gates between adjacent adders. The commutable rotations

composing the Fourier-basis multiplier, however, enable parallelization across the entire ac-

cumulator. In the equal latency model, this allows n simultaneous controlled rotation gates

in each time step, circumventing the control bottleneck of the single adder and reducing the

total latency to (n + log2 n). In the fault-tolerant model, the sequential adders further allow

the commutation and combination of single-qubit rotations, as in fig. 3-2. Accordingly, the

circuit latency observed in fig. 4-3 is close to 66n log 2 (n), or that of n single-qubit rotations

alone. Even after this incurred cost in the Fault-Tolerant model, the Fourier-basis MUL-
TIPLICATION circuit has the lowest depth among the adders. Unfortunately, the total gate

count in this model is 0(n2 log n), asymptotically dominating the 0(n2 ) gates required by

the three binary circuits.

The division, Montgomery, and Barrett circuits are differ in their respective REDUC-
TION stages, in which the modular reduction (or Montgomery reduction) is computed from

the non-modular product, alongside an O(log n)-qubit quotient-like term (which is neces-

sarily produced by a generic information-preserving modular reduction). The key to the

performance of these circuits is in limiting the number of additions required in this stage to

0(log n). The resources required for the REDUCTION stage of each proposed multiplier, in
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Figure 4-3: Resource requirements of the initial MULTIPLICATION circuit common to the three

modular multipliers, comprising n sequential (n + log 2 n)-qubit quantum adders. In both hardware

models, we see the expected asymptotic speedup of the logarithmic-depth prefix adder over the

linear-depth ripple and prefix-ripple circuits (upper plots), and the corresponding increase in circuit

size (lower plots). In the equal-latency model, the depth of the parallelized Fourier-basis multiplier is

linear in n, while the prefix adder scales as 0(n log n) and the ripple and prefix ripple as 0(n2 ). In the

Fault-tolerant model, the 0 (log n) depth of controlled rotation gates results in the higher 0(n2 log n)

asymptotic scaling of the Fourier-basis multiplication, while its parallelized depth remains the least

of the four.

both the Fourier-basis and binary (prefix) implementations, are compared in fig. 4-4. Due

to its logarithmic dependency on register size, a small number of adds relative to the ac-

cumulator size makes the decreased latency of the prefix adder relative to the other binary

circuits even more pronounced in this stage, allowing the reduction to be performed in poly-

logarithmic time compared to the 0(n log n) depth achieved with ripple and prefix-ripple

adders. For each binary adder, the circuit size and latency of this stage are overwhelmingly

dominated by the initial MULTIPLICATION stage in fig. 4-3.

Conversely, as described in chapter 3, the need for at least one comparison operation

within each multiplier's REDUCTION stage necessitates the invocation of intermediary QFTs

in a Fourier-basis implementation, making this the highest-latency stage of the Fourier-basis
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modular multipliers. The Barrett and Montgomery circuits, requiring a constant number

of QFTs, have linear depth in the equal-latency model. The O(log n) comparisons in the

4<-DIV circuit increase this latency to 0(n log n), asymptotically dominating the linear

depth of the MULTIPLICATION stage. However, assuming finite-precision rotations, the gate

counts of the circuits are 0(n log n) and 0(n log2 n), respectively, all scaling comparably to

the binary REDUCTION circuits and asymptotically smaller than the Fourier-basis MULTI-

PLICATION stage.
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Figure 4-4: REDUCTION stage of proposed modular multipliers, constructed with prefix (hollow
marks) and Fourier-basis (solid marks) adders. In the prefix case, the circuit size and latency of
each circuit is comparable to the UNCOMPUTATION stage and asymptotically dominated by the initial
MULTIPLICATION. The Fourier-basis REDUCTION stages also require asymptotically fewer gates
than the corresponding MULTIPLICATION stages, but have greater depth due to the remaining of
comparison operations. Like the MULTIPLICATION stage, the Barrett and Montgomery circuits have
linear depth in the equal-latency model, whereas the division circuit requires 9(log n) comparisons
and therefore has O(n log n) depth.

The final step of each modular multiplier is a (log n)-bit quantum accumulator, consisting

of n adders controlled by the bits of the input state Ix)n. The UNCOMPUTATION step in
fig. 4-2 serves to uncompute the (log 2 n)-qubit quotient-like term produced by the preceding

REDUCTION stage. As described in section 2.3.3, with the binary circuits we can parallelize
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adders over work qubits already necessary for the preceding stages, so as to match the

poly-logarithmic circuit depth achieved with prefix adders in the REDUCTION stage. The

resource requirements for the parallelized UNCOMPUTATION stage constructed with each

addition method are shown in fig. 4-5. In the case of the binary adders, we immediately

find that the size and depth of this step is then asymptotically insignificant in comparison

to the initial MULTIPLICATION stage (fig. 4-3). In the equal-latency model, we find that

the ripple-carry circuit has by a small margin the lowest latency for n < 26, at which

point it becomes comparable to the prefix-ripple circuit. The latter performs marginally

better in the fault-tolerant model. In all cases, the prefix circuit has the greatest size and

latency of the binary adders. Observing fig. 4-1, in the range of n being analyzed, we expect

the depth of a (log 2 n)-qubit adder to be comparable with any of the three circuits, while

the additional qubits required by the prefix adder reduces the number of additions we can

perform simultaneously in the parallelized accumulator. We expect that for even larger

multiplier sizes the prefix adder would again provide the fastest circuit. In the Fourier-basis

case, we cannot further parallelize adders, resulting in a linear depth in the equal-latency

model and O(n log n) depth in the fault tolerant model. In both models, the gate count of the

Fourier-basis UNCOMPUTATION remains asymptotically dominated by the MULTIPLICATION

stage.

4.5 Multiplier Comparison

We now benchmark the optimized resource requirements of each of the quantum modular

multipliers, constructed with both binary and Fourier-basis adders. For each design, we

construct circuits for in-place modular multiplication, incorporating quantum control with

the third method outlined in section 2.2.3 (at the cost of 3n controlled-SWAP operations,

decomposed into TOFFOLI and CNOT gates). We begin with the binary-basis multipliers.

Given the results of the previous section, we use the prefix adder for all O(n)-qubit quantum

adders, and the prefix-ripple adder for the (log 2 n)-qubit UNCOMPUTATION-stage accumula-

tor. The results for each multiplier, for both hardware models, are shown in fig. 4-6, where

we have normalized by the expected asymptotic scaling (O(n log 2 n) depth and 0(n2 ) size).

As promised, we find that the asymptotic latency and gate count of each of the three mod-

ular multipliers proposed in this work is twice that of the initial MULTIPLICATION stage

alone (where the factor of two results from the two out-of-place circuits required for in-place

modular multiplication). Circuits generated with standard modular addition approach, also

shown in fig. 4-6, increase both the size and depth by another factor of three, corresponding

to the three quantum additions required for each modular adder.

In fig. 4-8, we show the resources consumed by the same multipliers constructed with

Fourier basis operations. Here, the circuit depths of the different modular multipliers de-
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Figure 4-5: UNCOMPUTATION stage accumulator: each of the proposed modular multipliers requires
the clearing of a (log 2 n)-qubit quotient register, requiring additions conditioned on each bit of the
n-qubit input register. Using binary adders, these can either be executed sequentially or parallelized
over the work qubits necessary for the preceding stages. The Fourier-basis implementation does not
afford this parallelization, resulting in its linear depth in the equal-latency model.

viate significantly, driven by the intermediary QFTs necessary for comparison or modular

reduction. The standard modular-addition technique, as introduced in [Bea02], requires

a total of 8n QFTs, resulting in the 0(n2 ) depth observed in the equal-latency model in

fig. 4-8. The REDUCTION stage of the division-based circuit drives its 0(n log n) depth,
while both the Barrett and Montgomery circuits display linear depth at large n, plateauing

below the 14n worst-case latency determined in section 2.4. At large n, the total number

of gates required by all three proposed circuits coalesce to about 2n. This asymptotic size

is twice that observed in fig. 4-3, indicating that all three circuits are dominated in size

by their non-modular multiplication operations. As a result of the imposed finite precision

of Fourier rotations, the number of gates required by the division algorithm's REDUCTION

stage is eventually dominated by the n2 gates in the initial MULTIPLICATION stage (how-

ever, as seen in fig. 4-8, the size of the division-based circuit remains greater in the range of

circuits observed).
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Quantum modular multiplier implementations (binary addition)

Equal Latency:

23 4 25 2 6 27 28 29 210 211

n (bits)

Fault Tolerant:
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Figure 4-6: In-place, controlled modular multipliers constructed with binary quantum addition
circuits. We use the logarithmic-depth prefix circuit for the O(n)-qubit adders, but the prefix-
ripple circuit for the (log2 n)-qubit UNCOMPUTATION-stage accumulator. Both size and depth are
normalized by their expected asymptotic scaling.

In the fault-tolerant model, the total gate count of each circuit is increased by a factor

of ~ 66 log2 (n) factor, corresponding to the cost of decomposing rotation gates. However,
after scheduling, we find that the total latency is only increased by - 40 log 2 (n), demon-

strating the additional parallelization enabled by the decomposition of controlled rotation

gates described in section 4.2.

Finally, we plot the prefix and Fourier-basis implementations of the three proposed mul-

tipliers together in fig. 4-9, and their corresponding qubit costs in fig. 4-7. A principal mo-

tivator for Fourier-basis quantum arithmetic is in reducing the number of required qubits.

Motivating its introduction in [Bea02], the Fourier-basis modular-addition-based circuit re-

quires at most 2n + 3 qubits for any n. The number of qubits required for Fourier-basis

implementation of each of our proposed circuits also approaches 2n asymptotically, requir-

ing only a logarithmic increase in ancilla. Notably, prior speedups to Fourier-basis modular

multiplication have come at the expense of additional O(n)-qubit registers [Kut06, PG14].
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Qubits Required for Modular Multipliers

0- Mod-Add
10- - +- Division

- A- Montgomery
- .- Barrett

-~6

4

Figure 4-7: Qubit cost of modular multipliers with prefix (hollow marks) or Fourier-basis (solid
marks) addition. Asymptotically, each proposed circuit requires 5n qubits with prefix adders, iden-
tically to the standard modular-addition approach. The Fourier circuits require just 2n qubits
asymptotically, matching the low-ancilla but much more costly circuit in [Bea02J. At small n, the
additional O(log n) qubits required by our circuits become apparent. The Barrett multiplier further
requires an O(log n)-qubit register for IXy), causing its dominance at low n.

Comparatively, the ripple and prefix-ripple circuits each consume - 3n qubits, requiring an

additional n-bit register to contain carry bits. The prefix circuit, while having the lowest

latency, of the binary adders requires 5n qubits. In each case, the asymptotic ancilla cost

for modular multiplication is that of n-qubit addition with the chosen adder.

While the 2n2 gate count of and linear depth of the Fourier-basis Barrett and Mont-

gomery multiplication circuits in the equal latency model clearly outperform the ~ 2 5 n 2

gates and 9(n log n) latency observed of the multipliers constructed from prefix adders,

this comparison is likely not valid in conjunction with quantum error correction. In the

more realistic fault-tolerant model, the Barrett and Montgomery circuits implemented with

Fourier-basis addition and all three proposed multipliers constructed with prefix adders

have O(nlogn) asymptotic latency. In our simulations, the latencies of the Fourier-basis

circuits were about 75% greater than those from the prefix-adder circuits, and fall below

the latencies of circuits constructed in the typical modular-addition approach with either

adder. The small latency increase indicates a potentially reasonable tradeoff for the qubit

reduction enabled by the Fourier-basis circuits, given reasonable architectural assumptions.

Comparatively, the latencies of the modular addition circuits are increased from O(n log n)

to O(n2 log n) when implemented with fault-tolerant Fourier-basis arithmetic instead of pre-

fix adders. Further, while the gate counts of all of the Fourier-basis circuits grow faster than

the binary circuits by a factor of O(log n), the discrepancy remains within a factor of three

in the large range of n observed.
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Fourier-basis modular multiplier implementations
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Figure 4-8: In-place, controlled modular multipliers constructed with Fourier-basis adders. Both

size and depth are normalized by the expected best-case asymptotic scaling.

4.6 Summary

We find a number important takeaways from the above experimental analysis of the quan-

tum division, Barrett reduction, and Montgomery reduction circuits for quantum modular

multiplication. First, empirical analysis confirms the dominance of the non-modular mul-

tiplication process in the complexity of the three modular multiplication procedures intro-

duced in this work. Benchmarking the individual stages of the modular multipliers with a

variety of binary quantum adders, we have found that the gate count and circuit latency

of the modular reduction and uncomputation components become insignificant at large n

compared to the initial multiplication step of each circuit. Additionally, the observation

of the different addition circuits further enabled the characterization of multiplier stages in

relation to their component adders, as well as corresponding optimizations. For example, in

the range of register sizes considered, the normally-fast prefix adder turns out to perform the

worst of the adders in the case of the width-sensitive parallelized UNCOMPUTATION accumu-

lator. For the combined, in-place modular multiplier, the total asymptotic gate count and
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Figure 4-9: Proposed modular multipliers constructed with both Fourier-basis arithmetic (solid
marks) and prefix addition (hollow marks). Both size and depth are normalized by the expected
best-case asymptotic scaling.

circuit latency observed of each design was twice that of a single n-bit quantum accumulator
(where the factor of two results from the two out-of-place modular multipliers required for
one in-place circuit).

In total, this represents a factor of three reduction in complexity from the typical modular

addition approach to quantum modular multiplication, in which each n-bit addition required
for product calculation is coupled with two more to perform a modular reduction step.
Accordingly, the number of ancilla qubits required for each modular multiplier is principally
determined by the requirements of the n-bit addition circuit implemented, with all three of
the proposed circuits requiring only a logarithmic number of ancilla beyond those required
of for modular-addition-based circuit. Further, in contrast to many previous proposals for
fast modular multiplication [Zal98, Kut06, PG14], the proposed algorithms do not rely on
inexact mathematical calculations or assumptions, and outperform the modular-adder design
for input sizes as low as n = 25

Second, the modular multipliers introduced here, and the Barrett and Montgomery cir-
cuits in particular, present a unique amenability to implementation with quantum Fourier-
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basis arithmetic. All three of the proposed modular multipliers can be implemented with

quantum Fourier-basis adders with 2n + O(log n) qubits, matching asymptotically the low-

qubit modular-addition circuit proposed in [Bea02]. Assuming equal cost of each quantum

gate, the total gate count of all three circuits approaches 2n2 at large n, again determined

by the single multiplication procedure. Further, the Barrett and Montgomery reduction cir-

cuits circumvent the costly Fourier-basis comparisons that dominate circuit latency of the

modular addition circuit (and, to a lesser extent, the division-based circuit introduced here).

Experimentally, both circuits were demonstrated with latencies just below the analytically-

determined 14n-gate worst-case depth. Comparatively, the Fourier-basis multiplier con-

structed from modular adders has O(n2 ) latency and requires O(n2 log n) gates, while the

faster circuit introduced in [PG14] requires 9n qubits and has a depth of 1000n, and the

inexact multiplier introduced in [Kut06] has the slightly smaller 12n-gate depth but requires

3n total qubits.

Finally, our analysis demonstrates the competitiveness of Fourier-basis arithmetic for re-

alistic (fault-tolerant) quantum modular multiplication. The arbitrary rotations composing

Fourier-basis operations can not be implemented directly on CSS codes, but instead must

be decomposed into a sequence of available operations. Given a reasonable set of architec-

tural assumptions and the performance bounds for approximating arbitrary quantum gates

presented in [RS141, we nonetheless find that Fourier-basis implementations of the proposed

Barrett and Montgomery multipliers can be demonstrated which perform comparably to

the equivalent implementations with fault-tolerant logarithmic-depth binary adders. After

optimizing specifically for the decomposed Fourier rotation gates, with the assistance of a

computerized scheduler, the Fourier-basis multipliers had less than twice the latency of the

binary circuits in our model, in exchange for the 60% reduction in required qubits. Gate

counts for fault-tolerant Fourier-basis circuits continued to dominate their binary counter-

parts by a logarithmic factor, but remained within a factor of three in the 8 < n < 2048

range of input sizes modeled.

4.7 Conclusion

Direct comparison between quantum Fourier-basis and binary arithmetic circuits is generally

difficult for fault-tolerant systems, as the resource cost of arbitrarily-angled Fourier-basis ro-

tations and TOFFOLI gates depends highly on the underlying quantum computing hardware

and error correction strategy employed. It remains an open question as to whether the

efficiency and speedup afforded by Fourier-basis circuits will be applicable to real quantum

systems. However, in chapter 4 we have shown that with reasonable architectural assump-

tions, Fourier-basis modular multipliers can be constructed with performance comparable to

the fastest binary adder. The space-time tradeoff between the two types of addition circuits
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is roughly equivalent, with the Fourier-basis adders requiring fewer qubits but more total

gates.
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Chapter 5

A SIMD QFT

5.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters, we have demonstrated the efficient mapping of quantum factor-

ing to reversible modular multiplication to sequences of algorithmic primitives (chapters 2

and 3), and then to explicit quantum circuits (chapter 4). In order to implement the circuit

in hardware we finally need to compile these circuits to architecture-dependent sequences of

physical qubit manipulations and interactions. This compilation process comprises two re-

lated tasks (which can be loosely analogized to the 'map' and 'place and route' procedures in

classical circuit layout). The first is to map primitive gates to implementation-specific pulse

sequences, or sequences of hardware-specific control operations to manipulate and measure

the state of physical qubits. Different quantum computer implementations provide unique

sets of primitive unitary operations and associated costs (in terms of time, fidelity, etc.),

similarly to the differing instruction set architectures defining a particular classed of classical

processors.

After mapping the circuit, the sequence of low-level operations must be associated with

physical resources within the target device. For multi-qubit operations, this step includes

'routing' qubits subject to architectural and topological constraints to enable their physi-

cal interaction. Useful quantum algorithms (that is, algorithms demonstrating some degree

of quantum advantage) require generating entangled states that span all or most of their

component qubits (otherwise the unentangled qubit registers can be simulated indepen-

dently, sidestepping the exponentially increasing Hilbert space dimension that makes quan-

tum computations classically intractable). A universal quantum computer therefore must

allow entanglement generation between arbitrary qubits. As the scale of devices increases,

it additionally becomes essential that many of these multi-qubit operations could be done

in parallel in order to reduce execution time (relative to the qubits' coherence time) and

thereby reduce the overhead of quantum error correction.

Meanwhile, topological and architectural constraints in reasonably-sized or scalable de-
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vices quickly make the precise control of interactions between arbitrary pairs or sets of qubits

unfeasible. As the scale of quantum computers grow, so does the overhead of precise quantum

control. Quantum algorithms implemented on these architectures therefore relies on multi-

step interaction protocols on a more limited interconnection network topology. Much like

parallelization architectures and network topologies characterizing classical systems, quan-

tum interaction networks necessarily introduce various tradeoffs between interconnectivity,

performance, and cost.

This routing procedure has the potential to significantly impact the performance of

particular implementations of quantum algorithms on a given architecture. For this rea-

son, previous work has introduced the concept of algorithm-hardware co-design [BKM16],

in which quantum circuits and specialized quantum computing hardware are designed in

tandem in order to optimize both for particular applications. Similarly, in this work we

introduce specialized network protocols which prioritize the implementation of the quan-

tum Fourier transform (QFT), a powerful algorithmic primitive applicable to a broad array

of quantum algorithms, and in particular to quantum factoring (as demonstrated in chap-

ter 3). In particular, we demonstrate that the QFT can be efficiently parallelized on a

modular distributed architecture with only nearest-neighbor permutations between multi-

qubit computational nodes. Further, this parallelization protocol requires just a single global

permutation instruction which is simultaneously applied at every intersection between ad-

jacent nodes, representing a "single-instruction-multiple-data" (SIMD) intercommunication

procedure which vastly reduces the cost and overhead of control hardware.

5.1.1 Outline of this chapter

We divide this chapter into two sections. First, in section 5.2 we present our underlying

motivation and assumptions, including some of the classical parallelization formalism we

are borrowing from (section 5.2.1), the limitations of quantum computing architectures that

instigated this work (section 5.2.2), and the abstracted hardware model for which it was

developed (section 5.2.3). Then, in section 5.3 we present introduce and characterize algo-

rithms for a 'SIMD QFT,' first establishing theoretical performance limits (section 5.3.1),
and then demonstrating SIMD shuttling protocols for both linear (section 5.3.2) and pla-

nar (section 5.3.3) network topologies which asymptotically saturate these bounds. We also

present an empirical analysis of the algorithms introduced in this section (section 5.3.4), and

finally conclude by speculating about protocols and topologies to extend this work to other

quantum circuit implementations.
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5.2 Motivation

5.2.1 Parallelization

Parallelization is an essential component of quantum circuit implementation, and a pre-

requisite for fault tolerant quantum computing implemented with logical qubits and error-

correcting codes [NC02]. The lowest circuit depths in chapter 4 assume an unconstrained

ability to implement primitive quantum gates in parallel.

Classically, parallelization schemes are often categorized according to Flynn's taxonomy

of parallelization [Fly72]. Flynn's categorization distinguishes between data-level paralleliza-

tion (that is, applied to multiple data simultaneously) and instruction-level parallelization

(or the simultaneous implementation of multiple instructions). His four categories are:

" Single-instruction, single-data (SISD): single instructions are applied to a single

data element sequentially (in other words, not parallelized at all)

" Single-instruction, multiple-data (SIMD): the same instruction is applied to

multiple data, or vectorized data, simultaneously

" Multiple-instruction, single-data (MISD): single data elements are fanned out

such that multiple instructions can be applied simultaneously

" Multiple-instruction, multiple-data (MIMD): multiple independent instructions

are applied to multiple independent data in parallel, i.e. multiprocessing

Though in general a MIMD architecture provides the most flexibility and therefore enables

the greatest degree of parallelization, it also typically imposes a great deal of physical and

algorithmic overhead which can both decrease performance and increase cost in many appli-

cations. By contrast, a SIMD architecture is relatively simple to implement-nearly all mod-

ern processors include special-purpose SIMD registers and extensions to their instruction set

(for example NEON on ARM processors or MMX, Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE), and

Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX, AVX2, AVX-512) on x86). Many important classical

operations, such as graphics processing functions and the fast Fourier transform [BOV+09],

can naturally be structured so as to require identical operations to be performed across

multiple data. By exploiting the data-level parallelism inherent to these calculations, SIMD

can significantly reduce computation time with very low procedural overhead or hardware

complication.

5.2.2 Distributed ion-trap quantum computers

Though we hope aspects of our conclusions will be applicable more broadly, this chapter

is specifically motivated by 'distributed-chain' ion trap quantum computing architectures
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such as those proposed in references [Kim08, KK07, MRR+14, BKM16] (though ideally we

expect the conclusions should be applicable to other architectural models). Along with su-

perconducting circuits, trapped ions are one of the most promising technologies for realizing

real quantum computers. Qubits constructed from the electronic states of ions contained

in linear Paul traps offer long lifetimes and coherence times (relative to their gate exe-

cution time) and are inherently identical and therefore naturally reproducible. Within a

linear ion chain, multi-qubit interactions can facilitated using the ions' shared motional

state [CZKM96, MS98] and global laser pulses.

However, physical constraints and diminishing coherence ultimately impose limits on the

scalability of computing with just a single ion chain. The requirements of coherent global

laser beams and reliance on the shared motional state as a computational bus fundamentally

limit the feasible size of computational chains: with current technology, the coherence of

entangling gates decreases prohibitively for chains of more than about ten ions [MSB+11].
To construct larger systems, we therefore need to distribute quantum algorithms across

multiple chains acting as independent quantum nodes.

In order to generate entanglement across the distributed trap array, we require some

network infrastructure linking the independent nodes. Two technologies are typically imag-

ined for this intercommunication: (1) transporting or 'shuttling' ions between traps, and

(2) photon-mediated entangling gates via photonic interconnects [BKM16]. Shuttling can

be fast (relative to gate time), reliable, and free from decoherence [SHB+09, WZR+12,

FGP+14, LMC+14], however is subject to the topological constraints imposed by the spa-

cial arrangement of nodes. Quantum control for arbitrary shuttling patterns further in-

troduces significant hardware and control complexity for large-scale devices: every unique

shuttling pattern requires precise voltage waveforms applied in unison to many control

electrodes, necessitating many high-performance digital-to-analog converters (DACs) and

corresponding control hardware. By contrast, photonic communication is considerably

slower and less efficient than node-to-node shuttling, but because photons are easily trans-

ported over long distances they alleviate the topological constraints of physical ion move-

ment [CZKM96, Kim08, KK07, MRR+141.

In this chapter, we demonstrate that the topological limitations of a shuttling-based

architecture introduces no new algorithmic overhead for certain applications. In particular,

we show that the quantum Fourier transform (QFT) can be efficiently parallelized using

only shuttling operations between adjacent nodes. Moreover, these shuttling operations can

be combined into a single SIMD global permutation operation-vastly simplify hardware

implementation by allowing a single optimized control waveform to be distributed across

the device.
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5.2.3 Hardware model

Our abstract model for an n-qubit distributed architecture comprises w independent nodes,

each of which contains h individual qubits (shown for h = 4 in fig. 5-1a). For simplicity, we

assume h and w always divide n, so that n = hw (in general, we can always pad n with at

most h - 1 dummy qubits to fill out the final node).

We additionally assume that qubits can be shuttled from at most two positions within

each node. This restriction is motivated by the linear ion chain implementation, in which

ions must be split from the end of the chain in order to be transported away. Intra-chain

SWAP gates are therefore necessary to cycle qubits in the remaining (h - 2) spots in each

node to one of the two shuttling zones if they are to be moved to an adjacent node. A

network topology is defined by a two-dimensional arrangement of nodes connected at v-

node shuttling vertices, where each vertex brings together v individual nodes such that

those v qubits can be permuted in a single shuttling step (shown for v = 2 and v = 3 in

figs. 5-1b and 5-1c, respectively). Combined with intra-chain SWAP gates, the network then

enables the arbitrary transposition of individual qubits across the proposed device.

We implement quantum algorithms on the distributed-chain architecture by repeating a

simple three-stage protocol:

1. SHUTTLE: ions (qubits) are permuted between the nodes surrounding each shuttling

vertex

2. SWAP: qubits are permuted within each node (either via additional intra-node shut-

tling or applied swAP operations)

3. GATE: quantum gates are implemented within each node until no further gates can

be executed without another shuttling round

Because the intra-node SWAP and GATE stages occur in each node independently, they can

trivially be parallelized (an example of MIMD parallelization). In principle, the shuttling

of qubits at each vertex could also be controlled independently and in parallel. However, as

discussed this would introduce a prohibitive degree of hardware and control complexity. The

principle contribution of this work is the realization that, for many important operations

(and in particular for the QFT), we can instead use just a single global shuttling pattern

fsh which is simultaneously applied at every vertex and repeating in every SHUTTLE round.

With each application of U'sh, the qubits surrounding every shuttling vertex are permuted

about the vertex by a single step (thereby forming an order-v cyclic permutation group in

the absence of the SWAP and GATE rounds). This simplification enables the SIMD imple-

mentation of the shuttling architecture, in which just one instruction (fIsh) is distributed

and executed across the entire device.
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We quantify the performance of the communication protocol in terms of both the overall

imposed networking depth D, (measured in SHUTTLE-SWAP-GATE rounds), and the total

number Nsh of SWAP gates required in all of the SWAP rounds. Using the SIMD protocol,

the total number of individual qubit-shuttles is then exactly Nsh = vD,. Together, these pa-

rameters quantify the overall overhead imposed by the distributed architecture (in addition

gate complexity of underlying circuit, as implemented in the GATES rounds).

Co C1  C 2

ixxxii xxio rxxxJ
Shuttling vertices

(b)
computational node
(e.g. ion chain)

qubits

(a)

(c)

Figure 5-1: Distributed-node architectures: (5-1a) single node with four qubits (h = 4), e.g. four
ions in a linear Paul trap; (5-1b) three-node linear network (w = 3, v = 2), in which qubits are
swapped between adjacent nodes via shuttling; (5-1c) seven-node array with three-node shuttling
vertices (w = 7, v = 3), in which 'leaf' nodes C1, C3, and C5 are inserted into a w = 4 linear network

5.3 A SIMD QFT

As evidenced by the Fourier-basis modular multipliers introduced in chapter 3, the quantum

Fourier transform (QFT) presents a powerful algorithmic primitive and corresponding arith-

metical framework from which we can construct efficient, parallel circuit implementations

of quantum algorithms. We now introduce a distributed implementation of the QFT and

QFT-like multiplication circuits which minimizes communication overhead while preserving

the massive parallelization which makes Fourier arithmetic techniques powerful.

Circuit implementations of QFT-like circuits are discussed in detail in chapter 3. The

overarching structure of the in-place QFT is a network of entangling gates between every

pair of qubits in the register to be transformed, amounting to a total of (n2 - n)/2 entan-

gling gates for an n-qubit QFT (each of which can in turn be broken down into a pair of

CNOT gates and a single-qubit rotation, as described in section 3.2.4) As shown in fig. 5-2,
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these entangling operations take the form of controlled rotation gates for which the more

significant bit is always the target. The total gate count is reduced to O(n log n) if we use

the approximated QFT (in which rotations below some angular threshold are eliminated),

however this optimization is not in general applicable to most QFT-like circuits.

( 7r/2 /4 7r/8 7r/16

7r/2 7r/4 7r/8

7r/2 

Figure 5-2: Controlled rotations of a five-qubit QFT. Using the QFT definition described in
chapter 3, each boxed angles represents a controlled R,(-) rotation gates

The bottleneck of parallelizing the QFT is a restriction on the ordering of these entan-

gling gates. Specifically, in the case of the forward-QFT, each qubit can be the target of

a controlled rotation only after all cases in which it acts as a control. Equivalently, each

qubit must first interact with every more significant qubit in the register (in any order),

prior to interacting with every less-significant qubit (in any order). This creates the depth-

(n - 1) "staircase" of operators shown in fig. 5-3, which appears difficult to reorder [MN98]

(at least without adding significant ancilla bits [CW00]). The significance of this limitation

is that it persists for any QFT-like circuit and even for the approximated QFT, in which

small-angle rotations are elided if their rotation angle is below a given threshold such that

the total number of rotation gates is reduced from (n2 - n)/2 to O(n log n). Even with this

approximation, ancilla-free parallel QFT-like circuits require at least depth (n - 1).

w/8 
ir/16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 5-3: Six-qubit (n = 6) QFT distributed into 2n - 1 parallel steps, highlighting the depth-

(n - 1) 'staircase' bottleneck in the parallel implementation of the QFT. Metaphorical 'stairs' result
from the challenge of commuting the controls and targets of controlled rotation gates, such as those
the highlighted in blue. This bottleneck persists even in the logarithmic-gate-count approximate-
QFT, in which all small-angle rotations are eliminated

We therefore classify each qubit as being in either its "BINARY" stage jqk)b or "FOURIER"

stage |qk)', indicating whether it is acting as a rotation gate control qubit (i.e. still inter-
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acting with more significant qubits) or target (having already interacted with every more

significant qubit). At the start of the QFT circuit, all but the most significant bit is in its

binary stage; each subsequent qubit's transition from BINARY to FOURIER then represents

a step down the metaphorical staircase.

5.3.1 Performance bounds

We can immediately construct lower bounds for the overhead of this communication by

counting the possible unique pairings of qubits after each round Here, we assume that

every rotation gate in the QFT is performed exactly, and that the "staircase" limitation is

fundamental. We do not make any assumptions about topology or the shuttling protocol

(and in particular do not yet impose the SIMD restriction), instead assuming that we can

perform arbitrary permutations qubits at each vertex in each SHUTTLE round. Our intention

is in part to demonstrate the efficiency of the SIMD algorithm in comparison to the best-case

performance of any protocol.

Given the model outlined in section 5.2.3, we then have the following constraints:

" Within a single h-qubit node, there exist (h2 - h)/2 unique qubit pairings. Only a

single chain is initialized with a FOURIER qubit, so that (by the ordering constraint)

there exist (h2 - h)/2 valid pairings prior to any communication between chains

" When a single ion is shuttled to a new chain, at most h - 1 new pairings are created

" At most 2w qubits can be shuttled in a given time step

" At most 2w ions are initialized in shuttling zones, so that the remaining n - 2w qubits

require at least one SWAP gate if they are to be shuttled

Combining these constraints, in order to perform the (n2 -n)/2 gates of the QFT we require

at least,

(W - n)/2 - (h' - h)/2
Nsh -h)/2 (nw -w -1)/2, (5.1)

D, > Nhs/2w > (n - 1)/4, (5.2)

The minimum communication depth depends only on n, and a constant-factor reduction of

the (n - 1)-gate minimum depth of QFT-like circuits imposed by the staircase constraint.

5.3.2 Linear (v = 2) network

We first describe a QFT shuttling algorithm for a linear network topology, in which each

node is connected to just the two adjacent nodes. Sequentially labeling the nodes Co through

Cm_-, all but the two end nodes will therefore have two shuttling sites, while nodes Co
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and C_1 will each have one. Without the intra-node SwAP rounds, repeating the single

SIMD shuttling operation in the v = 2 case generates an order-two permutation of qubits

about each of the shuttling vertices. If we add SWAP gates between the two shuttling zones

in a given node, this permutation is extended to an order-4 cycle about the two vertices

connected to that node (so that the four affected ions are cycled back and forth between

the three connected nodes). Adding more SWAP gates between shuttling zones in adjacent

nodes, we can extend this cycle such that qubits are passed between larger subsets of nodes.

These permutations form the basis of our QFT shuttling algorithm.

Simplistically, our strategy is to use SWAP gates in order to cycle every BINARY qubit

through each node until it has passed through nodes containing every more significant

FOURIER qubit (which it must target with a controlled rotation). That bit then itself

transitions to a FOURIER qubit and can be swapped into the next available non-shuttling

zone (in the process dislodging a new bit to be cycled through the device). The next most

significant BINARY qubit follows the same path, and so is able perform a controlled rota-

tion gate on the new FOURIER qubit and then be swapped into the following non-shuttling

location, and so on.

The complete algorithm can be described in four stages, distinguished by the set of

remaining BINARY qubits. Qubits are initialized sequentially, such the h most significant

bits are located in node Co with q,-h)b sharing a shuttling vertex with bit |qf_. 1) in

node C1, Iqn-2h)b in C1 sharing a shuttling vertex with bit Jq,--2h-1)6 in node C2, and so

on.

* Stage 1: Prior to any shuttling, we perform the (h2 - h)/2 available controlled ro-

tations in node C0 , so that the h most significant qubits Iqn-) , ... , qa-h) have been

transitioned to FOURIER bits by the end of this stage. This step is equivalent to an

h-qubit QFT on the most significant bits of the register, and involves no shuttling or

SWAP gates.

* Stage 2: After stage 1, node Co is filled with FOURIER qubits, and so the next

available spot is in node C1. The next most significant BINARY qubit iqn-h-1)s

initially positioned such that the first shuttling round places it in Co, while moving the

least significant FOURIER bit in Co ( qn-h)I) to C1. In the subsequent SWAP round,

this FOURIER bit is swapped into a non-shuttling zone in C1, dislodging the next

BINARY bit (Jqn-h-2)b) such that it gets cycled into node Co in the following SHUTTLE

round. This pattern is repeated until the h - 2 non-shuttling zones in node C1 are

occupied with FOURIER qubits, at which point we begin applying SWAP gates between

the two shuttling zones in C1 in order to extend the cyclic permutation to C2. By

repeating this pattern for each node sequentially, BINARY qubits will be consecutively

cycled through every node containing more significant (FOURIER) qubits before itself
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being swapped into the next non-shuttling zone, until all n - 2w + 2 such zones are

occupied with FOURIER bits.

After this stage, we have performed a complete QFT on the n - 2w + 2 FOURIER

qubits, as well as a subset of the controlled rotations on these qubits controlled by the

remaining 2w - 2 BINARY qubits. In total, this stage comprises n - w - h rounds and

(w 2 - w)(h - 1)/2 intra-chain SWAP gates.

" Stage 3: After stage 2, there are no new zones into which to swap FOURIER qubits.

In order for subsequent qubits to continue to pass through each node containing more-

significant qubits, we must continue to iterate the remaining BINARY qubits through

every node until the next most significant FOURIER qubit can be swapped into node

Co. This requires a total of w - 1 rounds with w - 2 SWAP gates apiece, for a total of

W2 - 3w + 2 SWAP gates. As none of the remaining BINARY bits interact during this

stage, no new qubit is transformed to FOURIER.

" Stage 4: In stage 4 we repeat the permutation scheme used in stage 2, in order to

complete the (2w - 2)-qubit QFT on the remaining BINARY bits and stash the result

in the place of the most significant FOURIER bits (starting in CO). The final rotation

gates targeting the n - 2w + 2 qubits already in their FOURIER stage occur as the

BINARY qubits are cycled back to Co. Because these bits need to be permuted through

every node, this stage requires more SWAP gates per round in comparison to stage

2-in total requiring about (2w - 3)(h + 1)/h rounds and 3w 2/2 + O(w) total SWAP

gates

Asymptotically, the complexity of the shuttling algorithm is dominated by stage 2, re-

quiring n - h - w rounds and saturating (up to a factor of 4) the lower bound on depth

presented in section 5.3.1. However, because we are limited to h < 10 even for large n, the

O(w) contributions from every stage are also effectively linear in n. It turns out that we can

reduce these contributions as well as the overall number of SWAP gates if we can connect

more than v = 2 nodes at a single shuttling vertex.

5.3.3 v > 2 networks

Inspired by the three-point vertices on the High Optical Access 2 trap (HOA-2) described

in reference [Maul6], we next consider topologies constructed as in section 5.3.2 but with

(v - 2) additional 'leaf' nodes extruding from each shuttling vertex (as shown for v = 3

in fig. 5-1c). Each leaf node then has just one shuttling zone, while the original ('link')

nodes continue to connect pairs of vertices. It turns out that we have to change very little

from the linear-array protocol in this case. We require that the SIMD shuttling pattern

permutes qubits about each vertex such that a qubit starting on the lower link node will
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visit every leaf node before being passed to the next link node (for example being cycled

Co a C1 -+ C2 - Co in the v = 3 topology shown in fig. 5-1c). Determining the initial

positions of ions in this case is slightly more involved, but can derived by iterating through

the algorithm for a given design and writing down the order in which qubits visit Co.

The most significant impact of this modification is in reducing the required number of

SWAP gates required for each round of the parallel QFT. Because cycling a qubit through

the entire network only requires SWAP gates in the link nodes, the typical number of SWAP

gates required in each round falls with 1/(v - 1). The overall depth of stage 2 is constant

in v, so this corresponds to an equivalent constant-factor reduction in the overall number of

SWAP gates required in this stage.

The depth of stage 3 is further reduced by a factor of 1/(v - 1) because in each shuttling

round the relevant qubits are passed backward through (v - 1) nodes at a time (for example,

in the v = 3 topology shown in fig. 5-1c, qubits are passed from C6 to C4, from C4 to C2, and

from C2 to Co in a single round). Compounded with the aforementioned per-round SWAP

gate reduction, the total number of swAP gates required in stage 3 falls with 1/(v - 1)2

Finally, each leaf node also offers an additional non-shuttling spot in which to stash newly

converted FOURIER bits, so that after stage 2 the number of remaining BINARY bits falls

with wv/(v - 1). This results in a proportional reduction in the depth of stage 4 (in which

each of the remaining BINARY qubits are transitioned to FOURIER), and a corresponding

reduction in SWAP gates.

Collecting each of these contributors, the leading-order depth D, and SWAP-gate count

N5w required for each stage of the distributed-QFT algorithm on a (n, h, v) shuttling network

are shown in table 5.1. Notably, for a constant number of qubits n = wh, the number of

SWAP gates falls with increasing h - as we would expect, increasing h (that is, the number

of qubits per node, or ions per linear chain) significantly reduces the overhead of distributing

the QFT algorithm. Further, if we are limited to h < 10, second-order terms in both D8 and

New also substantially impact the overall distributed-QFT performance. In this domain,

we find D, ~ w and Nw ~ w 2 , implying an even stronger tradeoff between increasing the

capacity of each node and the performance of the distributed algorithm. Asymptotically,

however, we find that the total depth of the networking protocol is comparable to the

(n - 1)-gate minimal depth imposed by the staircase boundary, and as such have shown

that the SIMD networking protocol does not degrade the asymptotic performance of the

parallel-QFT algorithm.
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Table 5.1: Leading-order depth (in shuttling rounds) and SWAP-gate counts for each stage of an n-
qubit distributed-QFT algorithm, using h-qubit computational nodes and v-node shuttling vertices
(the total number of nodes is w = n/h, which for simplicity is assumed to be integral)

Depth (D,) SWAP gates (N8 w)

Stage 1: 0 0

Stage 2: n - h - 1/h n2/2h(v - 1)

Stage 3: n/h(v - 1) n2/h 2 (v - 1)2

Stage 4: nv/h(v - 1) n2 (2v - 1)/h2 /2(v - 1)2

Total: n + 2n/h(v - 1) n 2 /2h(v - 1) + n2 2v+1h2 2(v-1)
2

5.3.4 Empirical analysis

To better demonstrate these tradeoffs and further elucidate the higher-order contributions,

we also simulate the distributed-QFT algorithm with various topologies (h, v) and record

the resulting network depths and SWAP gate counts. Figure 5-4 shows the scaling of D, and

N8 , with total size n = hw for a v = 2, h = 10 distributed QFT, subdivided to illustrate

the relative contributions of each stage of the algorithm. The same node size (h = 10)

is compared in fig. 5-5 with v E {2, 3, 4} shuttling vertices, demonstrating the expected

reduction in SWAP gates and second-order depth reduction with increasing v. Finally, the

improving performance with increasing node size is demonstrated in fig. 5-6, in which the

V = 2 distributed-QFT algorithm is modeled for each h E {4 6, 8, 10}. In both fig. 5-5 and

fig. 5-6, we note the decreasing marginal utility of increasing either v or h, especially in

terms of shuttling depth.

5.3.5 Other circuits

We have shown the QFT to be uniquely well-suited to SIMD parallelization within a planar

network topology. Any n-qubit entangling operation executed on a d-dimensional shuttling

network is inherently limited to depth 9(nh/d). This topology therefore fundamentally

precludes logarithmic-depth quantum circuit implementations such as a simple FANOUT

operation (fig. 5-7) or the quantum-carry-lookahead adder (QCLA) [Gos98]-the advantage

of the QFT is that it embeds an entire n-qubit multiplication within a linear-depth parallel

circuit, rather than just a single addition. For the QFT, the linear topologies and SIMD

protocols described above are sufficient for efficient parallelization. To facilitate arbitrary

sublinear-depth quantum operations, we could instead use v > 2 shuttling vertices to arrange

traps in a two-dimensional or three-dimensional mesh (for example, the v = 3 nodes in fig. 5-

ic can naturally be used to generate a honeycomb topology). A natural next question for
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Figure 5-4: Simulated depth and SWAP-gate counts for an n-qubit distributed
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Figure 5-5: Impact of varying v on the shuttling depth and SWAP count of the distributed QFT
algorithm; shown for v = 2 (linear), v = 3, and v = 4

future research relates to the ability to perform arbitrary qubit permutations on such a

system using just the SIMD shuttling strategy described here, or the maximum number of

SWAP gates and SIMD shuttling steps necessary to arbitrarily rearrange n qubits within

such an array.

It is also worth noting that for many applications (including both FANOUT and the

QCLA adder), logarithmic-depth circuits can be arranged such that the number of gates

spanning a given distance falls exponentially with that distance: for example, the 8-qubit

parallel FANOUT circuit requires just one CNOT gate spanning four qubits, two parallel

CNOT gates spanning two qubits apiece, and four parallel CNOTs between adjacent qubits

(fig. 5-7). The TOFFOLI rounds of the QCLA adder exhibit similar scaling. It is likely that in
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Figure 5-6: Decreasing shuttling depth and SWAP count of v = 2 distributed QFT algorithms with
increasing node size h C {10, 8, 6, 4}

many practical applications it would be sufficient to include limited long-distance interaction

resources to bridge particular spans across an otherwise planar architecture. These could

perhaps be facilitated by photonic interactions, dedicated long-range shuttling paths, or via

teleportation using a small set of pre-prepared entangled qubits.

10)

Ii')

[4~rn

I.

Figure 5-7: Eight-qubit FANOUT operation, broken into three parallel timesteps. Note that the
number of qubits separating the target and control qubit of each CNOT gate falls exponentially with

the number of parallel gates
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Part II

How much error can I tolerate during

a quantum Hamiltonian simulation

without error correction?
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Chapter 6

Empirical determination of simulation

capacity of a set of faulty gates1

6.1 Introduction

Quantum computers were originally conceived as tools for simulating quantum systems, or

studying the complex Hamiltonian dynamics of many-body systems which are inaccessible to

a classical Turing machine [Man80, Fey82]. The first efficient quantum protocol for universal

Hamiltonian simulation was shown for time-independent local Hamiltonians in 1996 [Llo96],

which was subsequently expanded to nonlocal sparse Hamiltonians [ATS03I, and then for a

variety of other special cases and applications [Sze04, BACS07, ChilO, LC16, LC17].

Today, Hamiltonian simulation remains a uniquely appealing application of quantum

computing due to its possible near-term viability. Quantum systems with as few as 50

qubits exhibit dynamics with complexity outside the capabilities of the best classical com-

puters, while the modern framework of quantum signal processing (QSP) establishes an

elegant protocol for simulating n-qubit quantum systems with only n + O(log n) qubits and

optimal resource scaling in terms of evolution time and algorithmic precision [LC16, LC17].

Recent experimental progress suggests that quantum computers may soon be realized with

enough physical qubits to implement an n = 50 QSP simulation circuit [DMLF+16, SXL+17,

BSK+17, ZPWH+17, WLYZ18, IBM19I.

The ability of a near-term device to perform useful quantum computations is fundamen-

tally limited by error. Physical qubits are inescapably subject to stochastic noise due to

unavoidable interactions with their environment, while quantum gate implementations are

'Distribution Statement: A. Approved for public release - distribution is unlimited

This material is based upon work supported by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research
and Engineering under Air Force Contract No. FA8721-05-C-0002 and/or FA8702-15-D-0001. Any
opinions, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the au-
thor(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research
and Engineering.
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inevitably plagued with uncharacterised systematic errors due to the finite precision and

bandwidth of analog control hardware. The extensive resources necessary to implement

logical qubits and error correcting codes are still well outside the capability of foreseeable

devices. However, because Hamiltonian simulation is itself an analog task, we expect many

errors to induce a steady loss of performance rather than a catastrophic failure. QSP being

a historical descendent of the development of error correcting pulse sequences, we further

suggest that symmetries within the QSP circuit can be exploited to facilitate the coher-

ent cancellation of systematic gate errors. Important previous work [CMN+17b] presents a

compelling performance and scalability analysis of explicit, software-generated QSP circuits

implemented with perfect gates and qubits. The guiding question of this work is then, given

a small quantum computer with imperfect gates and no error correction, what exactly will I

be able to simulate?

We approach this question empirically, using classical simulations of faulty 5 < n < 23

QSP circuits in order to develop generalizable models of the expected accuracy and failure

rate of optimally-configured QSP circuits subject to realistic error models. Extrapolating

from these models, we aim to resolve two subquestions:

1. How big of a quantum system could I meaningfully simulate given a device with a gate

error rate of p, = 10-?

2. What errors could I tolerate on a hypothetical near-term device and still meaningfully

simulate a n = 50 Hamiltonian (i.e. just beyond the threshold of quantum supremacy)?

In both cases, we take "meaningful simulation" to mean O(n) in all parameters, and so

explicitly require r Il|lit = n2 where t is the evolution time modeled by the simulation

and A is the system's Hamiltonian.

Central to this approach is our development of a series of high-performance software tools

to design, optimize, and (classically) simulate explicit QSP circuits with gates afflicted by

either random noise or systematic error. Especially in the context of notoriously difficult-

to-simulate coherent error models, our ability to generate models which are sufficiently

predictive of the best-possible 50-qubit simulation leans heavily on a number of low-level

circuit and toolchain optimizations, both to improve the resource costs and reliability of

the QSP circuit implementation and to maximize the range of QSP circuits which we can

simulate and precision of the results.

Motivated by [CMN+ 17b], we focus on Heisenberg spin-chain Hamiltonians with periodic

boundary conditions and randomized coefficients,

n-1 n-1

ac k)c(k+1) + bk& )(k+) &k)(k+1) I+ h, (k), (6.1)
k=O k=O

where {ak, bk, ck, hk} are real-valued coefficients, &(k) indicates a Pauli & E {&, & z &
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gate acting on the kth bit of the register, and for notational simplicity we take % = (0

to indicate a periodic boundary condition. Though nothing in our procedure is unique

to this particular model, it both serves to ground our analysis in a physically interesting

application and enables comparisons to prior art. For each circuit configuration, we consider

the impact of both systematic over-rotation errors and various common stochastic noise

channels, averaged over a set of randomly-generated spin-chain Hamiltonians and initial

states.

While with perfect gates we could construct an arbitrarily precise QSP simulation by

configuring the circuit with a sufficiently large query depth m, in the case of faulty gates

we find a tradeoff between design-induced inaccuracy at small m and the additional accu-

mulation of errors with larger m. A typical configuration-space diagram for a QSP circuit

is shown on the left of fig. 6-1, in which we vary query depth while holding all experimental

parameters constant and plot the average resulting resolution (measured as either infidelity

or failure rate). For every error channel E, we observe that there is a finite, experiment-

dependent and error-dependent optimal query depth m*(n, r, E) at which the error in the

simulation output is minimized. In order to determine the best-possible capacity of QSP

circuits for Hamiltonian simulation under each error model, we therefore first generate em-

pirical configuration plots in the form of fig. 6-1 (left), in order to model the optimal query

depth as a function of n, T, and E.

A typical diagram of the simulation capacity of a quantum computing platform is shown

in fig. 6-1 (right). Optimally-configured circuits with m = m*(n, T, e) are 'at capacity,'

tracing out a capacity boundary (highlighted in blue) as a function of either T or n. Circuits

falling above this boundary are 'under capacity' - expected to underperform the best pos-

sible simulation resolution for that device and error channel due to the imperfect calibration

of m. The region below the capacity boundary is a no-go zone: no circuit configuration

exists which can be expected to reach this resolution for the given experiment. Extrapo-

lating from these empirical simulation capacity models while fixing T = n2 , we can finally

predict the best-possible performance of a meaningful Hamiltonian simulation experiment

on a hypothetical near-term device.

A principle finding of this work is that symmetries within the QSP algorithm inhibit

the coherent accumulation of the most significant contributions from systematic unitary

errors. We find that a device with c2 = 10-5 systematic amplitude errors could meaningfully

simulate systems up to n ~ 16 with an expected failure rate below 10%, whereas the largest

system a device with a stochastic error rate of p, = 10-5 could meaningfully simulate with

the same rate of failure is between n = 5 (under a phase-damping channel) and n = 3 (under

the bit-flip channel). Extrapolating from empirical results, we estimate that one would

typically need a stochastic error rate below p, ~ 10-8 in order to perform a meaningful n =

50 simulation experiment with a failure rate below 10%, while the same experiment could
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IO 0 Ca...................... ..........

constantm .- 
Co- *prohibited

CU ~ ~ ~ .,.......

Query depth m - Simulation time (r), system size (n) -+

Figure 6-1: Left: a typical configuration plot of a faulty QSP experiment with fixed (n, r, E),
demonstrating the optimal query depth m* (n, -r, S) which balances inherent design error (at m < m*)
and the depth-dependent accumulation of applied errors. Right: a typical simulation capacity model,
showing the best-possible (i.e. configured with m = m*) QSP circuit performance as a function of
either -r or n

tolerate systematic unitary amplitude errors with strength c2 = 10-6 (corresponding a

gate amplitude accuracy of E ~ 0.1%).

6.1.1 Outline of this chapter

We proceed by first (section 6.2) providing a broad theoretical outline of the QSP algorithm

and the key structures and parameters required for its circuit implementation, followed

by the unique software tools, strategies, and optimizations we employ for their analysis in

section 6.3. We present an empirical analysis of explicit (classical) simulation results in

section 6.4. Finally, in section 6.5 we summarize our findings and generalize these results to

predict the simulation capacity hypothetical near-term devices. We include implementation-

specific details of the QSP algorithm, theoretical precision, circuit implementation, and

circuit optimization in appendices B.1 to B.4. Details of the classical simulation tools used

in this work have been relegated to chapter 7.

6.2 Quantum signal processing

Quantum signal processing (QSP) [LC16, LC171 is a generic and broadly applicable protocol

for evolving eigenstates of an n-qubit signal oracle A E 2nx 2n according to a Hermitian

response function f : R t-+ C. Specifically, given m queries of a normal operator A with

spectral decomposition A = E IA)(AI, the QSP algorithm implements an eigenstate trans-

formation,

mA = m m(OA) IA)(A I , 0X asin (Re[A]/1| ||I; (6.2)
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where fm(9) is a degree-m Fourier series,

m/2

f m (o) A ZfkekO, (6.3)
k=-m/2

satisfying JIfm(O)J < 1 with {f-m/2, ., m/2} E Rm.

Arbitrary Hermitian response functions f(0) can be approximated with QSP given a

sufficiently good Fourier series approximation fm(6) ~ f(9). Remarkably, the asymptotic

query depth m necessary for e-close Hamiltonian simulation in the QSP framework turns

out to scale optimally with j|Al and Iti with only additive contributions from the precision

E.

6.2.1 Unitary QSP

The simplest (albeit somewhat contrived) instance of quantum signal processing arises when

the signal oracle A = EA e' tA)(AI is an n-bit unitary operator. In this case, we can query

A directly while preserving probability amplitude by applying an (n + 1)-qubit controlled-A

operation (fig. 6-2a),

9 A I+)(+ &ion +I-)(-IA, (6.4)

where by convention we condition A on the state |-) A 0) - 11). QSP then requires just

a single ancilla qubit (which we label PHs) to control the applications of A, in addition to

the n-qubit input register (labeled TGT) containing the quantum state to be transformed

(excluding any intermediary ancilla necessary for the implementation of A).

PHS PHS - - ---

TGT {A TGT [A At At

(a) (c)

IA) A iA) A At A At IA)

(b) (d)

Figure 6-2: QSP circuits for a unitary signal operator A = ei IA)(AI: (6-2a) a single query

of a unitary Hamiltonian A, conditioned on the I-) state of the PHS qubit; (6-2b) a single query of
A applied to an eigenstate A of A, equivalent to a rotation of just the PHS qubit; (6-2c) a complete

depth-m QSP circuit, comprising m queries and m + 1 PHs-qubit rotations; and, (6-2d) fm [A]
applied to eigenstate IA), equivalent to the response operator Q(0x o, ... , 0m ) applied to just the
PHS qubit
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Applied to an eigenstate JA) of A in the TGT register (fig. 6-2b), V transparently kicks

back the corresponding eigenphase A = e'Ox to the PHS qubit's I-) state. Each query is

therefore equivalent to an eigenstate-dependent rotation gate e-iA / 2Rx(OX) applied to just

the PHS qubit:

= I (+)(+I + eioA I-)(-I) 0 A)(A = eiO/ 2Rx(OA) 0 IA)(Af. (6.5)
A A

The complete unitary-A QSP algorithm (fig. 6-2c) comprises m alternating queries of A

and At, interleaving m + 1 single-qubit rotations {Rz(0) 1 0 = Oo, ..., 0,rn} acting on the PHS

qubit. By alternating between queries of A and At we eliminate the eigenstate-dependent

global phases e iO,\/ 2 from eq. (6.5). The full sequence is then equivalent to applying a

single eigenstate-dependent SU(2) response operator Q(OAJ4o, ... , 0m) to just the PHS qubit

for each superimposed A-eigenstate JA) in the TGT register (fig. 6-2d):

(z(rm) 0 j) (o) (Az(m-1) ® j) (f) - () (kz(0o) 0 i) = Q(A#o, ... , 4m)0A)(A

(6.6)

where,

Q(0A Io, ... , 0m) R Rz(Om)N).(x)Rz(Om-1)Rx(6A) .. .Rx (OA)Rz((o). (6.7)

With the 'signal' aspect of QSP capture in the queries of A, we are free to select phases

00,..., Om in order to form the kicked-back eigenphases eOA into the desired Fourier response

function f m (OA). Equation (6.7) can be repartitioned into a sequence of equiangular rotation

gates,
rn-i

Q(OA1q#, ... , Om) = Riz((m) 171 (OA); 'k > (#k + ir), (6.8)
k=O j<k

where,

R (0) RAz ())RN (0) A (#) = eiO(cos Tx sin q& )/2 (6.9)

Sequences in the form of eq. (6.8) are thoroughly characterized in [LYC18, Haa18]. After m

queries of A, achievable response operators can be expressed,

Q(0,) = Fm(OA) + idz Gm(OA), (6.10)

where Pm(9) and Om(9) have the identical forms,

m/2 m/2

Fr(0) A > fk eikO&,, jm () - > g eikO&x, (6.11)
k=-m/2 k=z-m/2

with expansion coefficients {f-m/2, ., fm/2, 9-m/27... gm/2} c R2 m+ 2 satisfying the uni-
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tarity condition,

1 -1-Fm1. (6.12)

Given a Fourier response function (eq. (6.3)), prescriptions in ILYC18, Haa18] demon-

strate how the secondary coefficients phases 0, ... , Om can be efficiently chosen to generate

a response operator Q(0,I#o, ... , /m) which encodes the desired response function fm(OA)

within its -+)(+1 matrix element: 2

K+ I(O10, . #0m)I+) = (+ I-m(OA)I+) = fm(OA) (6.13)

By initializing the PHS qubit in the state J+) and post-selecting the same state at the end

of the circuit, every eigenstate JA) in the TGT register will finally absorb the corresponding

response fm(9A):

S K+ (OA100, Om) I A)(A = fi (OA) A)(AI =im[A], (6.14)
A A

recovering the QSP operation defined at the outset (eq. (6.2)).

6.2.2 Normal QSP

The unitary-A QSP construction described in section 6.2.1 can be generalized to the case

that the signal oracle A E X C 2x is any n-qubit normal operator 3. If A is nonunitary, direct

queries of A are no longer trace-preserving. To recover the deterministic behavior of the

unitary algorithm we require an additional d-qubit ancillary register (labeled CTL) in order

to "qubitize" the evolution within a larger (n + d)-qubit Hilbert space [LC17].

The goal of qubitization is to embed A within a subspace of some (n + d)-qubit unitary

propagator UJA. To construct UA, we require a reflection operator WA E SU(2n+d) and

projectors fa 1a)(01, -)t A 0)(al for some d-qubit state 1a), such that,

flcWAf a = A ) = 10)(01 0 /WA~ + - , (6.15)

is an (n + d)-qubit block encoding of A. The specific implementations of WA and ft, used

in this work can be found in appendix B.1, while block encodings for a number of other

circumstances can be found in [GSHW18].

2 Reference [LYC18] (used by [CMN+17b]) omits the final phase rotation N introducing
the additional criterion Q(O) = i (or equivalently 00 = -0m). This restriction is lifted in [Haa18],
which appears necessary in general to avoid introducing an O(E1/2) term to the approximation
error [Haa18j

3In fact, the recently-introduced framework of quantum singular value transformation [GSHW18]
has generalized the results and strategies of QSP to any complex-valued matrix A
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Mirroring Grover's insight for quantum search [Gro96], we can then construct UA by

coupling WA with a second reflection operator Va A 2 Ia)(al - 1 0d, where Wa = NaWof
is constructed from the projectors a, i and Grover's diffusion operator Wo A 2 0)(01-oI d
and acts on just the CTL register. Applied to an eigenstate JA) of A, the combined operator

UA = WAWa = WAfalWOHt is then equivalent to the rotation Ry(20A) = e-1O in the

invariant eigenstate-dependent SU(2) subspace spanned by the (n + d)-qubit states,

)A Ia)IA), ) WA -Al+).V1 -
(6.16)

As described in appendix B.1, by initializing the CTL register to 1a), we can ensure

that each superimposed eigenstate JA) of the initial state will remain in the corresponding

invariant subspace, so that queries of UA will again kick back the eigenstate-dependent phase

eOA to the PHS qubit. We can therefore select phases 0,..., , to dial in a desired response

function exactly as in the unitary case.

1+) 050 2 . m-2 M- Wb +

(a)

PHS

CTL

UA

TGT

WA

ft
a 0 a

WA

(b)

Figure 6-3: (6-3a) The complete depth-m QSP circuit for nonunitary A, requiring the d-qubit
CTL register initialized to the state 1a) in addition to the qubits required in the unitary case.(6-
3b) A single query I+)(+ 0 9i + I-)(-I & &A, of the "qubitized" signal operator for a nonunitary
(normal) signal operator A E C2 "x27, constructed from the paired reflection operators WA and
Wa = 2Ia)(a -1 = jVorq Reflection operators WA and WO are conditioned on the PHS qubit's
I-) state. The conditional version of the operator Wo = 2 0)(01 - i is equivalent to a TOFFOLI gate
controlled by all d qubits in the CTL register and acting on the PHS qubit, as drawn
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6.2.3 Hamiltonian simulation on a quantum signal processor

The goal of Hamiltonian simulation is to model the Schr6dinger evolution of an n-qubit

input state |0o) induced by a known Hamiltonian A(t). For time-independent A(t) = A,

Hamiltonian simulation amounts to efficiently approximating the unitary propagator,

e-At = e- A)(Al, (6.17)
A

where A E A A)(Aj with A C R is the spectral decomposition of the (Hermitian) Hamil-

tonian operator A.

To implement quantum simulation on a quantum signal processor, we must reformulate

eq. (6.17) in the form of eq. (6.2). We therefore require a degree-rn Fourier series approxi-

mation of the angular response function,

f(O) =e-itA =-ie Si"l0A (6.18)

where r j |lAlt is a normalized evolution time parameter and OA asin (A/1All). Expand-

ing eq. (6.18) using an inverse Fourier transform, we happen across Bessel's first integral,

f 27 e-ikeiT sin Jk (T), 
(6.19)

A 1 2 7r e e(9

where Jk(T) is the kth Bessel function of the first kind. The corresponding degree-rn Fourier

series,
m/2

n (Ox) = Jk ()eik, (6.20)
k=-m/2

is then equivalent to a truncated version of the Jacobi-Anger expansion, which is known to

converge to eq. (6.18) super-exponentially in m [AS65]. We can compute the error resulting

from the finite-order expansion from the excised tails of the expansion:

Eja (OA, T, m) kfr(OA) - e "Jk(T)e . (6.21)
|k|>m/2

Though the ideal response function (eq. (6.18)) falls on the unit circle for all 0 E R, the

truncated series in eq. (6.20) is only bound to 1 - Eja(0) < IIfm (0)II < 1 +ja(O). In order to

coerce the approximation into the QSP framework, we therefore must rescale the expansion

coefficients by 1/(1 + E) for some E > maxo, Eja(OA). The final Fourier approximation is

then,
m/2e 

Oe\

I k=-m/2
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such that,

(1 - 2E) < f m (6x)| < 1. (6.23)

Finally, we can compute q from eq. (6.22) using the techniques in [LYC18, Haal8.

Error bounds

The algorithmic precision of the QSP circuit is design-limited by both the finite order of the

Fourier series approximation and the subsequent rescaling of the truncated series in order

to fit it into the structure of a valid SU(2) response operator Q(OA). From eq. (6.23), the

trace distance between the ideal and computed states after rescaling can be bound by,

6 t, = max (fm[A] - ei) 1'0 ) < max m() - e-sin OA < 2E. (6.24)lo) 2 tr 0 )

This error can be manifested in two ways. First, because in general 11f,,| < 1 for finite

m, there is nonzero chance that we will observe I-) when measuring the final state Q(Ox) 1+)
of the PHS qubit, such that the QSP algorithm fails in post-selection. This algorithmic failure

probability can be bound,

Pf A 1 - max (+ IOx)I+) = 1 - maxIIfm(6x) 12 = maxIIm(A)11 2 < 4E. (6.25)

If the algorithm does succeed in post selection, the approximation error will also limit

the accuracy of the observed output state. Due to the maximization over all input states,

empirical measurement of the maximum trace distance of a channel in the form of eq. (6.24)

can be computationally impractical. We will therefore characterize the accuracy of the final

simulation state with the state infidelity 3 F, defined as one minus the state fidelity, or,

F A = 1-(Tr p* , (6.26)

where p and p* are the final density matrices of the noisy and noiseless evolutions, respec-

tively. If we reject simulations with erroneous measurements in post-selection, the ideal

simulation result will always be a pure state p* =,*)(4*I where 4 e*) e-A 14o). In this

case, eq. (6.26) can be simplified to

6 F(P, 4*) 1 - (4*1p1@*) (6.27)

The computational advantage of computing the state (in)fidelity is that it can be used to

estimate the average channel (in)fidelity estimated via Monte Carlo sampling, rather than

requiring the evaluation of all 4" basis states of SU(2)@".

In general, state fidelity will only loosely bound trace distance. For pure ideal state 1*),
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we can compare

6F (Pi 6 tr (A 0 <VF (PO*), (6.28)

where the upper bound is saturated iff p is also a pure state. However, if we consider only

the final state of the TGT register in the case that the algorithm succeeds, this upper bound

condition is met, so that eq. (6.24) guarantees 6F (2E)2.

Bounds on E

An important subtlety in the implementation of the QSP circuit is that the error bound E >

maxoA Eja(OA, T, m) is an input in the definition of the response function fm (O) (eq. (6.22))

used to compute #. Whatever value we use for E (provided it is sufficiently large to bound

Eja) therefore gets "baked in" to the phases Oo, ... , Om, so that the resolution of the resulting

simulation is limited by E even if E > maxoA Eja(O,) only loosely bounds the error from

truncating the Fourier expansion (eq. (6.21)).

We therefore derive two separate error bounds: a closed-form, analytical asymptotic

upper bound (Easy) to verify the asymptotic behavior performance of the circuit, and a

tighter but less illustrative numerical bound (Enum) used for phase calculation to minimize

the error which gets baked in to the circuit construction. In addition to optimizing the

resolution of the resulting circuit, tightly configuring E is also essential to our analysis in

that it reduces variation in pf and 6 F between circuits configured with the same E, making

it possible to develop reliable protocols for selecting optimal configuration parameters when

generating QSP circuits.

For m > T, we can use Bessel function properties to bound the error sum in eq. (6.21)

with a closed-form expression. As derived in in appendix B.2, this asymptotic error bound

is,

81T/21m/2+1 + T 2 1/2 1.68 / j m/2+1
1ay-T M - 1 )6.2+)

3(m/2 + 1)! m f vi (\ m + 2 (

where the final term results from the Sterling approximation. As a closed-form expression,

Easy is useful in characterizing the asymptotic complexity and performance of the QSP

protocol. In particular, solving the r.h.s of eq. (6.29) for m, one can bind the asymptotic

query depth necessary for an error-E Hamiltonian simulation [GSHW18],

m ~ejT| + o(1og(e jog(1/E)/r)). (6.30)

This (mostly) additive dependence on E is a defining feature of the QSP implementation of

Hamiltonian simulation.

While useful for characterizing asymptotic performance, eq. (6.29) is not a tight bound

on Eja in the intermediate region considered in this work. For the calculation of phases

#0, ... , #m we therefore construct a tighter numerical bound resulting from the numerical
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computation of eq. (6.21). As derived in appendix B.2, for T < m/2 the numerical bound

can be expressed with the finite sum,

m/4 2 m/4 2 1/2

Enum(T, m) 1 - Jo(r) - 2 E 2k ( +) + ]o(r) - 2 J2k-l(r) } (6.31)
k=1 k=2

where,

Fo(T) T rJo(T) + 2i#Ji(T)Ho(r) - JO(T)Hl(T)} (6.32)

and Hk(T) are the Struve functions [Str82I. By construction it is always the case that

Eja Enum 5 Easy.

As a demonstration of the behavior of the two limits, both the asymptotic and numerical

bounds are plotted for m = 128 in fig. 6-4 alongside numerical estimates of Eja computed by

numerically maximizing |Ifm(9) - e-iT sinl|| directly (dashed line). Although it is difficult

to extract the exact asymptotic form of m from 6 ja, it can be shown that m - 12T1I to first

order in T, indicating a constant factor resource reduction of 2/e enabled by using enum

in the phase calculation process. Further, for m > T/2 eq. (6.31) is monotonic in both T

and m, facilitating the numerical calculation of the necessary query depth m(r, Enum) for

a given simulation time T and precision Enum. Computed query depths for Easy(T, m) =

Enum(T, m) = 10-3 are compared in the righthand plot in fig. 6-4.

3,000
1 0~-- m(r, Ean, = 10-3)

- m(r,enum = 10-3 2,500

O- - - -m(r, eja=10) 2,000

1 o-7 1 -1,500

--easy (r, m = 128) -1,000

10  - nu m(r, m = 128) 500
- ja(T, m = 128)

10- 13
35 40 45 50 55 60 65 200 400 600 800 1,000

T T

Figure 6-4: Comparison of the closed-form asymptotic error bound (easy) and the tighter numerical

bound (enum) computed from the finite sums in eq. (6.31). Left-hand plot shows the magnitude of

each bound as a function of r at query depth m = 128. Right-hand plot shows the minimum query

depth m such that e(r, m) < 10-3. In both cases we also show an estimate of the true error Eja
(dashed lines) computed via numerical maximization of eq. (6.21), which is difficult to distinguish

from Enum (the lines corresponding to Eja and Enum are mostly overlayed)
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6.3 Implementation

Given an ideal device with infinitely precise quantum gates, the theoretical framework pre-

sented in section 6.2 promises arbitrarily precise time-T Hamiltonian simulation with only an

additive contribution from the desired precision E to the required query depth m. Unfortu-

nately, quantum computers are inherently non-ideal machines. To understand the capacity

of real quantum devices for Hamiltonian simulation, we must transform the theoretical pro-

tocol of section 6.2 into explicit quantum circuit elements and characterize them subject to

realistic constraints. To this end we employ a set of custom software tools for generating,

optimizing, and simulating QSP circuits with an imperfect set of gates. Combined, the

toolchain takes as input a QSP experiment uniquely described by the configuration parame-

ters (A, T, m), an initial state 10o), and an error model S, and returns estimates of both the

failure probability p5f and infidelity 6F of the resulting experiment. The analysis toolchain

can be described in four primary stages, summarized here and detailed in sections 6.3.1

to 6.3.4.

1. Phase calculation: (T, m) --+ = {oo, ... , Im}

We compute the phase sequence {qo, ... , Om} generating the degree-m Fourier re-

sponse function fm(9). For Hamiltonian simulation the ideal response function f(0)
e -isminO depends just on T, so O is determined entirely from the configuration param-

eters (T, M)

2. Circuit construction: A, -+ circuit Cfm[A] implementing fm [A] (QASM)

The system Hamiltonian A is used to implement the unitary signal operator UA, which

is then repeated between the PHS-qubit rotations computed in stage 1 in order to

generate the complete QSP circuit Cfm[A] implementing Am[A] (output in QASM)

3. Error modeling: S, Cf[A] -- faulty circuit Cfm[A]

Given the ideal circuit constructed in step 2 and an error channel description, we

generate a set of discrete error operators to be placed throughout the circuit in order

to model the faulty circuit Cfm[A]

4. Simulation: Cf,[A] 7 initial state |o) -+ Pf, 6F

Given the QSP circuit and error placements generated in steps 1 to 3 and an initial

state 10o) of the TGT register. The simulator executes the faulty circuit and returns

both failure probability pf and infidelity 6F of its final state

An essential component of this analysis is our leverage of a set of low-level software

optimizations implemented within each stage of our toolchain. These optimizations can be

broadly separated into two categories. The first (labeled Q below) primarily impacts the

instantiated quantum circuit itself, in order to improve the performance, resource usage,
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and ultimately the simulation capacity of the instantiated experiment. The second group

(labeled Tbelow) only affect the performance to the classical analysis toolchain. Though

these optimizations have no effect on the capacity of the underlying circuit, they serve

to maximize the "meta-capacity" of our analysis procedure, or the range of configuration

parameters that we can reliably simulate and characterize via Monte Carlo analysis. Both

categories of optimizations are essential to our ability to generate models which can be

extrapolated to the best-possible simulation capacity of an n = 50 experiment.

The most significant optimizations we implement in each toolchain step are:

Phase calculation:

Q Numerical error bounds: as described in section 6.2.3, the numerical calculation

of error bounds (eq. (6.31)) reduces both the query depth required for a given

algorithmic precision and the variation between circuits constructed with the same

set of resources

T Phase reuse: because the phases {qo, ... , #m} depend only on the parameters m

and T, we can often reuse the same phases for a number of different experiments,

so that in most cases we bypass all of the complexity of phase calculation

T Memoization: by combining phase calculation protocols from [Haa18], existing high-

performance libraries for multiprecision arithmetic and root-finding, and extensive

use of memoization for high-precision subcalculations, we are able to generate cir-

cuits up to m < 1024

Circuit construction:

Q Subcircuit annihilation: algorithmic symmetries in the QSP circuit allow various

subcircuits to be merged or annihilated between adjacent phased iterates, reducing

the overall gate count of a typical QSP circuit by 18-22%

Q Peephole optimization: by algorithmically commuting, merging, and annihilating

nearby gates we are typically able to further reduce the gate count by about 13%

Error modeling:

T Importance sampling: in the case of stochastic noise, we leverage importance sam-

pling techniques in order to minimize the number of Monte Carlo trials required for

randomizing error placements

T Deterministic post-selection: because in the QSP algorithm any nonzero measure-

ment result flags an algorithmic failure, we vastly reduce the requisite number of

Monte Carlo trials (to just one if error placement is also deterministic) by replacing

every measurement operator with a deterministic 10)(01 projector, and using the
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amplitude of the final state to compute the total failure probability pf in a single

shot

Simulation:

T Vector-tree simulation: we implement the parallel vector-tree data structure intro-

duced in [OD98] to reduce both memory usage (by taking advantage of sparsity of

the simulated state's representation in Hilbert space) and computational complexity

of gate execution

T Stabilizer-basis representation: to further increase sparsity and reduce the compu-

tational overhead of executing Clifford gates we represent states in terms of an

evolving stabilizer basis (cf. [AG04])

Between the subcircuit annihilation, peephole optimization, and query depth reduction

resulting from the numerical error bounds, the circuit optimization steps reduce the overall

gate count of a typical QSP experiment by roughly 47-50%. In addition to improving the

circuit's faulty-gate performance, this reduction in complexity is also beneficial in reducing

the overall simulation runtime.

Combined, the toolchain optimizations enable us to model circuits up to m < 1024

and n < 23 when errors are nonexistent, stochastic, or constrained to certain subsets of

the circuit, and n < 16 under a global coherent error model. Of the toolchain-specific

optimizations, the simulation strategies are most significant: had we just adopted a naive

state-array simulation strategy we would have been fundamentally limited to simulating QSP

circuits with n < 11, while runtime would have been prohibitive for sufficient Monte Carlo

sampling unless n < 8 (see section 6.3.4). Combined with the deterministic post-selection

and (in the case of stochastic errors) importance sampling optimizations, the simulation

tools we employ enable us to collect reliable statistics for circuits in the range n < 16.

6.3.1 Phase calculation

The first task in instantiating a QSP circuit is to calculate the phases q = {# o-., ,m}

from the Fourier response series fm(O). Though in principal classically tractable [LC16,

LC17, Haal8j, in practice this procedure is the bottleneck of QSP circuit implementa-

tion for large m. The difficulty arises from determining the Fourier expansion coefficients

fg-m/ 2, ... 9m/ 2 } satisfying eq. (6.12), which are required by the procedures in [LYC18,

Haa18] before solving for 0. Further, in order to iteratively solve for phases {#o, ... , #m}

with precision E, these coefficients must be solved with precision at least O(E/m). Known

protocols for solving eq. (6.12) are computationally involved and numerically unstable, re-

quiring extensive calculation with even higher precision arithmetic.
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The original efficiency claims of the QSP algorithm [LC16, LC17] assumed finite-time

arbitrary-precision arithmetic for phase calculation. In [CMN+17b], the computational over-

head of phase calculation lead to the introduction of a "segmented" algorithm, in which QSP

circuits are constructed with fixed m < 28 and repeated in order to achieve longer evolution

times. Unfortunately, as error grows linearly with the number of individual segments, this

segmented algorithm ultimately undoes the additive scaling of m with T and E. Subsequent

work with more rigorous stability analysis demonstrates a prescription for solving eq. (6.12)

in time 0(m3 log m/E) [Haal8], limited by the best known procedure for finding the roots

of a 0(m) degree characteristic polynomial with precision 2- m E/M.

Parity observations (noted in [Haal8) allow us immediately to reduce the order of the

characteristic polynomial by half. By employing the well-known mpsolve library [BR14] for

high-performance multiprecision polynomial root finding, we can easily complete the root-

finding stage of the phase calculation procedure with sufficiently high precision for m < 1024.

The remainder of our phase calculation tool is written in python, making use of the mpmath

and gmpy libraries for high-precision arithmetic [J+13]. Any language-induced computational

overhead resulting from python is easily overcome by making extensive rational arithmetic

and memoization for high-precision subcalculations, many of which are quite repetitive for

high-degree polynomial manipulation. Many of these subcalculations also turn out to be

independent of either T or m, enabling further speedup if we save memoized subcalculation

results to disk or preemptively compute phases for batches of configurations (T, M). The

use of a rational number representation serves to maximize the occurrence of many of these

repeated calculations, and also simplifies the handling of differing precision requirements for

batches of configurations. We significantly reduce the computational overhead at this stage

by extensively caching subcalculations (for example products of large binomial coefficients,

which are required extensively for high-precision polynomial manipulation), which are often

independent of r and can therefore be reused throughout the calculation and between batches

of calculations.

With these tools we are typically able to compute phases for query depths up to m < 128

in 0(seconds), m < 256 in ((minutes) and m < 1024 in 0(hours), which is sufficient for

our analysis. Finally, because the phases depend only on the tuple (T, m), we store every

unique solution so that it can be reused for whenever a new circuit is generated with the

same parameters; in practice, for any query depth m we only need to generate phases for

0(10) values of r to sufficiently cover the region 10-12 < E(T, n) < 1.

As described in section 6.2.3, the parameter chosen for E > Eja ultimately determines

the resolution of QSP circuits constructed from the resulting phases. Our software uses

the numerical bound Enum defined in eq. (6.31). Accordingly, the algorithmic resolution

of circuits generated with our software will always be predicted and bound in terms of

E = Enum(T, m). Because it comprises finite sums of depth 0(m), calculating Enum is never
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a computational bottleneck in computing .

6.3.2 Circuit construction

After phase calculation, the toolchain uses the calculated phases 4 and the input system

Hamiltonian A in order to construct an explicit quantum circuit Cfm[A] implementing the

desired QSP experiment Im[A]. This circuit construction occurs in two stages. First, the

signal operator A is used to generate the circuit components necessary to implement the

"qubitized" signal unitary &A. Using the qubitization strategy outlined in section 6.2.2

(fig. 6-3b), the construction of &A in turn requires constructions of the individual reflection

and projection subcircuits WA, WO, and [ta. Because UA is independent of the response

parameters (r, m) used to compute 5, this stage can occur independently from the phase

calculation step.

In the second stage of the circuit construction procedure, the software compiles the

newly-generated subcircuit implementations and the previously-computed phases b into a

complete depth-m circuit implementation of fm [A] expressed in quantum assembly (QASM).

At this stage we also employ a couple of circuit optimizations to reduce its overall resource

usage: first by annihilating subcircuits between adjacent queries of &A and t, and then

more granularly by merging and annihilating gates using peephole optimization software.

Signal unitary construction

Our software tool for generating UN from A descends from the tools used in [CMN+17b,
CMN+17a], written in the Quipper programming language [GLR+13j. It takes as input a

Pauli-decomposed system Hamiltonian,

L-1

A = akAk, (6.33)
k=O

expressed as a series of n-qubit Pauli operations Ak E pn and corresponding real-valued

coefficients ak - Tr[AkA]/2n E R and passed to the software in a standalone text file.

The tool additionally allows the user to specify specific gatesets for circuit decomposition,

for example by enabling or disabling three-qubit TOFFOLI gates or fully decomposing each

rotation gate into a Clifford+! sequence. Though we focus on spin-chain Hamiltonians, the

software itself is agnostic to the form of A provided that it has an efficient (as in L < 2n)

Pauli decomposition.

Using the sum-of-unitaries construction described in appendix B.1, the reflection and
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Gate counts:

Circuit Operation Ancilla Rotation TOFFOLI CNOT

WA Zk<Lik)(k 9Ak d 0 3 - 2 d-1- 4  3.2d-1+wA

2 0)(01- 0" d -2 0 2d-2 0

14a)(0, 10)(a 0 2d _ 1  0 2d -2

&A WAftakOft d 2 d+1 3 - 2d-1 + 2d - 6 7 2 d-1 - 2

(adjacent queries UA, U) d 2d+1 3. 2 d + 2d - 8 5 2d - 2

Table 6.1: Circuit elements and corresponding resource costs required to construct each element
of a QSP circuit for a Hamiltonian expressed as a sum of L Pauli operators, where d = [log 2 L]
is the number of qubits required for the CTL register and WA is the total number of single-qubit
Pauli gates in the decomposition of A. For an n-qubit spin-chain Hamiltonian (eq. (6.1)), L = 4n,
d 2 [+Flog 2 n], and WA = 7n. The final line indicates the total resource costs for a pair of adjacent

UA, (4 queries, after the subcircuit elimination optimizations (section 6.3.2)

projection operators employed to implement a unitary block-encoding of A are,

L-1 L-1

WA ZIk)(kI®Ak, ftA Ia)(0 I= /-k Ik)(0 , (6.34)
k=O k=O

requiring d = [log 2 Li qubits for the CTL register. The explicit constructions used by the

circuit generation software to implement the qubitization subcircuits WA, Wo, and H1 are

described in appendix B.3, with resources costs summarized in table 6.1.

Subcircuit annihilation

While a standalone application of the signal unitary UA = WAH0 WOftt requires imple-

mentations of all four subcircuits, in the context of the QSP circuit the operator can be

simplified. As shown in fig. 6-5, between every pair of adjacent queries of UA and Uk a

pair of projectors E 11= 1 can be annihilated. Further, using the tree implementation of

Wo described in appendix B.3.3, we can annihilate about half of each pair of adjacent Wo
circuits by neglecting to uncompute ancilla bits between their application (each Wo is drawn

as a single d-qubit TOFFOLI gates in fig. 6-5, so this optimization is not pictured). The final

line in table 6.1 indicates the combined resource costs of a pair of adjacent queries, taking

these optimizations into account.

Additionally, the QSP algorithm requires that the CTL register be prepared and measured

in the state 1a). Noting that UA Ia) = WAHfOWOa 1a) = 1Aft 10) (and identically that

(al = (0|UHfW), if we start the QSP sequence by querying UA and conclude with the

conjugated circuit Ojk we can absorb the preparation and uncomputation of 1a) into the first

and final iterates. After subcircuit annihilation, the complete QSP circuit therefore requires

m applications each of the WA and Ha subcircuits but only m - 2 applications of Wo.

Given the summaries in table 6.1, the execution bottleneck of QSP is dependent on the
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particular platform and gate set: the WA circuit spans all n + d + 1 qubits and is dominated

by 3-qubit Toffoli gates, whereas each Ha projector involves only single- and two-qubit

gates but contains 2d - 1 < L arbitrary rotations. Implemented with error-correcting logical

qubits, these rotations will likely need to be further decomposed into O(log n) Hadamard

and T gates fRS14], making Ha the asymptotic bottleneck of the fault-tolerant QSP circuit.

TGT

Figure 6-5: Cancellation between adjacent queries of #A and 1t (compare to the single-iterate

decomposition shown in fig. 6-3b). In addition to the pictured annihilation of projectors fit ft=
10d, the complexity of the pair of conditional Wo = 2 0)(0 - operations (drawn as d-control

TOFFOLI gates) is also reduced by half by preserving garbage bits between their execution

Compilation and peephole optimization

To complete the QSP circuit Cfm [A], we repeat the generated UA subcircuit m times (with

every second application reversed), interleaving the PHS-qubit rotations fol..., Om}. The

combined circuit is then exported from Quipper to a python script, which translates Quip-

per's unique output format to QASM and injects various pragmas and directives necessary

to control the software workflow in the coming simulation stage.

As part of the translation from Quipper to QASM, we also run multiple peephole opti-

mization passes in order to reduce the total number of gates in the circuit. In each pass, the

optimizer (written in python as part of the translation tool) iterates through every gate in

the circuit, and uses a simple set of commutation rules to attempt to shift the gate backward

in time until it either (1) annihilates a previous gate, (2) can be merged into an existing gate

(for example $ 2  -+ Z), or (3) none of the given rules allow it to be commuted any further.

In the third case, the gate is returned to its original time slot. We repeat passes through

the entire circuit until two consecutive runs return the same circuit; for a QSP circuit this

typically amounts to three passes and results in about a 13% reduction in the overall gate

count.

6.3.3 Error modeling

The simulation tool enables us to model a variety of randomized and systematic error chan-

nels. Each channel is specified by its Kraus decomposition. To model a given channel, prior

to simulation we generate a set of discrete error operators, which are placed after faulty
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gates throughout the circuit.

If a channel is stochastic, after every faulty gate we randomly select discrete single-

qubit error operators for each qubit involved in that gate, according to the channel's Kraus

decomposition. For every channel we use pc to describe the total probability of not selecting

the channel's first Kraus operator; that is, if a given channel is described by Kraus operators

{Eo, E1 , ... } the probability of selecting Lo is (1 - p,).

The decomposition of a systematic error channel consists of just a single unitary error

to [0] that is deterministically placed after each applied gate d (and which typically depends

on the underlying gate being afflicted). Because the divergence between systematic errors

and random noise results from the former's potential for coherent accumulation, we focus on

error modes for which [to, 0] = 0, maximizing the likelihood of constructive combination.

In particular, we consider a multiplicative "amplitude error" channel, defined by the gate-

dependent unitary,

Eo [6] exp {e log }. (6.35)

For consistent comparison to the stochastic channels, we can also characterize the strength

of coherent errors in terms of p, = sin 2E.

A summary of some of the error channels supported by the simulator is shown in table 6.2.

Channel Kraus operators Description

Stochastic A mplitude-damping Eo = 10)(0 + V 1 - p l1)(l1, Models spontaneous decay, giving
El = Ofe|0)(1| rise to the device's characteristic T

time

Phase-damping B0 = 1 - pc 1, Decoherence into classical states,
El = Ojn 0)(01, giving rise to the device's character-
E2 = y/%|1)(11 istic T2 time

Bit-flip o = V1 - p, i, Spontaneous bit flip occurring with
E= probability p,

Phase-flip to = 1 - p, i, Spontaneous phase flip occurring
E = V"K 6 with probability p,

Depolarization F = - pJ 1, Spontaneous faults occurring with
Ei = p7/3 -, probability p,

k2 = pe/5y,
k, = p z/3z

Systematic Amplitude to 6] = exp {e log C} Coherent on-axis over-rotation error

Table 6.2: Description and Kraus decomposition of various error models
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Importance sampling

Because we place every error operator prior to simulation, we can easily leverage importance

sampling techniques for stochastic channels. For a given circuit, if R is the total number

of slots into which an error operator can be placed, the probability that exactly N, slots

contain an error other than Eo is determined by the binomial distribution:

p(NE|R) = ( N)PN1 e PE)1-NE (6.36)
NE C

In most cases we consider, p. < 1/R, so that p(N IR) quickly falls off and becomes negligible.

It is often more efficient to do separate Monte Carlo analysis for each N. E (0, 1, 2,... ), so

that we can later combine the resulting failure rates and infidelities according to eq. (6.36)

to estimate their expected values for any sufficiently small error strength p,.

6.3.4 Simulation

Finally, the generated circuit and error placements are used by the simulator in order to

return both a failure probability and final state infidelity. Details of the C++ quantum state

simulation software we employ can be found in chapter 7. The heart of the simulator is the

space-efficient parallel vector-tree structure introduced in [OD98]. The software performs

a full-state simulation, returning complex amplitudes for every occupied basis state. To

improve the efficiency of Clifford operations, we also implement well-known techniques for

stabilizer-basis simulation [AG04] as a front end to the full-state simulator. In this hybrid

strategy Clifford gates are executed in linear-time as updates to a set of stabilizer and desta-

bilizer generators, while non-Clifford gates are mapped to equivalent gates in the destabilizer

basis and executed in the vector-tree.

Runtimes for simulations of m = 64 QSP circuits are compared in fig. 6-6. On our single-

node system4 , both the hybrid and parallel tree software can handle error-free QSP circuits

up to n = 23 (38 total qubits), and full coherent error simulations up to n < 16 (28 qubits).

The advantage of the hybrid simulator is about a factor of two for error-free simulations and

simulations of stochastic error channels (in which case the TGT register of the QSP circuit

undergoes only Clifford operations5 ). For coherent error channels the difference between

the simulators becomes negligible (in this case all gates are effectively non-Clifford). For

comparison we also plot the performance of a naive quantum state simulator, implemented as

a single array of 2 N complex values (where N is the total number of qubits in the simulated

4 Dell Precision Tower 5810 with Intel Xeon E5-1660 v3 at 3.00GHz and 64GB RAM at 2133
MHz

5 This is not strictly true of amplitude-damping and phase-damping noise, but we can nonethe-
less implement their error operators in the stabilizer framework by tracking a global probability
amplitude
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circuit) and otherwise using the same C++ routines as the other tools. This naive model

becomes prohibitively slow on our system at n > 11, demonstrating the importance of these

high-performance tools. Runtime is always directly proportional to m, so these runtimes

are predictive of those at any query depth.

104

10 3  *

102

102 * *- eNaive (state array)

o * Vector-tree

_ 101 - Vector-tree + stabilizer-basis
- Vector-tree w/ amplitude error

100 *

10-1
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

n

Figure 6-6: Simulation runtimes for error-free m = 64 QSP circuits with sizes 5 < n < 23, run

with each simulation enginer. For the vector-tree simulator we also plot runtimes when systematic
amplitude errors are applied (in which case the hybrid vector-tree+stabilizer-basis simulator offers
no advantage. The jumps in runtime after n = 8 and n = 16 correspond to the jump in the size of

the CTL register. At smaller n, the tree and hybrid simulators perform comparably, while the latter

reduces runtime by about a factor of two for n > 9. The simplistic array-style simulator becomes
prohibitively slow after n = 11. Measured on a Dell Precision Tower 5810 with Intel Xeon E5-1660
v3 at 3.00GHz and 64GB RAM at 2133 MHz

Deterministic post-selection and failure rate computation

The QSP algorithm is considered to have failed when any measurement result is nonzero. We

therefore only need to consider the simulator's post-measurement state when the measured

qubit is 10). We can therefore replace measurement operators with deterministic I0)(01

projectors, so that the norm of the simulator's final state [0') can be used to determine

the total probability pf = 1 - II(0'J,') of a post-selection failure occurring anywhere in

the circuit. After this optimization, the simulation becomes completely deterministic for a

given QSP circuit and error placement, bypassing any Monte Carlo sampling that would

otherwise be necessary for randomized quantum measurements. For non-stochastic error

channels, the error placement itself is also deterministic, so we can completely characterize

an experiment with a single simulator trial. In the stochastic case, we still must loop over

randomized error placements, but the total number of trials required to resolve pE is much

smaller. Most significantly, because the simulation result is deterministic whenever the total

number of placed errors is zero, in conjunction with importance sampling this optimization

means that we can characterize the N = 0 case with a single trial. Typically this zero-error
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case accounts for the majority of the trials in a naive Monte Carlo implementation-for

example, 90% of the trials in the case of an n = 11, m = 128 QSP circuit with p, = 10-6

stochastic noise will have zero placed errors.

Final state infidelity

In order to measure the infidelity of the final state, alongside each simulation we also compute

the ideal final state IV)*) A eiTA 1o) from initial state 10o) by explicit matrix exponenti-

ation (done relatively quickly in python using SciPy sparse matrix library). The final state

if') of each simulation trial is then used to to measure the trial overlap q ('lI *) 1. The

overall final state infidelity of a deterministic simulation is then simply 6 F 1 - q2 . For

stochastic error channels, the true final state p is mixed, so infidelity is estimated via Monte

Carlo sampling over randomized error placements:

6F 1- (*Ip*) 1-1 IOk) 112 =1- Pkqk/ Pk, (6.37)
k k

where we sum over individual Monte Carlo trials with final state 10), normp = ( =I 1 12,

and ideal-state overlap qk = K f'kK)*)1.

6.4 Empirical analysis

In this section we present and characterize results generated by our software tools. Details

about the procedures we employ for circuit construction and coherent error optimization

can be found in appendices B.3 and B.4.

6.4.1 Methodology

Motivated by [CMN+17b], we focus on simulating the periodic-boundary Heisenberg spin-

chain Hamiltonian introduced in eq. (6.1). We randomize the system by sampling each

coupling coefficient {ak, bk, ck} uniformly from the interval (0, 2), and each external field

coefficient hk from the uniform interval (-1, 1). Though nothing in our procedure is unique

to this model, it provides a useful basis for our resource and error analyses.

For every error configuration S f I, there turns out to be an optimal configuration

which minimizes either pf or 3F. We define the optimal query depth m* as that minimizing

failure rate6 ,

M*(nT, ) A arg min pf (n, T, m, E), (6.38)

6in principle we could just as well define m* as minimizing infidelity, which in general is near
but not exactly equal to the minimum in failure rate
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with corresponding at-capacity resolution,

T( , E) A p(n, r, m*(T, S), S)= min pf (n, r, m, E), (6.39)

<6*,(n, T, S) 3F (n, -r, m* (,, ) (6.40)

Our first task for each error channel is therefore to use the software toolchain to generate

configuration plots in the form of fig. 6-1(left) in order to develop a model of m*(n, T, S).

From the generated model, we zero in on the simulation capacity boundary, which we can

further characterize with additional simulations in order to generate capacity plots from

which to extrapolate to a hypothetical n = 50 experiment.

6.4.2 Resource requirements

Using just the circuit generation tools, we first characterize the gate and qubit requirements

of explicit QSP circuits for simulating spin-chain Hamiltonians. Table 6.3 summarizes em-

pirical per-query resource counts for QSP circuits with system sizes 3 < n < 50. Gate counts

in table 6.3 are are averages of 64 circuits constructed from randomly generated spin-chain

Hamiltonians; typical variation between circuits is on the order of 0.5% after peephole

optimization.

Figure 6-7 presents a more detailed breakdown of the quantum gates required per &A

query for 5 < n < 50. Total gate counts are shown both before and after peephole opti-

mization (section 6.3.2); on average we find that the peephole optimizer reduces the number

of gates by 13-14%, with almost all of the reduction coming from single qubit Pauli and

Clifford gates. The steps visible in fig. 6-7 after n = 8 and n = 16 are due to the size of the

CTL register, which for the spin-chain Hamiltonian is d = [log 2 4n].

n Qubits (# gates)/m IRYZ TOFFOLI CNOT

3 12 120 16 24 51

5 16 213 32 41 93
7 18 263 32 50 119

9 22 392 64 70 177

11 24 440 64 78 203

13 26 489 64 90 229

15 28 532 64 98 255

50 67 1819 256 318 902

Table 6.3: Average per-query resource estimates for QSP circuits at various system sizes (n), built
using the spin-chain Hamiltonian in eq. (6.1)

From table 6.1 we expect the gate count of each subcircuit to be a linear combination of

n, d = [log 2 n], and 2 d. Using a least-squares regression to fit the total post-optimization
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per-query gate counts in fig. 6-7 to the three parameters, we find,

(# gates)/m ~ 24.On + 2.3d + 2.9 - 2d ~~ 35.6n + 2.3 log 2 n + 4.6,

where second approximation takes d 2 + log 2n.

W

(n

1,000

800

600

400

-A-- before optimization
- after optimization

CNOT

TOFOLI

(6.41)

6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
n

Figure 6-7: Gate count comparison of QSP circuits for simulating 4 < n < 50 spin-chain Hamiltoni-

ans (eq. (6.1)), using the circuit constructions described in appendix B.3. Counts are averaged over

multiple randomized Hamiltonians and shown per query; the expected number of gates required for

the complete QSP implementation is found by multiplying values on the y-axis by m

6.4.3 Ideal gates

In order to verify the our procedure and toolchain and establish a baseline for subsequent

analysis, we begin by observing the performance of error-free QSP circuits in comparison to

the theoretical bounds established in section 6.2.3. On a perfect system, we can continuously

increase query depth so as to decrease pf and 6 F indefinitely, making the simulation capacity

of the ideal circuit infinite. Empirical configuration plots for error-free n = 11 QSP circuits

with fixed T E {16, 32, 64, 128, 256} are shown in fig. 6-8, which demonstrate this unbounded

super-exponential drop in failure rate and infidelity with increasing query depth.

The theoretical limits pf < 4e and 6 F < (2E) 2 are drawn with dashed lines in fig. 6-8,

where (here and throughout the remainder of this section) e = enum(T, m) is the numer-

ical bound established in eq. (6.31) which has been "baked in" to the circuit through the

calculation of 0.These bounds turn out to be fairly tight: empirically, for e < 0.1 we observe,

Pf (T, m, pE 0) ~ (2.93 t 0.23) Enum(T, M),

6F (T, Mn, P, 0) - (0. 83 3 2 074 (T, Mn),

(6.42)

(6.43)
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Figure 6-8: Configuration plots of error-free n = 11 QSP circuits, averaged over 64 randomly gen-
erated Hamiltonians and input states. Dashed lines indicate theoretical upper bounds pf < 4e and
SF (2E) 2 described in section 6.2.3, where e = enum(Or, m) is the numerically computed numerical
bound (eq. (6.31)) which was 'baked in' to the circuit implementation through the calculation of
PHS-qubit rotation phases 0, ... , #m

with both slightly smaller at higher e. The stability of pf(r, m) and 3F(T, m) and the con-
sistency with which they can be predicted from Enum(T, m) is a result of using the numerical
bound for phase calculation, which minimizes the functional dependencies which get baked
in to the response algorithm and thereby narrows the distribution of possible design-induced
error effects.

A second and related benefit of the numerical error bound is a constant-factor improve-
ment in query depth as a function of T and e. As described in section 6.2.3, when the

Enum(T, m) is numerically solved for m(T, Enum) we find m ~ 2T asymptotically, which is
observable in the spacing of traces in fig. 6-8. Had we instead used the asymptotic error
bound (eq. (6.29)) when computing q, we would instead expect m(r, easy) e-r to leading
order, corresponding to a factor of e/2 increase in the query depth and gate count for same
infidelity and failure rate. These improvements will be essential to our ability to reliably
model and optimally configure faulty QSP circuits in order to determine their best-possible
simulation capacity.

6.4.4 Stochastic noise

We now consider the performance of QSP circuits in the presence of various stochastic noise
models. The descriptive analysis in this subsection focuses on just the depolarizing channel;
we subsequently repeat the procedure while substituting other stochastic models to generate
the remainder of the results presented in section 6.5.

As described in section 6.3.3, if a given circuit has R positions in which a random

error can occur, the probability that at least one fault occurs anywhere in the circuit is
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1 - p(OIR) ~ pR for error strengths p, < R. As the number of possible error positions is

directly proportional to the query depth m, we hypothesize a simple linear model for fixed-n

systems undergoing stochastic noise:

Pf (T, m, pE) = Pf (r, m, pE=0) + XnmPEI,
(6.44)

6 F (T, m, pE) = 6 F (T,m, pE=0) + (nmpgE,

where the first term in each expression captures the inherent resolution of the error-free

circuit (eqs. (6.42) and (6.43), respectively), and Xn and (n are unknown n-dependent pa-

rameters quantifying the respective contributions of stochastic noise to failure rate and

infidelity. By design we are guaranteed Xn + (n < R/m: if any single fault causes the circuit

to fail in post selection, we would expect Xn = R/m, whereas if individual faults are never

detectable in post selection but always make 6 F -+ 1 for that trial we would expect Xn = 0

and (n = R/m.

Figure 6-9 shows empirical configuration plots for n = 11, T E {8, 16} QSP circuits

subject to depolarizing noise with strengths p, E {10~8, 107, 10-6}. Each average was

taken over 32 randomly generated circuits, with the equivalent of 100000, 10000, or 1000

(corresponding to the three values of p,) Monte Carlo trials apiece for error placement

randomization.

10I -T-- -- 100 1100
= 16 T 8 =16

100i~=16 10-1 It-'C

C- 11
10-... --

--- 0 T..e 10-2

ho 10-3 .... : - 1 1 -43
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8 16 32 64 128 8 16 32 64 128
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Figure 6-9: Configuration plots for n = 11 QSP circuits subject to depolarizing noise. Circuits
are generated for -r = 8 and r = 16, and simulated with error strengths p, E {10-6,10--7,10-8.
Error bars indicate the deviation between {105,104 ,103} (depending on p.) Monte Carlo trials

(or the equivalent thereof, after importance sampling) of each of 32 different circuits constructed
with randomly generated Hamiltonians and initial states. Dashed lines show the empirical model
developed from ideal (error-free) simulations (eqs. (6.42) and (6.43)). Dotted lines show linear fits
6F = ,mp 6 and pf = Xnmpc computed from results in the fault-dominated region

As suggested in the introduction (e.g. fig. 6-1), each configuration (T,p,) in fig. 6-9 has

a distinct optimal query depth m*(T, p,) minimizing either pf or 6 F. For circuits configured

with too few queries (m < m*), resolution is design-dominated and closely matches that ob-

served in the fault-free case (fig. 6-8). With too many queries (m > m*), the circuit becomes
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dominated by noise, such that every additional query adversely impacts simulation perfor-

mance. In this region both failure rate and infidelity exhibit r-independent linear behavior

consistent with that hypothesized in eq. (6.44). The spacing between traces generated with

different error rates is also consistent with the linear dependence on pE in eq. (6.44).

100 - .- 1100

4.Z
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a.0

101
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10 2 1 r ] I 1--3
2 4 8 16 32 64 2 4 8 16 32 64

- m = 32 - m = 48 - m = 64- m = 80- m = 128

Figure 6-10: Performance of n = 11 QSP algorithm subject to p, = 10-6 depolarizing noise.
Circuits are generated for m E {32, 48, 64, 128} with increasing simulation times. Dotted lines
indicate the estimated simualtion capacity boundary. Error bars indicate the deviation between
104 Monte Carlo trials each of at least 64 different circuits constructed from randomly generated
Hamiltonians and initial states

In fig. 6-10, failure rate and infidelity are plotted against r at constant query depths

m E {32, 48, 64, 80, 128} (shown with p, = 10-6 depolarizing noise). Here, the inflection

points of the constant-m traces begin to map the platform's simulation capacity, indicating

the largest r which can be simulated on the platform with a given resolution. In this case

the r-independence of the noise-dominated region is manifest in the horizontal traces when

r is below capacity.

We can measure the constants Xn and (, from the slope of linear fits to pf/pE and 3F/PE

in the noise-dominated region (as shown with dotted lines in fig. 6-9). Empirical values

of X11 and (11 are presented for each stochastic error channel in table 6.4. From these

values (and exploiting the monotonicity of enm(-r, m)), we can estimate the optimal query

depth m*(r, pE) and the corresponding failure rate p*,(r, pE) and infidelity *(-r, p,) by direct

numerical minimization of eq. (6.44). Both p*,r, p, = 10-6) and 6g(-,p = 10-6) are plotted

against -r with dashed cyan lines in fig. 6-10. For a given platform configuration (n, pE), these

boundaries indicate the platform's simulation capacity, or the minimum achievable average

failure rate as a function of r.

Though our error model (eq. (6.44)) depends linearly on the gate error rate pE, the

optimal configuration performance is slightly sublinear in pE. This is because m*(r, p) is

slightly smaller for larger error rates, as can be observed in location of the minima of fig. 6-9.
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Intuitively, if the stochastic error rate is increased, we can tolerate a comparable increase

in design-induced error before it can contribute anything over the stochastic noise floor. In

turn, this decreased query depth results in decreased error accumulation, and accordingly

a smaller contribution to Pf and 3F. This effect is mostly insignificant, however: because

the design-induced falls super-exponentially with m while noise is accumulated linearly, the

optimal query depth turns generally remains within a narrow range. As can be seen in

the horizontal spread of traces in fig. 6-8, for a given T only a handful of possible query

depths exist in the vicinity of possible noise contributions-for example, at T = 400 the

entire range of query depths satisfying 10-7 < Enum(T, m) < 10-2 falls within the interval

832 < m < 884, corresponding to a 3% fluctuation in the noise contribution to Pf in our

model. A rough power-law fit finds P~ p?.96 with the parameters used in fig. 6-9.

System size

Finally, in order to predict the performance of an n = 50 platform we need to understand

how circuit performance scales with system size. While the resolution of the error-free circuit

depends only on the response function parameters m and T and is therefore independent of

n, in the stochastic case the expected number of faults will grow with n as the number of

faulty gates in the circuit increases. We confirm that the noise contribution to Pf and 3F

is proportional to the number of gates by simulating circuits of sizes 5 < n < 17 configured

with T = 8 and m = 64 (i.e. well into the noise-dominated region). As shown in fig. 6-11,

both Pf/(# gates) and 3F/(# gates) (where (# gates) is the total number of gates counted

in the simulated circuit) are found to be roughly constant in n in this domain.
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11 1i- 5  lo-6
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4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
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Figure 6-11: Size-dependence of failure rate and infidelity of QSP circuits subject to p. E

{10-6, 10-7, 10-8} depolarizing noise configured well into the noise-dominated region (m = 64,
r = 8). Results are scaled by the per-iterate gate count of the simulated circuit. The purpose of
this plot is to confirm that the parameters X, and (, in eq. (6.44) quantifying the stochastic noise
contribution to infidelity and failure rate is proportional to the total number of gates in the circuit
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So far we have absorbed this scaling into the n-dependence of the constants Xn and (n.

In principle, we can now use the empirical gate count model in eq. (6.41) to estimate xn, (n
for any n from the measured values of X11 and (11. However, we have already explicitly

measured average gate counts for both n = 11 and n = 50 circuits in section 6.4.2. To

model the hypothetical n = 50 experiment, we read their respective values directly from

table 6.3 to find X50 ~ (181 9 / 4 4 0)x11 and (5O = (181 9 / 4 4 0)(11.

6.4.5 Systematic error

We now repeat the analysis of section 6.4.4, but using the systematic amplitude error model.

As described in section 6.3.3, coherent amplitude errors are modeled with gate-dependent er-

ror operators E[G] = exp{E log O}, characterized by the multiplicative strength E = asin fle.
Throughout this section we use the optimized circuit elements described in appendix B.4,

which significantly reduce the failure rate and infidelity of QSP circuits subject to coherent

errors.

In the coherent error case we find that pf depends strongly on r in both the design-

dominated and fault-dominated regions. Figure 6-12 shows the T-dependence of n = 11

QSP circuits with fixed query depths m = 320 and m = 512 and subject to systematic

C = 10- 3 (i.e. P = 2 = 10-6) amplitude error. Unlike the near right angle at the transition

between noise-dominance and design-dominance under the depolarizing channel (fig. 6-10),

in the coherent case there is a sharp inflection point such that for a given query depth there

is a narrow band of simulation times outside of which failure rate increases rapidly. We

also observe a modest dependence of the final state infidelity on r in the fault-dominated

region, albeit significantly less pronounced than for failure probability. This r-dependent

error response is perhaps somewhat surprising: as discussed in section 6.2, the only way in

which r impacts the overall QSP circuit implementation is in the set of phases 0, which in

fig. B-5 we find do not contribute significantly to the overall faulty circuit resolution.

The best-possible simulation performance occurs when circuits are configured at the

narrow minima of the inflection points. Without a rigorous prior as to the location of these

minima, we instead construct a bootstrapped simulation capacity model with an iterative

estimation procedure: for randomly selected query depths 32 < m < 1024, we simulate

circuits constructed with various values of T in order to manually minimize pf (r, m), and then

use the coordinates (T, m) of the resulting minima in order to better predict the minimizing

T for subsequent query depths. As a rough guiding heuristic we find that the optimal

configurations consistently occur in the narrow band satisfying p, < num(T, M) < 1 00P.

Capacity plots constructed from the observed minima are shown for error strengths E2 E

{10-6, 10-7, 10-8} in fig. 6-13.

As observed in appendix B.4, when coherent amplitude errors are restricted to the a

subcircuit the expected at-capacity failure rate is (on average) constant in r, whereas (after
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Figure 6-12: Performance of n = 11 QSP circuits subject to systematic E2 = 10-6 amplitude errors
with query depths m = 320 and m = 512, in order to demonstrate the T-dependence of the error-
dominated region and the sharp inflection points when (r, m) is an optimal configuration. Error
bars indicate the deviation among 8-24 randomly generated Hamiltonians and input states
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Figure 6-13: 'Bootstrapped' simulation capacity plots for n = 11 QSP circuits subject to systematic
amplitude errors with strengths p, e {10-6, 10-7, 10-8}. Inflection points were found by sampling
various values of r for a given m near enum(T, m) ~ 10pE. Error bars indicate the deviation among
24-32 randomly generated Hamiltonians and input states. Dashed lines indicate estimates generated
by fitting the error contributions of subcircuits individually

optimizing for coherent errors) the contributions from the WA and WO subcircuits and PHS-

qubit rotation gates have similar (positive) r-dependence. We therefore use the coordinates

(T, m*) of each minima determined by the bootstrapping procedure (i.e. the points in fig. 6-

13) to construct two new partial capacity plots, with errors restricted to (1) just the gates

of the ft, subcircuit, and (2) with errors placed everywhere expect in the Ha circuit. The

empirical subcircuit-restricted capacity plots are shown for e2 = 10-6 in fig. 6-14. The mean
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contribution from the Ea subcircuits (dotted blue line in fig. 6-14) is measured to be,

Pf .~ (2470. + 5.) .10-6. (6.45)

10-2 10-2

010-3
10-3

- -10-4

8 16 32 64 128 256 512 16 32 64 128 256 512
T T

I everything but H, I1 Ha only

Figure 6-14: Simulation capacity plots of an n = 11 QSP experiment subject to E2 = 10-6 sys-
tematic amplitude errors, with errors restricted to either just the Il, subcircuit, or to every circuit
element except the Ha subcircuit. Model fits for each contribution (eqs. (6.45) to (6.47)) are also
shown, where for the non-II, contribution we include both the power-law model (eq. (6.46), solid
line) and more conservative linear model (eq. (6.47), dashed line)

We are again without a rigorous prior as to the form of the non-Ha contribution to

failure rate. Empirically, after the symmetrization optimization described in appendix B.4

it appears to contain contributions from both a constant term and a T-dependent term, with

the latter appearing somewhat sublinear throughout the observable range 16 < m < 1024.

We therefore consider both a generic power-law model pf - a +/3-r 7 and a more conservative

linear model -' ~ a'+ 0'-r. Using a least-square regression to fit the model parameters, we

find,

PHS, 19.4- 0 .8 2 + 330.0, (6.46)Pf /PE IPHS,fVAC o

using the power-law model, and,

P'S/p AW . ~ 6.3T + 449.4, (6.47)P/PEI PIH S,WAWVO

with the conservative linear model. Both fits are plotted for f2 = 10-6 in fig. 6-14, in which

visually the power-law (dark blue, dashed) is a much better fit to the data than the linear

model (light blue, solid).
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System size

In order to extrapolate to larger systems, we also need to model the coherent-error simulation

capacity as a function of n. Again we observe differing dependencies among the different

subcircuits. Because error effects depend on T at every configuration, to characterize the at-

capacity n-dependence of p* and 6* of each subcircuit, we must generate circuits exactly at

the simulation capacity boundary (unlike the stochastic case, in which case it was sufficient

to simulate circuits will into the noise-dominated region). In practice, we find that m* (n, T, C)

varies very little with n, making this boundary relatively simple to discover for each size.

Unfortunately, whenever the WA subcircuit is subject to coherent errors, the simulator

ends up needing to allocate memory for every qubit in the system (including all d ancilla

bits in the WA implementation). Our system is therefore memory-limited to n < 16 (29

total qubits, compared to 32 qubits for the n = 17 circuit). This restriction disappears

when errors are instead restricted to the ft, or Wo subcircuits. The ft circuit involves no

ancilla qubits, enabling simulations up to n < 23 (31 non-ancilla qubits) before filling 64GB

RAM. The Wo circuit involves two fewer ancilla qubits than WA, allowing for simulations

up to n < 18.

Empirical capacity plots of r = 20 circuits with amplitude errors restricted to each

subcircuit are shown in fig. 6-15. In the range 5 < n < 15 in which we can compare all

subcircuits, we observe that the size-dependence of the overall circuits is overwhelmingly

dominated by the faulty ft projectors. The distinct steps in failure probability at n = 9

and n = 17 indicate that the contribution of the 11, circuit is proportional to 4 - n2 , where

d is the size of the CTL register. This is reasonable given the circuit implementation f, in

which 2 d 1 gates always target the most significant bit of the CTL register. It is likely that

the circuit implementation of ft, could optimized so as to improve this result significantly.

However, because the contribution of the H0 term is constant in r, this quadratic growth

will turn out not to drive the overall resolution of meaningful Hamiltonian simulations.

In the size range in which we can simulate the faulty WA subcircuit, we find that the

size dependence of its contribution to pf scales roughly with the total number of gates in

the circuit, as was the case for random noise. Importantly, we do not find any indication

of the coherent accumulation of systematic errors (which would lead to a quadratic increase

failure rate with n), nor do we observe a step when the size of the CTL register increases at

n = 9.

Combining the size dependencies with eqs. (6.45) and (6.46) (and using that (# gates/m) =

440 and d = 6 for n = 11), we finally arrive at a complete simulation capacity model,

Pf (r, n, p, = 10-6) ~ 0.603 - 4 d . 10-6 + (# gates/m) - (0.0441T0. 82 + 0.750), (6.48)

a contribution non-E contribution
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Figure 6-15: Simulation capacity plots showing the size-dependence of r = 20 QSP circuits, with
E2 = 10-6 systematic amplitude errors either acting throughout the circuit, or restricted to just the

Ia, WA, or Wo subcircuits or PHS-qubit rotations. The largest system size n that we can simulate
in each case depends on the memory required for that faulty subcircuit

or, using the linear r-dependence model (eq. (6.47)) for the non-Ha contribution,

pf (r, n, pE = 10-6) . 0.603 - 4 d- 10-6 + (# gates/m) - (0.0143r + 1.021) . (6.49)

na contribution non-El contribution

The final state infidelity contributed by any of the subcircuits does not appear to grow

significantly with n, with the exception of the jumps observed at n = 9 and n = 17 when

errors are restricted to the ft circuit. The increased failure rate resulting from these jumps is

subsequently reversed as we continue to increase n. Because the contributions of the different

circuit components also grow similarly with r (fig. 6-14 (albeit by different magnitudes), we

fit the generic power-law model to the unrestricted simulation capacity plot (fig. 6-13),

finding,

5F/PE 11.3 + 3.70 1 17 - (6.50)

6.5 Results and conclusions

For each stochastic noise channel, we repeat the analysis of section 6.4.4 in order to empiri-

cally determine the constants X11 and (11 in our hypothesized linear error model (eq. (6.44)),

from which we extrapolate to the hypothetical n = 50 experiment using relative numbers

of gates as in section 6.4.4. Measured values of X11 and (11 and corresponding estimates of

X50 and (5O are shown in table 6.4. A notable distinction between the stochastic models can

be seen in the relationship between X,, and (,. For example, for the bit-flip channel has a

smaller (, and greater X, when compared to the phase-flip channel, indicating that for the
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same experiment the bit-flip channel will be more likely to fail in post-selection, but if it

succeeds the output state will on average be closer to the ideal simulation result.

Channel X11 11 X5o (50

Depolarization 594. 4 51. 6 2456. 12 210 25
Bit-flip 786.7 38.8 3249. 160.4

Phase-flip 425.0 48.2 1757. 199.3
Phase-damping 255.5 27.2 1056. 112.4

Table 6.4: Measured values of constants Xn and (n (as defined in eq. (6.44)) for various stochastic
noise channels at n = 11, with corresponding predictions for an n = 50 system

By numerically minimizing eq. (6.44) using the values in this table, we can finally gen-

erate our empirical estimates of the optimal query depth m*(n, T, p,) and corresponding

at-capacity circuit performance p* (n,r, p,) and 6*(n, T, p,) for an n = 50 system subject

to each stochastic error channel. In fig. 6-16, we compare the resulting n = 50 capacity

plots (dashed lines) to the empirical capacities on the n = 11 system (solid lines). The

results shown are rescaled by the system's gate error rate p,, so that multiplying the y-axis

by p, returns the expected at-capacity failure rate and infidelity of a system with that gate

error rate. For comparison, we also plot the simulation capacity of the n = 11 and n = 50

experiments (eq. (6.48)) subject to systematic amplitude errors.

108 107

10 7  106

106 .. - -105
1060

10:104

0102
4 16 64 256 1024502 4 16 64 256 1024502

T T

- Depolarizing - Bit-flip - Phase-flip Phase damping - Amplitude (coherent)

Figure 6-16: Simulation capacity models for n 11 (solid lines) and n = 50 (dashed lines) QSP
circuits subject to each error model (see section 6.3.3). The results shown for n = 11 are derived
directly from empirical simulation results, while the n = 50 results are estimated by extrapolat-
ing from empirical models of the size dependence of the simulation capacity of circuits subject to
stochastic and coherent errors

Meaningful Hamiltonian simulation (i.e. that which is sufficiently large in all parameters

to be classically intractable) requires t ~ ||All ~ n, and therefore implies that r n2. In

fig. 6-17, we use our models to estimate the expected failure rate of r = n2 simulation
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experiments under each error channel as a function of n. For the stochastic channels, we

know that (to first order) Xn oc (# gates) oc n and m* oc r oc n2 , so that the overall

failure rate of a meaningful simulation is asymptotically cubic in n. In the coherent case,

we have two terms to consider. The failure rate contribution of the ft circuit grows with

4 d ~ n2 while being independent of r so that its overall contribution to a meaningful

Hamiltonian simulation is just quadratic in n. Using the more aggressive power-law fit

for the contributions of the remaining subcircuits (eq. (6.46)), the overall n-dependence

of a meaningful simulation is reduced to pf cc (# gates)r.82  c n 6 4 . With the more

conservative linear model (eq. (6.47)), the dependence is again cubic in n. However, because

the asymptotic probability of failure is driven by that of the WA subcircuit, after the coherent

error optimizations described in appendix B.4 the failure rate is more than two orders of

magnitude less than that under a stochastic channel with comparable error strength pE =E

107
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105-... - Bit-flip

- Depolarizing
- Phase-flip

10 -- Phase damping
- Amplitude (coherent)

103
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n

Figure 6-17: Expected at-capacity failure probability p*(r, 8) (normalized by error strength) of

'meaningful' Hamiltonian simulation experiment (i.e. with r = n2 ). Multiplying the y-axis by the

error rate p, of a given device (where E2 = p, in the case of coherent error) gives the expected failure
rate of a meaningful experiment as a function of system size n

Finally, we can return to our motivating questions. For a hypothetical n = 50 experiment

with r = 502, we can read p*/p, and 6 /pE for each error channel directly from fig. 6-16. In

the stochastic case, the error rate necessary for an expected failure probability Pf ~ 10% is

between pE ~ 2. 10-8 (phase damping channel) and pE ~ 5 - 10~9 (bit flip channel). For the

coherent amplitude error channel, the same failure rate would require p, = E2 ~ 1 . 10-6,

or gate amplitudes accurate to e ~ 0.1%. In both cases, we would expect the final state

infidelity of the resulting experiment to be 3 F -. 0.1.

Conversely, if we are given a devices with known gate error rate p,, we can read the

maximum system size n which we could meaningfully simulate with a target resolution from

fig. 6-17. For p, = 10-5 stochastic noise, the largest possible meaningful simulation with
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Pf < 10% is n a 5 for phase-damping noise, n a 4 with depolarizing noise, and just n 3

under the bit-flip channel. With systematic amplitude error of the same strength, we expect

to be able to be able to simulate systems up to n = 16 with the same failure rate. If we

managed to reduce the stochastic error rate to p. = 10-6, we would expand the range of

possible experiments to n = 9 in the depolarizing case and n 13 in the phase-damping

case.
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Chapter 7

Classical simulation techniques

7.1 Introduction

The continued advancement of experimentally realizable quantum computers depends on

high-performance tools and methodologies for predicting and analyzing their behavior. As

the expected capability of real quantum computers grows toward the threshold of quantum

supremacy, the exponentially-increasing memory required to represent quantum states makes

the task of classical simulation increasingly intractable, necessitating the development of

highly optimized simulation tools specialized to particular applications or use cases.

This challenge is compounded when tasked with modeling faulty quantum systems.

Stochastic noise resulting from the inevitable interactions between real physical qubits and

their environment further expands the state space accessible to the quantum evolution, re-

quiring either additional memory (either to represent the larger space occupied by both the

system and its environment or to maintain a probabilistic ensemble of coherent quantum

states, for example via an n2 -valued density matrix representation), or additional time to

allow for Monte-Carlo sampling. While systematic unitary errors do not require the same

probabilistic state description, they often preclude important optimizations specialized to

certain discrete gates or subcircuits by instead requiring more generalizable gate implemen-

tations to support the continuous space of coherent error operators.

7.1.1 Outline of this chapter

We organize this chapter in three sections. In section 7.2, we outline some well-known

simulator optimizations specialized to specific simulation tasks. Section 7.3 provides im-

plementation details for the parallel 'vector-tree' simulation tool introduced in [OD98], at

the heart of the simulation techniques introduced here. Finally, in section 7.4 we demon-

strate how the vector-tree structure can be used in conjunction with techniques for extended

stabilizer-basis simulation (e.g. [AG04]), so as to extend the memory efficiency and paral-
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lelism of the vector-tree structure to a broader class of circuits and minimize the complexity

of any applied Clifford gates.

7.2 Specialized simulator implementations

The prototypical quantum simulator represents an n-qubit quantum state 1p) = Ek Oa Ik) as

a 2n-complex-valued state-array, where each value {Ok I k = 0, ... , 2" - 1} corresponds to the

complex amplitude of the superimposed computational basis state 1k). This technique may

be sufficient for circuits with few qubits, and generally admits high-performance numerical

calculations for gate implementation due to the dense static packing of values. However, the

exponentially-increasing size of the static array simulator makes its memory requirements

and gate execution complexity prohibitive for larger n (and impossible on today's best

supercomputers for n ~ 50).

Though arbitrary quantum algorithms are thought to be difficult to simulate classically,

many subsets of quantum circuits are special cases which enable more efficient classical pro-

cedures. High-performance quantum simulators are typically derived from these methods,

extending them to the general case while preserving their efficiency for the subcomponents

of the circuit for which a particular optimization applies. Though these optimizations ul-

timately break down for arbitrary quantum circuits, such circuits often contain gates or

subcircuits or underlying structure which can be exploited to improve the speed or capacity

of the classical simulator.

7.2.1 Very small systems (n - 1)

For very small quantum systems, the memory required for state representation is constrained.

This limited space enables the efficient implementation of arbitrary quantum operations,

making it feasible to simulate the quantum evolution resulting from complex Hamiltonian

interactions. This generality also makes it natural to model faulty evolution, which can be

captured within the Hamiltonian evolution and by either extending the simulated Hilbert

space to either contain information about the environment or using a probabilistic using

density matrix state representation. For example, the trapped-ion simulation tool described

in [Wan12] uses direct numerical integration of applied (and possibly faulty) pulse sequences

and a state space extended to the motional modes of a linear ion chain in order to model

realistic experiments conducted on a faulty trapped-ion quantum computer with n < 10

qubits.

Similarly, if a larger quantum system can be separated into non-interacting subsystems,

each of these can be simulated separately such that the total complexity increases linearly

with the number of independent systems, rather than exponentially with the overall number

of qubits. High-performance tensor-network simulators [PGN+17] have extended this op-
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timization to encompass circuits containing subsystems which are only sparsely connected,

such that the overall complexity of the combined system is exponential in the number of

entangling gates shared between the two subsystems.

7.2.2 Clifford circuits

By the Gottesman-Knill theorem, quantum circuits comprising exclusively Clifford opera-

tions can be efficiently simulated classically by tracking updates to a set of n orthogonal

Pauli stabilizer generators S {S1, ... , |k E PO' } which together define a unique sta-

bilizer state |0,) for which 1|0,) = t |0,) VS c S [Got98]. Because Clifford gates (by

definition) map Pauli operators to Pauli operators, and any n-qubit Pauli operator can be

written as a string of 2n + 1 bits, Clifford gate circuits can be implemented in polynomial

time with just bitwise operations acting on the 2n2 + n bits necessary to represent IVS).

Many techniques have extended this model to arbitrary quantum circuits, with runtimes

growing exponentially only in the number of non-Clifford gates [AG04, GM15, BG16I. Typi-

cally, these systems tend to be special purpose for circuits with low non-Clifford gate counts,

performing poorly when the number of non-Clifford gates exceeds - n.

7.2.3 Classical logic circuits

Quantum circuits containing only classical logic operators (for example X, CNOT, TOFFOLI,

and FREDKIN gates) are by definition classically simulable. Circuits which contain mostly

classical logic can be efficiently simulated using an associative-array style simulator, in which

quantum states are represented as pairs 10) = Ek ak 1k) i-+ {k, ak} in which each k is a n-bit

binary value with complex amplitude ak. A mostly-classical circuit tends to be "sparse" in

the sense that only a handful of basis states have nonzero amplitude. The advantage of the

associative-container-based architecture is that it requires only as many entries as there are

occupied basis states, reducing both memory usage and gate complexity for simulations of

sparsely occupied states. It is also dynamic, in that if the number of occupied amplitudes

shrinks at points in the circuit the memory usage and gate complexity will contract as well.

Classical gates can be implemented in the associative-array simulator with simple bitwise

operations on the state indices k. Diagonal gates are similarly easy to implement, requiring

just the set of multiplications acting on the correct subset of values ak. Non-classical, non-

diagonal operations are more difficult in that they affect pairs of basis states, potentially

spawning or destroying new index-value pairs in the associative container. By contrast, the

application of measurements and projection operators will in general improve the perfor-

mance of subsequent gates because they require the destruction of subsets of entries (for

example, a zero measurement or 10)(01 projector acting on the state's jth qubit will destroy

any pair (k, ak) for which kj, or the jth bit of the computational basis index k, is 1).
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A significant disadvantage of this architecture is that the per-element complexity of

quantum operations is very high, requiring the sequential dereferencing of each occupied

amplitude ack being acted upon rather than allowing the fast iteration through densely

populated static array data. This overhead makes the associative-array simulator impractical

for arbitrary quantum circuits.

7.2.4 Reduced output

In some cases, further optimization can be further simplified by constraining the information

which can be retrieved at the end of the simulation. In particular, if we only want to sample

from the final state rather than retrieve the all 2" values of the n-qubit quantum state

vector [BG16]. Because we are looking to compute full state fidelities under coherent error

models we do not consider these techniques here.

7.3 Vector-tree simulator

In order to overcome the poor gate execution performance of the associative-array simulator,

the heart of our classical simulation strategy is the vector-tree simulator described in [OD981.
The vector-tree architecture subdivides the overall Hilbert space between static-style 'ampli-

tude' qubits and associative-style 'link' qubits. Quantum state vectors are distributed into

a tree structure such that the amplitude qubits are represented in a set of smaller m-qubit

state arrays at the leaves and the remaining qubits held in single-binary-index interior link

nodes. The overall quantum state (that is, all 2' complex amplitudes of the state vector)
can be determined by superimposing every branch of the tree, where each branch defines

a unique (n - m)-qubit computational basis state Ik)n-m and the corresponding leaf can

represent the corresponding m-qubit state I'Vk)m of the amplitude qubits (so that the entire

n-qubit state is Ek<2n-m 1k) Wk)). We also allow link nodes to carry their own complex

amplitude, which multiplies every branch extending from that node (if we allow the states

1e) to go unnormalized, these coefficients are not strictly necessary, however they will turn

out be useful computationally in the execution of diagonal gates).

This structure combines a number of advantages of both the simplistic state array and

the associative container:

" As with the associative array, because branches can be created and destroyed adap-

tively the overall system size (i.e. the memory required to represent the state and

the number of primitive operations to required to execute a quantum gate) can better

conform to the size of the occupied Hilbert space, rather than the total Hilbert space

of an arbitrary n-qubit system

" Also like the associative array, diagonal gates and logical gates acting exclusively on
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qubits represented by internal links can be executed by simply updating the phase or

binary index values of the nodes at the link levels, rather than requiring calculations

across an entire n-qubit state array

* Calculations which due occur in amplitude nodes can be efficiently executed over the

packed array data, while the distribution of calculations across many smaller amplitude

nodes means they can be evaluated in a parallel, distributed across different hardware,

or executed in a more cache-friendly way

7.3.1 Gate application

The procedures for implementing different quantum gates in the vector-tree simulator de-

pends both on the gate structure and the qubits to which it is applied. Any gate which

involves only amplitude qubits will be distributed by the tree to every amplitude node,

where it is executed exactly as it would be in an m-qubit static-array simulator. If such

a gate is controlled by a qubit or qubits in the link levels, this distribution is limited to

only the branches for which this bit is high (as for the associative simulator, this implies

that each added control simplifies the computational complexity of the gate, even though

many-control operations are generally more challenging to implement on a real quantum

computer).

Classical logic gates affecting only link qubits can be implemented with simple bitwise

operations, just as in the associative-array simulator. Further, because at least m qubits

are relegated to nodes further down the tree, the operations can affect at most 2 n-m unique

values, reducing their complexity by a factor of at least 2 m when compared to the purely

associative architecture. Similarly, diagonal gates acing on link qubits can be implemented

by modifying a local amplitude of the corresponding nodes, again requiring no calculations

at the amplitude level.

The two more challenging cases are (1) non-diagonal, non-classical gates targeting any of

the link qubits, and (2) classical logic gates targeting link qubits and controlled by amplitude

qubits. In both cases, gate execution involves two different branches of the tree, which can

be either created or destroyed by the gate. The gate is distributed along every pair of

branches corresponding to the 10) and 11) states of the target qubit, and eventually executed

across every corresponding pair of amplitude nodes terminating the two branches. The

overall memory required by the vector tree is therefore bound by 2 m+L, where L is the total

number of link qubits involved in any such gate (and again m is the number of qubits at

the amplitude level).

As in the purely associative case, measurements and projection operators targeting the

link qubits can destroy branches of the tree, and as such it is generally beneficial to configure

the simulator such that these operations tend to occur on link qubits.
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7.3.2 Parallelization

A significant advantage of the vector-tree architecture is in facilitating high-performance

gate application within the amplitude nodes. In particular (as was the initial motivation for

the architecture [OD981), the structure allows for the extensive use of parallelization. We

exploit parallelization in two ways. First, we use data-level parallelism within each node

by writing gate execution routines which employ the processor's 256-bit AVX256 SIMD

registers and instruction set. These instructions parallelize both arithmetical operations and

memory retrieval and storage across four double-precision values (or two pairs of complex

amplitudes) in a single call, typically reducing the overall runtime by at least a factor of two

(without these explicit routines, the C++ compiler will automatically optimize some complex

operations using 128-bit SIMD instructions).

Second, the gate execution calculations across independent amplitude nodes can be par-

allelized. If no non-classical, non-diagonal gates or amplitude-qubit-controlled logical gates

are applied targeting a link node, the calculations performed in every amplitude node will be

completely independent. Rather than performing these calculations immediately, we there-

fore queue the operations for each amplitude node such that they can later be implemented

in parallel across multiple threads or processors. However, whenever one such gate is applied

to a link node, it ties together pairs of amplitude nodes so that every prior operation on ei-

ther node must be completed before to the two-node calculation. To ensure that this occurs,
whenever an operation involves more than one nodes we tie the implicated nodes together

so that they will be processed by the same parallel thread. In addition to specifying the

total number of threads, we therefore configure the simulator with a 'block size' parameter

indicating the maximum number of such nodes which can be tied together, after which the

simulator will automatically flush all queued operations and untie every node.

Configuring the block size introduces tradeoffs in terms of cache performance and par-

allelization. By increasing the block size, we increase the number of operations that are

executed in a single flush (which can be beneficial in terms of cache coherency), but also

increase the amount of amplitude data which is handled within a single thread (potentially

degrading cache performance by outgrowing lower-level caches). If the block size is increased

too much for a given circuit, we ultimately limit the overall number of parallel threads be-

cause there will be an insufficient number of node bundles to parallelize. The cache effects

appear to persist even with no parallelization, such that for most circuits we find a signifi-

cant performance benefit from queueing operations even when the total number of parallel

threads is set to one (so that each operation queue is implemented sequentially).
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7.4 Hybrid simulator

The performance of the vector-tree simulator still suffers from a strong dependence on the

choice of computational basis. As a simple example, an n-qubit set of Hadamard gates would

instantly fills out the entire state space, requiring every amplitude node to be instantiated

even though we know the Clifford-only circuit is classically simulable. For this work, we have

implemented extended stabilizer-basis simulation techniques such that they take advantage

of the efficient structure of the vector-tree simulator for non-Clifford gates while preserving

both the polynomial-time execution of Clifford gates and optimized memory usage of the

stabilizer simulator. The resulting tool turns out to improve upon the performance of the

standalone vector-tree simulator even when the number of non-Clifford gates is well above

n, provided that Clifford gates make up an appreciable fraction of the overall circuit (it

generally does not appear advantageous, for example, for global coherent amplitude errors,

in which case the circuit contains zero Clifford operations). Like the standalone vector-tree

construction, the simulation returns all 2' complex amplitudes defining an n-qubit state

vector.

We adapt the stabilizer/destabilizer construction introduced in [AG04], in which a set

of n orthogonal "destabilizers" D {D1, ..., Dn; ik E pn} are updated alongside the n

stabilizer generators in S. By design, the n stabilizer generators and n destabilizer generators

form a complete basis of C2'x2'. We can therefore use the destabilizers to define a new

computational basis: given the stabilizer state J4s), we define the destabilizer basis state,

k

so that any quantum state can be written as a linear combination of destabilizer basis states

10d). Using this basis for our simulation, we can continue to use the vector-tree structure

to maintain the amplitudes of the destabilizer basis states in order to represent an arbitrary

n-qubit quantum state.

Stabilizer simulation then proceeds as in [AG04]: we define a binary tableau representing

the stabilizer and destabilizer generators, which is updated in polynomial time via bitwise

operations with each Clifford gate application. The set of stabilizers and destabilizers then

defines both the state Jos) and the basis for the vector tree, so that any non-Clifford gate

can be mapped to a corresponding gate in the destabilizer basis, which is then applied by

the vector-tree simulator.

Overall, the stabilizer front-end of our simulator serves to absorb any Clifford operations

in the circuit (crucially, including discrete Pauli errors), while redirecting every non-Clifford

operation to the equivalent gate in the vector-tree, and therefore extending the advantages of

that construction to a more general class of circuits - for example eliminating unnecessary

branch creation and annihilation by absorbing Hadamard gates.
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7.4.1 Gate application

The mapping of non-Clifford gates to vector-tree operations proceeds by checking which of

the stabilizer and destabilizer generators the gate does not commute with. If a single-qubit

gate G commutes with all but the jth destabilizer Dj, its form is unchanged and it is applied

to the jth qubit in the vector-tree simulator. If it instead commutes with all but a single

stabilizer $ , the gate HOH is applied to qubit j of the vector tree.

If there are multiple stabilizers or destabilizers with which it doesn't commute, we apply

the gate to "parity bits" in the downstream simulator: rather than checking the value of

a particular bit in the computational basis index 1k), we define the 10) and 1) states of

a "parity bit" in terms of the parity of k A b, where b = b 1 b 2 ... b" is a bitmask such that

b3 = 0 iff C commutes with the jth (de)stabilizer. Parity bits are naturally implemented

within the vector-tree simulator with a similar procedure to that used for typical qubit

operations, introducing no substantial overhead over the typical application of the same

gate. Crucially, because parity has just two possible outcomes, single-qubit 'parity gate'

applications tie together at most two independent nodes, so that the parallelization scheme

outlined above is also unchanged by the adoption of the stabilizer basis. We have therefore

used the vector-tree structure to construct a simple parallelization technique for generalized

stabilizer circuits.

7.4.2 Empirical analysis

The QSP circuit described in chapter 6 represents a quintessential example of a classically

difficult-to-simulate circuit that nonetheless contains elements for which different simula-

tor optimizations are applicable. As detailed in appendix B.3, the complete Hamiltonian

simulation circuit as implemented requires n + 2 [log 2 n] + 5 qubits and 09(n) non-Clifford,

non-classical rotation gates, quickly overwhelming the capacity of a naive static-array simu-

lator (and reaching the 50-qubit threshold at n = 33). However, [log 2 n] +2 of these qubits

are ancilla required for the implementations of the WA and Wo subcircuits and undergo

only classical logic gates, while the n qubits comprising the TGT register are only involved

in Clifford operations.

Optimized simulation runtimes for m = 64 QSP circuits with n < 23 using the static-

array, vector-tree, and hybrid simulators were plotted against n in fig. 6-6, and are re-

produced but plotted against the total number of qubits in the circuit in fig. 7-1. The

static-array simulator becomes prohibitively slow after about 24 qubits (n = 11). For QSP

circuits with no errors or only Clifford errors, we generally find that (classical) simulation

times can be reduced by an additional factor of about two by using the hybrid stabilizer-tree

simulator in comparison to the vector-tree simulator alone. This advantage disappears when

the circuit comes to be dominated by non-Clifford operations (as in the case of the coherent
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amplitude error model), but remains present if these errors are applied only to subsets of

the circuit. (Note that all of these methods were spot-checked against each other to confirm

equivalent behavior.)

104

2 103  +
+ 0

102 0 * =Naive (state array)

.0 *Vector-tree
C 101 Vector-tree + stabilizer-basis

;10 0 * Vector-tree w/ amplitude error

10-0
15 20 25 30 35 40

total qubits

Figure 7-1: Simulation runtime for error-free m = 64 QSP circuits with sizes 5 < n < 23, run

with each simulation engine. For the vector-tree simulator we also plot runtime when systematic

amplitude errors are applied (in which case the hybrid vector-tree+stabilizer-basis simulator offers

no advantage. Results are reproduced from fig. 6-6, but plotted against the total number of qubits in

the circuit rather than just the system size n. At smaller n, the tree and hybrid simulators perform

comparably, while the latter reduces runtime by about a factor of two for n > 9. The simplistic

array-style simulator becomes prohibitively slow after n = 11. Note that both the vector-tree and

hybrid simulators can simulate clean QSP circuits up to 38 total qubits on our 64GB machine, even

though such a state would naively require 4TB of memory. The simplistic array-style simulator

becomes prohibitively slow after 24 total qubits (n = 11). (Measured on a Dell Precision Tower 5810

with Intel Xeon E5-1660 v3 at 3.00GHz and 64GB RAM at 2133 MHz)

A unique feature of the vector-tree simulator is the asymmetry with which it treats indi-

vidual qubits. In general its performance is strongly dependent on its correct configuration

for a particular application, by selecting which and how many qubits should be placed in am-

plitude nodes or at each link level in the underlying tree. In the case of the QSP algorithm,

the error-free circuit performs best when just the n TGT-register qubits are placed at the

amplitude level, such that the overall state contains up to 2[o9 2 nl+3 independent n-qubit

amplitude arrays corresponding to the possible states of the [log 2 n] + 3 qubits in the CTL

and PHs registers. If coherent errors are applied throughout the circuit, the discrepancy

between registers becomes less significant, and the optimal configuration relates to the most

efficient gate implementation within the individual amplitude nodes (typically found to be

~ 14 amplitude bits on our system). In both cases, we reliably find that the optimal block

size is between four and eight tied nodes, unless the system size is very small. For small

(n < 8) systems, it is typically best to forgo queueing and parallelization entirely, implying

that the overhead of the corresponding machinery outweighs the benefits in terms of cache

efficiency and parallelization in this range.
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For any configuration, it is important that the ancilla qubits used in the WA and WO

subcircuits correspond to link nodes, so that bitwise manipulations of these qubits is trivial

and their measurement can possibly contract the overall state size.

By configuring the vector-tree simulator such that the CTL qubits, PHS qubit, and all

ancilla qubits are always implemented on link levels, every classical logic gate impacting

an ancilla qubit involves only link qubits, and therefore is efficiently implemented without

modifying the amplitude nodes or growing the tree. We have therefore been able to suc-

cessfully simulate QSP circuits as large as n = 23 with a simple single machine with 64GB

memory, even though the circuit involves 38 total qubits and would therefore require 4TB of

memory on a static array simulator. This memory reduction is exactly that required for the

[log 2 n] + 2 ancilla qubits, demonstrating that the size of the vector tree simulator is indeed

independent of these link-only logical operations. The memory advantage disappears if we

also include coherent errors on gates impacting the ancilla qubits, in which case the oper-

ations are no longer purely logical and we are limited to simulations with n < 17 (32 total

qubits) so that we have sufficient memory for the entire 2 n+[lo 2 n] +5-dimensional Hilbert

space.
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Appendix A

Implementation of Quantum

Arithmetic

Integer quantum adders and multipliers are the base underlying circuits for all the cir-

cuit constructions described in this chapters 2 to 4. Because an integer multiplier can be

constructed from repeated controlled integer adders, the integer addition circuit can be

considered the fundamental circuit of all the constructions. The basic modular multiplier

constructed from modular adders requires only one type of adder circuit, while the Barrett

and Montgomery modular multipliers require additional adders in the reduction circuitry.

These adders have different widths compared to the adders used in the main multiplier, and

therefore, it may be advantageous to utilize several different types of adders in these circuits.

Because the adder is such a fundamental circuit in all our circuit constructions the design

of each adder used will have a significant impact on the design and resources required by our

modular multiplier circuits. Many quantum adders have been proposed, and we summarize

the ones used in our circuit constructions in table A.1. The adders fall into two main

categories: adders based on reversible implementations of classical adders, and adders that

operate in a transformed Fourier basis. Each of these adders presents a different trade-off

with respect to the total gates required, the circuit depth, and the number of ancilla used.

These resource trade-offs translate directly to the multiplier designs, however, the form of

the adders can also impact the resource requirements of the multipliers. For example, the

Fourier adders allow gates from multiple adders to be overlapped, which can reduce the

overall depth of the multiplier.

A.1 Prefix Adders

The calculation of the carry bit-string for an adder can be thought of as a prefix operation,

i.e., C =ci n- - ... o C o c0O. Where each ci is represented by the tuple (pi, gi) and

pi/gi indicates that a carry is propagated/generated at position i. The prefix composition
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function is defined as: (pij, gij) = (pi A pj, gj V (gi A pj)). For a multi-bit adder with inputs

a[n_1.0] and b[n_1.01 the single-bit inputs to the prefix network are calculated as: pi = ai ( bi

and gi = ai A bi. The generate value from the first bit to bit i (defined as goi) is the carry

out of position i. For a multi-bit adder, a parallel network can be used to compute the

prefix bits. For classical, non-reversible, adders many networks have been proposed and

used to create adders. Two example parallel-prefix networks are shown in fig. A-1. For a

description of these adders and others consult any textbook on computer arithmetic, for

example [EL04].

Reversible adders that are suitable for quantum computing can be constructed from

parallel prefix networks, however, because of the constraints of reversible logic, which adders

require the fewest resources and have the lowest depth may be different than in the classical

non-reversible case. For example the adder described in [DKRS06 is based on the network

structure shown in fig. A-1(a). The depth of this adder is logarithmic in the number of bits

and is well suited for a reversible implementation because it uses low fan-in/out nodes and

requires fewer gates than many of the other proposed log-depth networks.

Linear-depth parallel-prefix networks can also be defined, for example the network shown

in fig. A-1(b) has depth n/2 + 1 for n bits. This adder is similar to a sequential ripple adder,

but because we calculate two-bit propagate values across adjacent pairs of bits the carries

can be rippled across two bits at each step. The odd-position carries are not in the critical

path of the circuit and can be computed in a later step. We call this adder the prefix-ripple

adder. We have implemented a reversible circuit based on the network of fig. A-1(b), and

the repeating segment used to calculate pairs of carries is shown in fig. A-2. The first section

of the circuit calculates the 2-bit propagate values and can be executed in parallel across all

bits in the adder. n/2 sequential TOFFOLI gates are then used to ripple the carry to all even

bit-positions of the adder. The last step is to calculate the odd-position carries. The carry

at position i can be calculated in parallel with the calculation of an even-position carry in

a later step, and therefore only adds a TOFFOLI depth of one to the entire circuit. A full

circuit built from the two-bit segments of fig. A-2 would require 4 TOFFOLI gates for every

Table A.1: Quantum adder circuits used in multiplier constructions. The resource requirements
are assuming the in-place addition of a classical value onto a quantum register of width n, and
are given to leading order only. The resources for the Fourier transform basis adder assume the
decomposition of the rotation gates required to a specified accuracy (e) using a technique such as
described in [RS14].

Adder type TOFFOLI/T depth TOFFOLI/T gates Qubits required

Majority ripple [CDKM04] 2n 2n 2n + 1
Prefix-ripple [appendix A.1] n 3n 2n + 1
Carry look-ahead IDKRS06] 41og2(n) 10n 4n - log2(n) - 1
Fourier transform basis [DraOO] 3log 2 (1/() 3nlog2 (1/) n
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(g7 ,p7) (g.,p6) (95,P5) (94,p 4) (g3,p) (92,P 2) (g1 ,P1 ) (g 0,p) (97,P7) (g6 ,P6) (95,p) (94,p4 ) (93 ,p) (9 2,P 2) (91 ,p 1) (g 0,PO)

C 7  C6 C8  C4 C3  C 2  C1 CO C 7  Ce Co C 4  C3  C 2  C 1  C 0

(a) Brent-Kung Prefix Adder (b) Prefix Ripple Adder

Figure A-1: Network structure for two different prefix adders. The shaded nodes produce both
propagate (p) and generate (g) bits from the inputs and the un-shaded nodes only produce the
generate bits. The Brent-Kung adder has depth 2log 2 (n) - 1 for n bits and the prefix-ripple adder
has depth n/2 + 1.

two bits in the full out-of-place addition of two quantum values. The circuit also requires

an additional n-bit ancilla register to hold the carries. Comparing the prefix-ripple adder

to the ripple adder in [CDKM04], the new adder has half the TOFFOLI depth but requires

a factor of 2 more TOFFOLI gates, and an extra n-bit ancilla register. If the prefix-ripple

adder is used to add a classical value to a quantum one, then the first TOFFOLI gate in

the two-bit segment is reduced in degree and the cost becomes 1.5 TOFFOLI gates per bit.

Additionally the total number of qubits for this classical/quantum adder is 2n + 1, which is

equivalent to that required by the adder in [CDKM04] used in the same way.

A.2 Select Undo Adder

The adders descried in this section thus far have assumed unconditional addition of two

values. However, normally we require an adder that includes a global control. For example,

this is the case when the adder is used in a multiplier circuit. Typically a reversible in-

place addition first calculates Ix) Iy) 0) -M Ix) Iy) Ix + y) out-of-place and then because the

subtraction: lx) Ix + y) 10) -- + x) Ix + y) ly) produces the same set of outputs, we can run it

in reverse after the addition to produce our in-place addition: x) Iy) 10) -+ Ix) Ix + y) 0).

Because ly) and Ix + y) are at positions 2 and 3 respectively after the addition, but the

subtraction requires that they are in the opposite order, we must swap the two registers.

However, in most cases we can just relabel the two registers instead of swapping them.

The similarity between addition and subtraction suggests a way to perform controlled

in-place addition. A controlled adder should perform the in-place addition as described

above when the control bit is set, but when the bit is reset, it should undo the action of

the addition. In the first case we are performing a reverse subtraction, and in the later case
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Figure A-2: Circuit to calculate two bits of the carry for the prefix-ripple adder. This adder requires
4 TOFFOLI gates when both inputs are quantum values. The section labeled 2-bit propagate can be
executed in constant time across all the bits in the adder. The rippled carry step requires n/2 steps
for the entire adder and calculates the second carry bit in the pair. The first carry bit of the pair is
calculated after rippling the carry and can be done in constant time for all bits in the adder.

|x ) |X)

ly) + + Ix+y)orly)
10) - -0)

Figure A-3: Inplace select undo adder. When the select bit is 0 the second reverse adder uncomputes
the first addition. When the select bit is 1 the second addition acts as a reverse subtraction clearing
the Iy) input.
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a reverse addition. We can easily construct a circuit that selects between these two cases

based on the state of a control bit. A subtraction is just an addition where one of the inputs

has been negated. In two-complemented arithmetic this can be done by selectively flipping

each bit with a CNOT gate and setting the input carry to one. The SWAP between the two

out-of-place adders must now be controlled, requiring two CNOT gates and one TOFFOLI per

bit. This controlled adder, which we call the select undo adder, is illustrated in fig. A-3.

For this adder neither of the out-of-place adders is controlled and, depending on the type

of adder employed, this may lead to a reduction in the number of TOFFOLI gates required.

The main extra cost of the select-undo adder are the n TOFFOLI gates required between the

two out-of-place adders. However, the SWAP that they are used to implement is between

two existing registers and therefore no extra ancillas are required.

A.3 Quantum Multiplication

Given an in-place quantum adder, we can construct the quantum multiply-accumulate cir-

cuit,

z) y Q-MAC(X); y+ ,l) A1

Using the input |z) as an initialized accumulator register, we add 2kX in-place for each bit

yk of y)n, requiring n controlled, in-place quantum adders. The Q-MAC operator can be

generalized to any sum controlled by the bits of ly). In particular, as is described in the text

(section 2.3.1), we can accumulate the congruent value,

n-1

t A Ey (2kX mod N), (A.2)
k=O

such that t = Xy (mod N) and requires at most w < [log 2 nN] < n + [log 2 n] bits to

represent. As before, we require n in-place controlled additions to the accumulation register

|z)., now of the reduced partial products 2kX mod N. If the accumulator is smaller than

is required to hold t (i.e. w < [log2(nN)]), these adders are truncated and the resulting

product is computed modulo-2w.

For classical X, we can similarly construct an in-place quantum multiplier,

10)w 1y)" Q-UL X n+w (A.3)

where the product is computed over the input register ly) and is implicitly modulo-2n+w.

For odd X, we can express the product,

n-1 k 1) ,

Xy = y + y(X - 1) = y + A - 2 k+1 X (A.4)
k=O
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where (X - 1)/2 is an integer. Each addition of 2k+l(X - 1)/2 is then conditioned on the

kth bit of y, and affects only the bits more significant than k in the resulting sum. Given

a register initialized to ly), we can therefore perform each of these additions in-place in

descending order (k = n - 1, ... , 0), so that each bit yk of IY) controls an addition affecting

only the more significant bits of the register before it is affected by any addition in the

sequence.

For even X, the addend (X - 1)/2 is not an integer. Instead, we compute the equivalent

product (X/2A)y, where A = v2 (X) is the two-adic order of X. The full product Xy can

then be produced by simply concatenating this result with A zero-initialized ancilla bits.

The in-place multiplier relies on the k trailing zeros of each partial product 2kX, and so is

not compatible with the partially-reduced multiply introduced above. However, given the

distribution of trailing zeros in the set of reduced partial products, it is likely that the result

can be computed over about log 2 (n) bits of the input state.
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Appendix B

QSP implementation details

In this appendix we provide further details specific to the implementation of QSP used

in this work. Appendix B.1 outlines operators and algorithmic considerations for QSP

constructed for a signal operator A which can be efficiently decomposed in a sum-of-unitaries

representation. The corresponding quantum circuit components are explicitly described

appendix B.3. Derivations for the error bounds defined in section 6.2.3 are provided in

appendix B.2. Finally, appendix B.4 presents additional simulation data and resulting circuit

optimizations for mitigating systematic unitary error models.

B.1 QSP algorithm for linear combination of unitaries

As outlined in section 6.2.2, we can "qubitize" a normal signal operator A by constructing

a pair of reflection operators WA and W, =aWoflN = 2 a)(al - i, where W0 = 2 10)(01 -

1 is Grover's diffusion operator and FE = Ia)(01, nt= I0)(al are projectors such that

fl0t'WAZ = I0)(01 A/1 AI +- forms a block encoding of A. Efficient block encodings for

a variety of other operator structures are described in detail in [GSHW18].

Hamiltonians describing a number of physical systems, including the Heisenberg spin-

chain model used in this work (eq. (6.1)), are often naturally expressed as a sum of unitary

elements, i.e.,
L-1

A = ak Ak, (B.1)
k=O

where each &k C SU(2') is a unique unitary operator. In this case, we can implement the

projection and reflection operators,

L-1 L-1

flO = a)(O a I 1k)(01, WA > iarg k |k)(kI &k. (B.2)
k=h k=o

where (ak/lak|) = eiarg ak absorbs the sign or phase Of ak. For Hermitian A, it is simple to
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check that W2 = I and that NWAr =k ak IO)(0 A is a block encoding of A.

For each eigenstate JA) of , the SU(2) subspace generated by the paired reflections WA

and W0 = flQWotj = 2 Ia)(aI - is spanned by the orthogonal basis states,

a+) 1a) JA) = -ak 1k) (9 JA) ,(B.3)
k

a-A) ckk) 0 (Ak -A) JA), (B.4)
k

such that,

Va +a) = ia ), (B.5)

WAf ) = Aa) + v/1 - A2 a:F). (B.6)

Combining the two reflections, we construct an eigenstate-specific SU(2) rotation operator,

A -V1 -A2
U CVA=W a = WAfot a = ( = A e-i acos A _ --( - 20x),

(B.7)
with eigenphases Tie 20 A. The imaginary phase can be eliminated by adding a N,(7r/2) =

HSH gate to the PHS qubit above each query (or equivalently substituting PHS-qubit rota-

tions N&(Ok) 4 Ny(#k) for odd k), leaving eigenphases eo,\ and e-2O\.

Applied to the eigenstate 10+) A Ia+) +i a-) of &A, each query of UA would kick back

the corresponding eigenphase e'ox so that we would immediately recover the unitary-A QSP

algorithm. However, in general we do not have access to the eigenstate-dependent states

. Instead, we prepare 1a) in the CTL register in order to generate decoupled basis states

az) = L#f)+ JO-) for each eigenstate IA) superimposed in the TGT register, and rely on

the Hermiticity of the response function fm(6 A) to ensure that the CTL register is returned

to the known state Ia) to be unprepared and measured at the end of the algorithm:

im[A] ja) = fm(OA)(L3) + 10-)) = fm(OA) 10) - fm(7r -1OA) 3) = fm(OA) a ).

(B.8)
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B.2 Error bounds

Here we derive the error bounds introduced in section 6.2.3. Both the asymptotic and numer-

ical bounds approximate eq. (6.21) by maximizing the real and imaginary terms separately,

00

Eim A max|I m(0) - cos(r sin 0) < 2 J2k+m/2+2(T) (B.9)
k=O
00

Ere A max m(0) - sin(r sin 0) < 2 J2k+m/ 2+1(T) , (B.10)
k=O

so that the total error is bound by Eja < {We + Em -/

The asymptotic bound easy is calculated using the Bessel function property IJk(r)l 
IT/2 1kI/Ik! [AS65]. Sums in the form of eqs. (B.9) and (B.10) can then be bound [BCK15,

GSHW18],

>3LJk~qT)~ ~|r/2|2~ jT/2a az ( 2k _____J2k+q( 2 q (B.11)
k=0 k=0 k=0

Asserting that r < m/2, we combine eqs. (B.9) to (B.11) to establish a closed-form asymp-

totic upper bound for 6 ja:

2a211/
2 <81T/21m/2+1 ( 2 1/2 4,/5 )m/2+1

Eja< (i e! $3(m/2 + 1)! 1+ m +4) 3 -/Tm_ m + 2 =Es

(B.12)

where the final inequality results from the Sterling approximation.

Solving the r.h.s of eq. (B.12) for m, one can derive QSP's optimal asymptotic query

depth m ~ eITI + O(log(e (1/es) [GSHW181. This(mostly) additive dependence on

Easy serves as the proof of the optimal resource scaling of the QSP implementation of Hamil-

tonian simulation.

We calculate the tighter numerical bound by computing the maxima in eqs. (B.9)

and (B.10) exactly. The first root of Bessel function Jk(T) is known to occur outside

Ir| > k + 1.85576k'/ 3 [Kra06]. For m > 2r, every Bessel function evaluation in eqs. (B.9)

and (B.10) will be inside that function's first root, and will share the same sign. We can

then move the absolute value operation outside the sum, and compute eqs. (B.9) and (B.10)

exactly as finite sums. Exploiting the identities Eke2Z Jk(T) = 1 and Eke2z+1 k(T) = FO
where 1 o A f dT'Jo(T') = (7r-/2)(J1(T)Ho(T) - JO(T)H1(T)) + TJo(7) and Hk(T) are the
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Struve functions [Str82, S087], we have,

00 oc rm/4

Ea = J2k+m/2+2 = J2k+/2+2(T) = 1 - JO(T) - 2 E J2k(T) , (B.13)
k=O k=O k=1

m/4

Cc = 1 J2k+m/2+1(T) = J2k+m/2+(T) =Fo- 2 J -1(r) .(B.14)
k=0 k=0 k=1

We can then take the numerical bound to be Enum { E2+ E2} 1/2 exactly, and differs from

Eja only in that Ca and EC are maximized separately.

Because the numerical bound is an exact computation of the terms bounded by Easy, it

is always the case that Cja Enum E Casy)

B.3 Circuit Implementation

The heart of the normal-A quantum signal processor is the "qubitized" unitary signal oper-

ator UA. Using the sum-of-unitaries Hamiltonian encoding from appendix B.1, the circuit

spans three qubit registers: the n-qubit TGT register containing the state being evolved, the

d = [log 2 L]-qubit CTL register required for qubitization, and the single PHS qubit. As de-

scribed in section 6.2.2, we can construct &A from pairs of reflectors WA, W0 and projectors

Ht, fit where both WA and W0 are conditioned on the I-) state of the PHS qubit, and

WA acts on both the CTL and TGT registers while W0 and H0 act on just the CTL qubits.

The specific circuit constructions we use for each subcircuit (which descend from those used

in [CMN+17b, CMN+17a]) are described here.

B.3.1 Projectors fl, E~

As defined in eq. (B.2), the Ht and HL subroutines act entirely within the CTL register to

encode the coefficients a , {a0, ... , aL-1} in the unitary decomposition of A (eq. (B.1)) into

the state 1a):
L-1

10) -"+ 1a)= EV Ik) - 0) . (B.15)
k=0

Provided that eq. (B.15) is satisfied and fit _ = 110d, the action of fa and fi on other

states in the CTL register does not affect the behavior of the UA circuit, and so can be left

unspecified.

We implement Ht with the zero-ancilla recursive procedure outlined in [SBM06] (adapted

from the implementation in [CMN+17b, CMN+17a]). We require that L = 2d exactly,

zero-padding a if its length is not already a power of two. Beginning with the d-qubit

state la)d (where the subscript indicates the number of qubits in the register) and defining
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a'k A IakI + Ik+L/2I and sk L 2acos lak/ck, we can decouple the most significant bit of

1a)d:

L-1 L/2- L/2-1

Z kk) =Z I0)+ k+2)k)d 1 = Z y(k) 0) c k) d.
k=O k k / k=O

(B.16)

We therefore define the operator,

L/2-1

T= L Ny (sk) Ik)(kia_, ,(B.17)
k=O

which constructs |)d = T 0) a')d from the (d - 1)-qubit state Ia')d-1 Ek<L/2 a' Ik).

The state Ia')d_1 then has identical structure to la)d, and so can similarly be constructed

using an (d - 1)-qubit operator td_1. Beginning with the all-zeros state IO)d, the full state

I a) can be constructed with the recursive sequence of operators {Tt ... , I} shown in fig. B-

la.

10) i a) = 0) Td a)
,,- I Td- 1 |a,)

(a)

+d l 
- d-2 d-2 T-2 d-2

d _ d- _. td-1 ____ __ _ t _d

- -

(b)

Figure B-1: (B-la) Recursive implementation of the El subcircuit, using the td operator defined
in eq. (B.17), (B-1b) recursive implementation of td

The single-qubit instance Ti requires just a single rotation gate T1 = Ry(s). Larger

instances td for d > 1 can themselves be derived recursively. Defining the (d - 1)-qubit

instances,

td(_ lA Ry (;k t sk+L/4) 0k)(kI d- , (B.18)

and noting that conjugation of the target bit by &,, negates each rotation angle 4k in the
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operator, we can use a pair of CNOT gates to construct the d-qubit operator,

Td = (tdll ® )(A-i) 1)(11 + 1I0)(01O) (I i)(&(-1) 11)(11 + 10)(0|)

= (&(d~) ® |1)(11 + 1I0)(01) (+_ (&(d-1) 1)(11 + i I 10)(01)(I- ® ).

(B.19)

As shown in fig. B-1b, for all but the first step of this recursive decomposition we can

alternate between the two equivalent constructions in eq. (B.19) operators can be arranged

such that one of the two CNOT gates is annihilated.

The full operator td therefore requires 2 d-1 single-qubit rotations and 2 d-I CNOT gates.

The total resource costs of the ancilla-free f circuit are then,

" 2d - 1 single-qubit rotation gates,

" 2d - 2 CNOT gates.

B.3.2 WA reflection

The second subcircuit we require is the reflection operator WA introduced in section 6.2.2.

As defined in eq. (B.2), for A represented as a weighted sum of unitaries the WA operator

selectively applies the unitary component Ak for each binary index state Jk) in the CTL

register. We additionally require that the WA circuit be controlled by the I-) = | 1)

state of the PHS qubit which is equivalent to expanding the index to the (d + 1)-qubit state

I-) 1k) = kI1) 9|k).
Naively (fig. B-2), conditioning on a (d + 1)-qubit binary state would require a pair of

(d + 1)-control TOFFOLI gates for each of the 2L unitary elements Ak in A. However, as

insightfully noticed in [CMN+17b], it turns out that we can better utilize ancilla bits to

remove most of the complexity between consecutive indices.

This optimization arises when each (d + 1)-qubit TOFFOLI is first constructed subopti-

mally, using d sequential 3-qubit TOFFOLIs and d ancilla qubits to construct a "staircase"

AND operator. For each index state I-) 1k) we implement both an 'ascent' staircase (begin-

ning with the MSB) prior to the application of k, followed by a reversed, ancilla-clearing

'descent' staircase. This construction initially costs a total of 2Ld unparallelizable 3-qubit

gates for the complete WA circuit. However, all but the final descent is immediately followed

by the next TOFFOLI gate's ascent, which differs only in whether individual controls are ac-

tivated on the 10) or 11) state (as determined by the binary decomposition of the index value

k). For each MSB shared by the binary indices I-) 1k) and I-) 1k + 1), we can therefore

annihilate a pair of TOFFOLI gates.

Every other step between indices can then be implemented with just a single CNOT gate,

while every fourth step (after some circuit optimizations described in [CMN+17b]) requires
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a three-qubit TOFFOLI and two CNOT gates, every eighth step requires three TOFFOLIs and

two CNOTS, etc.-in general the number of steps requiring a descent of depth w scales with

2-wL so that the overall number of gates required for the WA circuit is linear in L.

The total resource costs of the WA circuit are then,

* 3 2d-1 - 4 Toffoli gates,

* 3 2d-1 - 2 + WA CNOT gates,

* d ancilla qubits.

PHS H --- PHS

CTL CTL

WA

TGT - - A0 A1 A2 A 3  - T

Figure B-2: Na~ive implementation of the WA circuit, implementing the unitary operation WA -

Ek<L Ik)(kI 0 Ak with L sequential d-Toffoli operators.

B.3.3 Wo reflection

Finally, we require an implementation of the diffusion operator Wo = 2 I0)(0I - 1, again

conditioned on the PHS-qubit's I-) state. This controlled-Wo operation is equivalent to a

single d-control TOFFOLI gate, conditioned on the d-qubit zero state in the CTL register

and targeting the PHs qubit. In this case we implement the multi-control TOFFOLI with a

logarithmic-depth tree of 3-qubit TOFFOLIs using d - 2 ancilla qubits, as shown for d = 4

in fig. B-3a. As a standalone operation, we would then have to reverse all but the final

TOFFOLI gate in order to uncompute the intermediary ancilla bits. However, as described

in section 6.3.2, in the context of the QSP circuit each pair of adjacent queries UA, Uk

(after the annihilation of projectors flQHt) contains a pair of Wo circuits separated by just

a PHSqubit rotation. We can therefore elide the uncomputation and recomputation of the

ancilla bits between the two applications (fig. B-3b). Each C 0 component of each query

then requires at most, d - 1 3-qubit

" d - 1 3-qubit TOFFOLI gates,

" d - 2 ancilla qubits,

and is parallelizable to depth [log2 d].
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PHS PHS 2 R( b

CTL { = CTL{ W0  V!0

10) - 10) 10) 10)
10) 1) 10) 10)

(a) (b)

Figure B-3: Circuit implementation of the diffusion operator Wo = 2 10)(01 - 1. Conditioned on
the I-) state of the PHs qubit (B-3a), Wo amounts to a d-control TOFFOLI gate with "active low"
controls on the bits of the CTL register, and can be implemented in logarithmic depth with d - 2
ancilla qubits. Between adjacent queries of UA and U t, Wo circuits are separated by just a PHS-qubit
rotation (B-3b); in this case we can forgo the clearing of ancilla bits between the pair so that the
combined complexity is the same as a single Wo (plus one TOFFOLI gate)

B.3.4 Total resources

The full QSP circuit comprises m queries of &A, where each queries contains a WA reflection

and a f, projection, and all but the first and last queries contain half of a Wo subcircuit (as

described in section 6.3.2, we can bypass the reflection entirely in the first and final queries).

In terms of primitive gates, the complete QSP circuit therefore comprises,

* 2dm + 1 single-qubit Rotation gates

* 3- 2d- 1 m + dm - 5m Toffoli gates,

* 13m2d- 2 - 3md - m CNOT gates,

* d ancilla qubits.

We can further decompose the Wo and WA circuits into Clifford+T operations. Because

we only care about the target qubit state after any Toffoli gate in the tree, and further noting

any relative phases will be undone when we reverse the tree to uncompute the ancilla bits,

we can map each three- and four-qubit TOFFOLI gate to the circuits shown in fig. B-4. Both

constructions require no ancilla and are equivalent to the standard gates except for phase.

The three-qubit circuit (originally due to [BBC+95]) requires four T gates, two Hadamard

gates, and three CNOTs, while the four-qubit circuit (borrowed from [CMN+17a]) requires

eight t gates, four Hadamards, and six CNOTs. The total per-query resource costs of the

QSP circuit implemented with Clifford+t gates are then,

* m2d single-qubit Rotations

* 1.5- 2 d - 2 CNOT gates,

* 2 NOT gates,
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* d ancilla qubits.

Ico)
(a) Ici)

It)a

Ico)
(b) Ici)

SC2)
it)

Ico)
I co)

H~~~i Tt Tt TC Tt Hete c l))

r Ii Ico)
ci)
IC2)

H~~~~e Tt (D HC (9 Tt T T H T TtH eIt(o Ci 2))

Figure B-4: Pseudo-decompositions of (a) three-qubit [BBC+95] and (b) four-qubit Toffoli
gates, correct up to some input-dependent phase e- . The four-qubit construction is borrowed
from [CMN+17a]
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B.4 Coherent error optimization

In this section, we consider the effects of systematic unitary errors on the QSP circuit or

subcircuits in detail by independently enabling errors on specific subcircuits and gate subsets.

These steps elucidate a few simple circuit optimizations, which together significantly reduce

the leading-order impact of coherent errors. These optimized circuits are used for the general

coherent error characterization in section 6.4.5. In practice, combined with the simulation

tools outlined in section 6.3.4 (further described in chapter 7), the separate consideration

of errors on particular gate or circuit subsets also greatly reduces simulation runtime and

enables a more thorough characterization of the deleterious effects of coherent errors.

As a baseline, we first generate rough capacity plots of unoptimized QSP circuits with

systematic amplitude errors restricted to each subcircuit. As seen in fig. B-5, for circuits

configured near the expected optimal query depth, the dominant sources of error are the Hn

and WA subcircuits, which will therefore be the focus of our optimization.

10-1 100

10-1 z

1010-5IC

010-2

102-ioi
0- 1o0-5

- 16

8 16 32 64 128 256 512 8 16 32 64 128 256 512
T T

- WA only - f[,, ftt only - WO only - PHS-qubit rotations only

Figure B-5: Simulation capacity contributions of each subcircuit of an n = 11 QSP experiment
subject to 2 = 10-6 systematic amplitude errors, prior to the coherent error optimizations described
in appendix B.4

B.4.1 Projectors Ea, UlL

Using the circuit implementation described in appendix B.3.1, the a = Ia)(01 subcircuit

consists of just CNOT gates and single-qubit Ry(-) rotations. We therefore consider the

impact of errors on each gate type separately.

If just the single-qubit Rk() rotation gates are subject to multiplicative amplitude errors,

the faulty circuits fl., fi will still satisfy HtIHk = 1. Accordingly, we expect the failure

rate of the faulty circuit to be unchanged from that of the error-free circuit. Because the

angles of the single-qubit rotations are chosen to encode the coefficients {aO, ... a_1 } in the
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unitary decomposition A = Ek<L ckAk of the system Hamiltonian A, the circuit constructed

from the faulty gates is exactly equivalent to the ideal circuit constructed from a perturbed

Hamiltonian A = EA dkk for alpha ~ ak. However, the infidelity of the final state is

impacted due to the divergence of the faulty and ideal propagators,

(B.20)

We confirm this behavior by generating configuration plots. At constant r = 20 (fig. B-6,

top), we observe that failure rate decays super-exponentially with increasing query depth

independent of error rate, while infidelity becomes constant in the error-dominated perfor-

mance region. If we instead fix m = 64 (bottom left), the observed infidelity is consistent

with eq. (B.20) in the fault-dominated region. Finally (bottom right), we note that infidelity

is remarkably independent of system size n when errors are restricted to just these gates.
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Figure B-6: Configuration plots generated for n = 11 QSP circuits with systematic amplitude

error restricted to just the Ry(-) gates in the ft, subcircuit, at constant r = 20 (top row) and

m = 64 (bottom row). These errors being equivalent to perturbing the simulated Hamiltonian, in

each case failure probability is unchanged from the error-free case (in the top left plot traces for

E2 G {10-5, 10-6, 10-'} are overlayed). Error bars indicated the standard deviation among circuits

constructed from 64 randomly generated Hamiltonians
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If we instead limit coherent errors to the nta circuit's CNOT gates, we break the symmetry
between the faulty ft and circuits so that in practice HfiH f i. In this case both

failure rate and infidelity to grow with m as the evolving eigenstates leak out of their invariant

subspace.

Some of this leakage can be constained using a standard echo technique. We define

Or E p4d to be a d-qubit Pauli correction operator, and ft', p O-$fl,01 to be the corre-

sponding projector obtained by conjugating ha by O1. As each bit in fa is targeted by an

even number of CNOT gates, this conjugation amounts to reversing the signs of every RY(.)
rotation acting on bits for which C contains a or &, gate (crucially, this means that

we preserve the symmetry which benefited the Ry(-)-restricted error case). By substitut-

ing H, i-+ CIN'Cr for every II, (but not ft) circuit in the QSP circuit, we can contain

the component of the error which anti-commutes with On so that it remains constant with

increasing query depth. Any additional error introduced by a faulty d-gate Of operator is

negligible in comparison to the 0( 2 d) faulty CNOT gates making up the fa circuit.

Figure B-7 compares capacity plots of the unmodified circuit (dashed lines) and that with
Or = &od (solid lines). We observe about a factor of three reduction in both error probability

and average infidelity with this modification for optimally-configured QSP circuits when

coherent errors are limited to the UI circuit's CNOT gates.

100 100

4-

e 10-1--- ~ 10-2
102 $

-10-2 -o

3 -1 -

10--0-E

10-4 1y-6
4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 517

T T

-- E2 =10-7 -- E2 = 10-6 - 62 = 10-5

Figure B-7: Capacity plots generated for n = 11 QSP circuits with coherent amplitude error re-
stricted to just CNOT gates in the It, subcircuit. Solid lines represent circuits after the addition
of Cn = dz echo operators, while dashed lines represent the unmodified circuit (see text). Er-
ror bars indicated the standard deviation among circuits constructed from 64 randomly generated
Hamiltonians.

B.4.2 Reflection WA

The WA operator is predominantly composed of logical operators in order to select the
unitary component Ak given the index state 1k) in the CTL register while (ideally) leaving
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the state 1k) unchanged. Using the implementation in appendix B.3.2, the WA subcircuit

additionally requires d ancilla qubits, which are returned to 10) at the end of the operation.

After subcircuit elimination (section 6.3.2), every pair of queries A, U contains a pair

of WA subcircuits separated by just a PHS-qubit rotation. As we did for the ft, subcircuit, we

can use a simple echo technique to promote the coherent cancellation of a component of the

error term generated by each query. Letting OA C pod be a second d-qubit Pauli operator

acting in the CTL register, we define the conjugated reflection circuit, WA' CAWACA.

We can construct WA by noting that 6fz gates acting on CTL qubits trivially commute

with WA, while a &z or &y gate acting on the jth qubit has the effect of swapping the

indices Ik) -+ Ik D 2i) and therefore requires swapping the unitary components k I AkE2j
between the WA and WA implementations.

At -r = 32, by conjugating the first of each pair of WA circuits by OA = &zd we reduce at-

capacity failure rate by about an order of magnitude and corresponding infidelity by about

two orders of magnitude. However, as seen in the capacity diagrams shown in fig. B-8, while

the fidelity improvement is consistent for all r < 512, the asymptotic failure rate grows

much more quickly, surpassing that of the unmodified circuit for r > 256.

We can mitigate this accumulation by exploiting symmetry in the QSP sequence. The

Bessel function property Jk(T) = (-i)kJk(r) results in an analogous symmetry #k =

(-1)kOm-k (to first order in e). To promote cancellation between corresponding terms in

the resulting Fourier expansion, we modify the first m/2 UA queries using the Cr, OA echo

operators as described, but for the remaining m/2 queries we instead conjugate the second of

each pair of adjacent WA circuits by OA and similarly substitute U with (flt)' = OrNflOr

while leaving ft unmodified. As shown in fig. B-8, the infidelity of the "symmetric" circuit is

the same as that before this final modification, but growth of failure rate on r is significantly

diminished (at the cost of slightly worse performance for small r).

B.4.3 Reflection Wo

Like the WA circuit, the WO operators appear in pairs in the QSP circuit, where in this case

nearly half of each circuit can be annihilated (section 6.3.2). The small gate count of this

subcircuit (relative to WA and fl) means that it does not contribute significantly to the

resolution of the overall circuit. However, for O = dwe can mitigate a piece of its small

contribution by commuting the On operator from a neighboring ft' or (Hlt)' circuit to the

middle of the pair of half-operators (as constructed in appendix B.3.3, the qubits in the CTL

register are only involved in the Wo circuit as controls to TOFFOLI gates, and so each &z

gate in On trivially commutes).
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Figure B-8: Simulation capacity plots of n = 11 QSP circuits with 62 = 10-6 systematic amplitude
errors restricted to just the WA subcircuit, before and after the coherent error optimizations described
in appendix B.4. Results are shown for circuits with no optimization, with CA - &'d echo operators,
and with symmetrized CA = &Qd echo operators (see text). Note that prior to symmetrization, the
echo operators significantly reduce the at-capacity failure rate at small r but also introduce a strong
r dependence which makes the circuit worse for sufficiently long simulations
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